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KatrinaStevens1

Welcome to #edtechchat! Please introduce yourself and share from where you’re joining us!
@EdSurge’s @MJMadda and the #edsurge50 educators are guest moderating tonight's #edtechchat
discussion.

22/12/2014 19:59:5

RT @KatrinaStevens1: The #edtechchat conversation begins in 3, 2, 1…
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @EdSurge’s @MJMadda and the #edsurge50 educators are guest
moderating tonight's #edtechchat discussion.
My tweets for the next hour will be dedicated to #edtechchat - come join in a discussion about
#edsurge50
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Welcome to #edtechchat! Please introduce yourself and share from where
you’re joining us!

22/12/2014 20:00:0

22/12/2014 20:00:4

JinSooDHuh

Molly- preK-5th music T here from VA #edtechchat
Students wanted to add personal flair to their tablets, so we gave them 15 opportunities to do just that:
http://t.co/IMGNDt0Ori #edtechchat
This is Jin-Soo Huh, Director of Tech of @KIPPChicago Schools. Today, joining #edtechchat from
sunny so california. Repping Illinois today

srhulsman

Hi! Samantha from Florida here. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:01:0

s_bearden

22/12/2014 20:01:0

MJMadda

Susan Bearden, #edtechchat co-founder, #edsurge50 contributor from Melbourne, FL :)
We will use a Q1, Q2… format for Questions during #edtechchat. Please use the A1, A2… format for
answers.
@KatrinaStevens1 Hi Katrina - glad to be with #edtechchat tonight … awfully cold and damp here in Va
so glad to be inside ...
Hello everyone! Mary Jo from @edsurge here. If you wrote a piece for the #edsurge50 project, share
the link w your intro! #edtechchat

jpk38

James Kapptie, Cody Wyoming. Director of Tech James Kapptie, Dir of Tech, Cody WY. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:01:1

lars3eb

22/12/2014 20:01:2

JinSooDHuh

My tweets belong to #EdTechChat for the next 60 mins or so.
RT @MJMadda: We will use a Q1, Q2… format for Questions during #edtechchat. Please use the A1,
A2… format for answers.

KatrinaStevens1

@pammoran So glad to see you, Pam! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:01:3

iplante

Sharon co-founder #edtechchat #LDtechnologist in CT @EHSSouthport #learningdifferently
Scott - Edmond, OK just left High school for college! #edsurge50 writer and super excited for
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:01:3

22/12/2014 20:01:4

iplante

@mspatricianhfb Welcome Molly! #edtechchat
Eric from PA joining #edtechchat. Teacher of English and Asst. Dean at a boarding school. (Nice use of
preposition, @KatrinaStevens1!)
#edtechchat Hi all, Michael from @EdSurge here. Attempting to participate with extremely dilated
pupils...
RT @MJMadda: We will use a Q1, Q2… format for Questions during #edtechchat. Please use the A1,
A2… format for answers.

pammoran

RT @lars3eb: My tweets belong to #EdTechChat for the next 60 mins or so.

22/12/2014 20:01:5

showmerob

Rob Dickson representing Omaha NE here on #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:01:5

KatrinaStevens1

Katrina Stevens, Baltimore, co-founder #edtechchat, @edsurge summit director, #EdTech MD

22/12/2014 20:01:5

s_bearden

@JinSooDHuh Welcome to #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:02:0
James Kapptie, Dir of Tech, Cody WY. #edtechchat https://t.co/Tzki1OH0v0 #wyoedchat #edsurge50
contributor
22/12/2014 20:02:0

KatrinaStevens1
WillcottJulie
iplante
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22/12/2014 20:01:3

22/12/2014 20:01:4
22/12/2014 20:01:4
22/12/2014 20:01:5

22/12/2014 20:02:1

MJMadda

Make sure to add #edtechchat to all of your tweets tonight for this chat. Your voice matters!
Check out the Fifty States guide here--52 stories from educators across the US on #edtech!
#edtechchat https://t.co/BLw7fFWgJl
My name is Mary Jo Madda, current @edsurge Associate Editor, former STEM teacher/admin, and
editor of the #edsurge50 project! #edtechchat

tonywan

Hello #edtechchat! Tony Wan here, managing editor at @edsurge

22/12/2014 20:02:1

kerszi

22/12/2014 20:02:1

Charley_Locke

Hi, I'm Kathi, a primary school computer teacher from South Jersey #EdTechChat
Hi everyone, my name is Romain and I am a Multi-Classroom Leader (MCL) @RansonIBMS in
Charlotte, NC #edtechchat #edurge50
Julie Willcott - STEM Educator from Maine - very interested in creating (and using) open ed resources.
#edtechchat
So excited to hear reflections from the incredible writers and educators of #edsurge50 tonight!
#edtechchat

betavt

Ned, superintendent from Vermont #edtechchat https://t.co/3YufQQBOz2 Glad to be here tonight

22/12/2014 20:02:3

PledgeCents

PledgeCents here! We help raise money for any K-12 need! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:02:3

MJMadda

htdcompletely
WillcottJulie

22/12/2014 20:02:1
22/12/2014 20:02:1

22/12/2014 20:02:2
22/12/2014 20:02:2
22/12/2014 20:02:2

ksfusco
KS_EdMktg
lars3eb
KatrinaStevens1
EdModified

Kelly, school librarian from NJ joining in #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 Kishari, co-founder of edtech startup product http://t.co/D4RcWbXc0d. Seattle.
#GoHawks #edtechchat
Derek Larson, 4th grade teacher from @wcsdk12 and writer at @EdTechBabble checking in as part of
the #edsurge50 and #EdTechChat tonight.
@EricAfterSchool Thanks! No one else has ever noticed that I change that intro. : ) #edtechchat
Welcome!

22/12/2014 20:02:3
22/12/2014 20:02:4
22/12/2014 20:02:4
22/12/2014 20:02:5

shirky17

Melissa from EdModified here! Hello #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:02:5
RT @wkrakower: Going to #ISTE2015 check out #TCT15 on 6/26/15 ~ http://t.co/8DaI7OihlO Register
Today! #satchat #edchat #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:02:5

KatrinaStevens1

Here are all of the #edsurge50 educators who are guests on tonight's #edtechchat: http://t.co/zjjAi0pOI9 22/12/2014 20:02:5

KatrinaStevens1

@KS_EdMktg Great to see you again, Kishari! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:03:1

iplante

Welcome #edsurge50 writers #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:03:1

MJMadda

Q1 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:03:1

teachbleggett

Brandi from Kansas joining #edtechchat focusing on #edsurge50

22/12/2014 20:03:1

jpk38

@Charley_Locke without help, no of us would be good writers. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:03:1

s_bearden

@mjwints @EdSurge Oh no! That's not fun! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:03:1

techyturner

@KatrinaStevens1 rodney turner from Phoenix Arizona #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:03:1

MJMadda

22/12/2014 20:03:1

s_bearden

@EdModified Melissa!! So glad you made it! #edtechchat
Marita Diffenbaugh, ID. Tips and Tools for Involving Students in Lesson Planning and Content Delivery
http://t.co/0eHTyi24pv #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Here are all of the #edsurge50 educators who are guests on tonight's
#edtechchat: http://t.co/zjjAi0pOI9
RT @MJMadda: Check out the Fifty States guide here--52 stories from educators across the US on
#edtech! #edtechchat https://t.co/BLw7fFWgJl

KatrinaStevens1

@showmerob Love having someone from Nebraska here! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:03:3

KerryHawk02

Sup #edtechchat! Kerry from MA... Honored to be one of the #edsurge50

22/12/2014 20:03:3

ShiftParadigm

22/12/2014 20:03:3

showmerob

Mark Weston here from Dunwoody, Georgia --&gt; #edtechchat @WillcottJulie @Charley_Locke
RT @EdSurge: Hey, educators! Tune in to #edtechchat in 5 minutes with #edsurge50 writers!
http://t.co/GHRm3xS6GV

betavt

Good to see so many from my PLN tonight #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:03:3

techytess

22/12/2014 20:03:4

jpk38

Hello #edtechchat Julie from MI joining in tonight
RT @MJMadda: Check out the Fifty States guide here--52 stories from educators across the US on
#edtech! #edtechchat https://t.co/BLw7fFWgJl

KatrinaStevens1

@mjwints @EdSurge Hi Michael! We're finally in the same time zone! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:03:5

Kayskate37Holle

22/12/2014 20:03:5

EasyBib

Sarah from Wyoming-Elementary #edtechchat
[List] What's Your Favorite Librarian Chat?http://t.co/SbpTkds1Nv #tlchat #edtechchat #tlnewsnight
#collabed #pubpribridge #inaljchat

seanrussell311

Sean from Raleigh, NC. 5th grade math and science teacher. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:0

KerryHawk02

22/12/2014 20:04:0

NMHS_lms

@ksfusco So glad you're here! #edtechchat
Laura Fleming, Library Media Specialist, NJ #edsurge50 contributor http://t.co/McTc152ZeC
#edtechchat #njed #openbadges #digitalbadges #pd

robpennington9

Rob from CT. 7/8 social studies/lead tech coach. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:0

MJMadda

Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:0

KatrinaStevens1

@srhulsman Great to have you Samantha! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:2

ajamitrano

Anthony, AP from Mendon, MA #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:2

atragg

Hey there #edtechchat, I'm Amy, elem art T in CT

22/12/2014 20:04:2

EdModified

Hi @MJMadda!!! So great to connect! #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Check out the Fifty States guide here--52 stories from educators across the US on
#edtech! #edtechchat http://t.co/HL50TbmkHw…

22/12/2014 20:04:2

@KS_EdMktg @KatrinaStevens1 No worries, next time! #edtechchat
Hello - Alex - #techie and co-founder of #edtechchat - keeper of the stats - will be in and out a while
putting kids to bed
@MJMadda @edsurge great 2 see you Mary Jo- 50 states project has amazing content anchored in a
context of digital connectivity #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:3

MDiffenbaugh
InanimateAlice

JinSooDHuh
MJMadda
ajpodchaski
pammoran

22/12/2014 20:03:2
22/12/2014 20:03:2
22/12/2014 20:03:3

22/12/2014 20:03:3

22/12/2014 20:03:5

22/12/2014 20:04:0

22/12/2014 20:04:0

22/12/2014 20:04:3

22/12/2014 20:04:3
22/12/2014 20:04:3

shawadam78

Diana Rendina, media specialist at Stewart Middle Magnet in Tampa, FL. Happy to be here :)
#edtechchat
Good Evening! My name is Adam Shaw and I am a @EdSurge contributor from South Dakota.
#edtechchat

KatrinaStevens1

@JinSooDHuh @KIPPChicago Hi Jin-Soo! Glad you could make tonight's #edtechchat!

22/12/2014 20:04:4

iplante

RT @MJMadda: Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:4

s_bearden

RT @iplante: Welcome #edsurge50 writers #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:4

ShiftParadigm

Good evening Romain -&gt; @htdcompletely @RansonIBMS #edtechchat #edurge50

22/12/2014 20:04:5

BradleeWSkinner

Brad Skinner, Rock Springs WY #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:5

htdcompletely

And here is the link to my #edsurge50 story https://t.co/PSW6n3mLP7 #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:5

s_bearden

@techyturner @KatrinaStevens1 Hey there friend! Thanks for joining #edtechchat tonight!

22/12/2014 20:04:5

teacher_graham

Jessica Graham: 5th grade in Downsville,WI. First timer!! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:5

KatrinaStevens1

RT Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:04:5

jpk38

EdSurge

@Kayskate37Holle a cowboy..or girl in the #edtechchat house. :)
22/12/2014 20:05:0
RT @KatrinaStevens1 @EdSurge’s @MJMadda and the #edsurge50 educators are guest moderating
tonight's #edtechchat discussion.
22/12/2014 20:05:0
#edtechchat Build your PLN with #edsurge50! @shawadam78 @techyturner @lconley86 @jpk38
@teachbleggett @teachbaltshaw http://t.co/ghvsMJE155
22/12/2014 20:05:0

TeachFromHere

A1) @twitter is my main goto for finding my #oklaed PLN TWEEPS! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:05:0

MJMadda

Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators? #edtechchat
Looking for tips on getting more connected with educators? Check out #edsurge's connected
classroom guide #edtechchat http://t.co/j48vfO8MjT

22/12/2014 20:05:0

22/12/2014 20:05:0

WillcottJulie

RT @MJMadda: Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators? #edtechchat
Here is my #edsurge50 article. A 7-Step Guide to Creating Your Own Open Educational Resources.
#edtechchat
https://t.co/7KPk3b92fW

LachelleBrant

Lachelle Brant, Wyoming Department of Education #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:05:1

ShiftParadigm

22/12/2014 20:05:1

cwhitetech

Hey Tony --&gt; @tonywan @EdSurge #edtechchat #edurge50
Alex, Austin, Tx Create interactive #highered #physics #math content. http://t.co/aS6OP3pab5
#EdTechChat
Connie White from Georgia - How Can Brain-Based Learning Change the Classroom #edtechchat
#edsurge50

KatrinaStevens1

RT @MJMadda: Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:05:2

Teachbaltshaw

Hi #edtechchat! Jenna representing MD! Excited to be joining the #edsurge50 chat tonight!

22/12/2014 20:05:2

smithadelic

Lisa, Tech IF from Cody, Wyoming Glad to be here tonight #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:05:2

daveruchK12

Dave Ruch from Buffalo NY #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:05:2

pammoran

I’m checking in from central Va - supt for #acps …looking forward to the convo #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:05:3

KatrinaStevens1

22/12/2014 20:05:3

iplante

@robpennington9 Welcome back Rob! #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: #edtechchat Build your PLN with #edsurge50! @shawadam78 @techyturner
@lconley86 @jpk38 @teachbleggett @teachbaltshaw http://t.…
A1: I connect mostly through email or face to face, but now we are working on connecting via Twitterso awesome!! #edtechchat
A1 #edtechchat Really helpful to find meetup groups like @educelerate, @leapinchicago and
@4pt0schools that bring innovative edu together
Creation of #CTEdChat chat and @EdCampSWCT has connected to local area while we met
@edcampct #edtechchat

tonywan

RT @MJMadda: Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:05:4

RudyBlancs

Hey #edtechchat - Rudy here from NY - http://t.co/hePkcVZtdO

22/12/2014 20:05:4

KatrinaStevens1

@seanrussell311 Welcome Sean! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:05:4

pammoran

RT @MJMadda: Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators? #edtechchat
A1: Thanks to @mrroa we get to collaborate via #volusiac2n2 unconferencing! It's a big hit this year!
#edtechchat
A1 Local connections happen across the hall, over lunch, and via Twitter &amp; Voxer... Connect
locally just like I do w bigger PLN #edtechchat
Hi all! I'm a MS sci/#makered tchr &amp; WA #edsurge50 rep re: myths/realities betw
educators/entrepreneurs: https://t.co/qizkJBoE3B #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_lms: Laura Fleming, Library Media Specialist, NJ #edsurge50 contributor
http://t.co/McTc152ZeC #edtechchat #njed #openbadges #digi…

22/12/2014 20:05:5
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22/12/2014 20:05:5
22/12/2014 20:05:5
22/12/2014 20:05:5
22/12/2014 20:05:5

s_bearden

Great combination of new and returning voices in #edtechchat tonight :-)

22/12/2014 20:05:5

KatrinaStevens1

A1 These #edsurge50 educators have something to say: http://t.co/x4V9Y7SOQR #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:05:5

Charley_Locke

RT @MJMadda: Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:0

betavt

A1 - Vermont is easy, I see my PLN in person all over the place. Small place Vermont #edtechchat
RT @JinSooDHuh: RT @MJMadda: Check out the Fifty States guide here--52 stories from educators
across the US on #edtech! #edtechchat http://…

22/12/2014 20:06:0

Mary Jo...r u ready for #edtechchat #edurge50 ????? @MJMadda @EdSurge
David Andrade, CT - Educator and Educational Technology Specialist. I connect via Twitter and
Google+ #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 A1. We attend local edcamps, which are the best! Also we attend #edtech meetups.
#edtechchat
A1.5: Also love to take part in our weekly #UTedChat for connecting with other great educators in
#Utah &amp; around. #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:06:0

RT @MJMadda: Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators? #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A1 These #edsurge50 educators have something to say:
http://t.co/x4V9Y7SOQR #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:0

22/12/2014 20:06:1

MDiffenbaugh

@srhulsman @mrroa I think that necessitates some follows! #edtechchat
RT @KS_EdMktg: @KatrinaStevens1 A1. We attend local edcamps, which are the best! Also we
attend #edtech meetups. #edtechchat
A.1 Twitter Chats #IDedchat, #denchat, EdCamp, FB, PLCs, coffee chats, Google Hangouts!
#edtechchat

BradleeWSkinner

A1 conferences, known acquaintances, and Twitter #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:2

jpk38

A1 #edtechchat Conversations, Edcamp, #wyoedchat &amp; #mtedchat #voxer
A1: Have friends at several local peer indep schools. Get together now and then. Interact w. public
school Ts through Twitter. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:2

22/12/2014 20:06:2

Teachbaltshaw

@Kayskate37Holle Love folks from Wyoming! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A1 These #edsurge50 educators have something to say:
http://t.co/x4V9Y7SOQR #edtechchat

ShiftParadigm

Nice...thanks @MJMadda #edtechchat #edurge50

22/12/2014 20:06:2

mjwints

#edtechchat A1: I’ve found local Twitter chats to be super useful for talking with educators

22/12/2014 20:06:3

KatrinaStevens1

@techytess Welcome, Julie! #edtechchat
A1. Twitter is my main point of connection. Skype and Google Hang Outs are a close 2nd &amp; 3rd.
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:3

22/12/2014 20:06:4

pammoran

A1: some through Twitter (@drkasal @mcohenmursd @jpmmursd) most through email #edtechchat
A1 we have a lot of #acps educators on twitter … lots of sharing happens in the stream every day
#edtechchat

andreakornowski

A1: Twitter, Voxer, and F2F at Edcamps and #edtech conferences #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:4

KatrinaStevens1

@betavt Great to see you Ned! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:4

s_bearden

@ajpodchaski Hey Alex! That's right, you have two little ones to put to bed now! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:4

briley8557

#edtechchat Bob, MS Prin form Maine

22/12/2014 20:06:4

MJMadda

@EricAfterSchool Love that idea. Do you get together in person? Google hangout? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:4

EdModified

A1: Definitely twitter! It's the best way to keep up. Also NYC edtech Meetup group. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:4

robpennington9

A1. Twitter has connected me to many local educators- also, nearby EdCamps. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:4

delgadoslim

#edtechchat hello all. Signing in from PA.

22/12/2014 20:06:5

KatrinaStevens1

@KerryHawk02 We're delighted you could join us tonight! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:06:5

TeachFromHere

A1) I do find some of my #oklaed folks at different conferences around! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:07:0
A1: I connect w my local community of educators mostly through Twitter, sometimes through in person
meetings. Want 2go2 EdCamp #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:07:0

WillcottJulie
ShiftParadigm
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s_bearden
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MJMadda
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EricAfterSchool
KatrinaStevens1

seanrussell311
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22/12/2014 20:06:0

22/12/2014 20:06:0
22/12/2014 20:06:0
22/12/2014 20:06:0

22/12/2014 20:06:1

22/12/2014 20:06:1
22/12/2014 20:06:2

22/12/2014 20:06:2

22/12/2014 20:06:2

22/12/2014 20:06:3

22/12/2014 20:06:4

22/12/2014 20:07:0

Teachbaltshaw

A1. Greg from Toronto here. Twitter, tweetups and conferences. #edtechchat
A1: staff in service, PLC time, and Twitter. Wish we could get together as a grade level more. I'm in a
single section school. #edtechchat
RT @betavt: A1 - Vermont is easy, I see my PLN in person all over the place. Small place Vermont
#edtechchat
A1: Share your own work, celebrate the successes of others, and reach out to build relationships
#edtechchat

ShiftParadigm

Hey there -&gt; @pammoran #edtechchat #edurge50

22/12/2014 20:07:1

teacher_graham
WillcottJulie

22/12/2014 20:07:1
22/12/2014 20:07:1
22/12/2014 20:07:1

AlexVKluge

A1 EdTech and other local meetups. #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:07:1

KatrinaStevens1

@ShiftParadigm @WillcottJulie @Charley_Locke Glad to see you! #edtechchat
A1: I connect through e-mail, face to face meetings and through my Twitter account on the school
website. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:07:1

22/12/2014 20:07:1

lars3eb

A1: #edtechchat Twitter, Facebook, Google +
RT @MDiffenbaugh: Marita Diffenbaugh, ID. Tips and Tools for Involving Students in Lesson Planning
and Content Delivery http://t.co/0eHTyi2…
A1: Twitter and my PLN of course but also other learning communities such as the one created by
@projectLIFTclt #edtechchat
A1: I attend as many local edu-conferences as possible to meet &amp; learn with them. I love @ucet
and @sueconutah. #EdTechChat

iseemeetings

Team iSee checking in from @iseemeetings sunny Sydney, Australia #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:07:2

iplante

Key for Edus to post their locale as part of @twitter profile #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:07:2

edDrewcation

Drew Whisenant - Alabama - From the Diary of a Flipped Classroom Newbie #edsurge50 #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:07:2

s_bearden

@teacher_graham Welcome to #edtechchat! We love newbies :)

22/12/2014 20:07:3

tonywan

A1: If you're in the Bay Area, check out the SF Edtech Meetup! http://t.co/i9mIUhAPkj #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:07:3
@iplante @EdCampSWCT @edcampct EdCamps are awesome! I love the choice and collaboration of
an unconference style! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:07:3
Get involved in district initiatives. Lead district presentations. I co-teach district project based learning
courses #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:07:4

shawadam78
smithadelic
KatrinaStevens1
htdcompletely

MDiffenbaugh
teachbleggett
techyturner

22/12/2014 20:07:1

22/12/2014 20:07:1
22/12/2014 20:07:2
22/12/2014 20:07:2

A1 Join the local edtech communities #edtechchat
A1: email, face to face, district mtgs, Twitter isn't popular just yet in my district @MsCrawford101
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:07:4

@techyturner Welcome Rodney! #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: Looking for tips on getting more connected with educators? Check out #edsurge's
connected classroom guide #edtechchat http://t…

22/12/2014 20:07:4

A1 Identify and email to appropriate staff with really interesting content at UT Austin. #EdTechChat
I was only physics teacher in district for years-used Twitter, Google+ to connect to physics teachers in
state and world #edtechchat
@DianaLRendina EdCamps are awesome! @hadleyjf is the current director, &amp; has some great
ideas :) She's a good person to follow! #edtechchat
A1) our local #edcamppswa! Also regional indep. schools: @NWAISconnect. Finally: Seattle EdTech
Meetup! http://t.co/KhnoHoOmgA #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A1 These #edsurge50 educators have something to say:
http://t.co/x4V9Y7SOQR #edtechchat
@MJMadda Nah, mostly have met them through Twitter chats like this one. Our worlds are different,
but classroom is a classroom. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:07:4

22/12/2014 20:07:5

NMHS_lms

A1 #edtechchat Mostly Twitter chats, and PLN from FB and Twitter.
@KerryHawk02 I need to get more involved with @Voxer than I have been. Thanks for the great
reminder! #EdTechChat
RT @mjwints: #edtechchat A1: I’ve found local Twitter chats to be super useful for talking with
educators
A1: Twitter and conferences, of course, but as of late, lots of visits and visitors…that has been so
useful for makerspaces. #edtechchat

A_RiveraNY

#edtechchat Happy holidays everyone. Alejandro from Long Island checking in tonight.

22/12/2014 20:08:0

Learn21Tech

Hey #edtechchat -Lisa from Pittsburgh, PA here where in a director of tech and learning innovation.

22/12/2014 20:08:0

techytess

A1 Edcamps, twitter chats!
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:08:0

Kayskate37Holle
KatrinaStevens1
costrand16
AlexVKluge
daveandcori
MJMadda
LindseyOwn
LindseyLipsky
EricAfterSchool
briley8557
lars3eb
JinSooDHuh

paulawhite
KerryHawk02
iplante
mjwints
baritoneblogger
AlexVKluge
vptechnodork
lars3eb
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What's the topic for #edtechchat gifted teacher from VA here
@seanrussell311 Yes! What did I do before GHOs! Love networking and bringing my Ss into the
conversation too. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:08:1

Make your @twitter profile reflect interests and locale to engage others #edtechchat
#edtechchat A1: Our EdSurge meet ups are super helpful too. Super interesting hearing their thoughts
on #edtech implementations
@MJMadda A1 I use my ed groups like @TeachersUtdWa, @PSESD, @ECET2PS to meet new
teachers. You can't underestimate 1-1 facetime. #edtechchat
A1 Walk over to local HS a few blocks down the street volunteer time for classes and to provide PD for
teachers/admin. #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:08:2

A1 blog hops as well. #edtechchat
@KS_EdMktg @KatrinaStevens1 We just had the first #EdCampUT this year and it was great!
#EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:08:2

22/12/2014 20:08:2

22/12/2014 20:08:2
22/12/2014 20:08:2
22/12/2014 20:08:2

22/12/2014 20:08:2

MJMadda

@briley8557 Bob, how do you use Facebook for that purpose? I see a lot of Twitter… always wonder
about Facebook. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:08:2

briley8557

A1 #edtechchat I have also attended an EdCamp in Maine and hope to attend more.

22/12/2014 20:08:3

showmerob

22/12/2014 20:08:3

ShiftParadigm

A1 PLCs edcamp Twitter Skype #edtechchat
A1. We've also successfully found likeminded teachers on Twitter, then met them in real life. In a nonstalker way, though. :) #edtechchat
A1: We love connecting with educators through twitter and conferences! And any other chance we get!
#edtechchat
A1. I put my best stuff out there...see who it attracts, then grow from there --&gt; @MJMadda
#edtechchat #edurge50

iseemeetings

RT @tonywan: Hello #edtechchat! Tony Wan here, managing editor at @edsurge

22/12/2014 20:08:3

LachelleBrant

22/12/2014 20:08:4

andreakornowski

A1. Edmodo, Google Communities, Twitter #edtechchat
A1 #edtechchat visiting connections made at conferences and twitter chats to see their work in action
has been really powerful. Deepens cxn
A1. Have had some great success connecting via G+ communities and Google Educator Groups.
#edtechchat

shfarnsworth

#edtechchat happy holidays friends, Shaelynn from Iowa.

22/12/2014 20:08:5

iplante

@Learn21Tech hey Lisa! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:08:5

s_bearden

@daveandcori Welcome to #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:09:0

KatrinaStevens1

@lars3eb @KS_EdMktg Sounds cool - was it the whole state? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:09:1

ShiftParadigm

22/12/2014 20:09:1

Teachbaltshaw

Hey there Lachelle --&gt; @LachelleBrant #edtechchat #edurge50
@andreakornowski how does one find a good G+ community? Just found out about those recently
#edtechchat
Once you meet people through chats, edcamps, and conferences, then continue the conversation.
#edtechchat

betavt

Looking forward to the @EdSurge meet up in Vermont in 2015 #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:09:1

vptechnodork

22/12/2014 20:09:2

Learn21Tech

A1 started on google hangouts as well. #edtechchat
A1: I stay connected to other Ts &amp; As through two main networks: @sproutfund Kids+ Creativity
network and @edcampPGH #edtechchat

LindseyLipsky

Why the T in #Twitter stands for #Teacher: http://t.co/HRI0dKGu1V, #edtechchat http://t.co/tTJZ8FOLrc 22/12/2014 20:09:3

TeachFromHere

@LachelleBrant #edmodo is great - so many good ideas! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:09:3

MJMadda

@KatrinaStevens1 @iplante @edsurge Shoot me an email! maryjo@edsurge.com #edtechchat
A1: I connect via Twitter, Google+, and @edcampct. Also helping to plan @EdCampSWCT in March
with @iplante and @robpennington9 #edtechchat
@lars3eb @KatrinaStevens1 I'll admit I had low expecations for my first one. Amazed at how
enthusiastic/engaged everyone was! #edtechchat
what I co-created w @beckyfisher73 @irasocol in #edsurge50 project on #acps prof learning
https://t.co/5fqTtjwb3I #edtechchat
@mjwints I've browsed communities based on interest. The Google ones are good to start with.
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:09:3

KS_EdMktg
PledgeCents

JinSooDHuh

mjwints

atragg
KS_EdMktg
pammoran
andreakornowski
ksfusco
KatrinaStevens1
vptechnodork
ShiftParadigm
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22/12/2014 20:09:3
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A1 participate in regional conferences-great for meeting other educators and for learning #edtechchat 22/12/2014 20:09:5
Great tip! @iplante Make your @twitter profile reflect interests and locale to engage others
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:09:5
RT @Teachbaltshaw: Once you meet people through chats, edcamps, and conferences, then continue
the conversation. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:10:0
22/12/2014 20:10:0

vptechnodork

Hey there Connie. Keeping dry? @cwhitetech #edtechchat #edurge50
@vptechnodork GHO are a gret to make the connections more personal. Voxer is a great tool too!
#edtechchat
RT @KS_EdMktg: A1. We've also successfully found likeminded teachers on Twitter, then met them in
real life. In a non-stalker way, though. …
A1: Twitter chats! Thank goodness for them! Teaching can be isolating sometimes but Twitter helps so
much! #edtechchat
RT @Teachbaltshaw: A1: Share your own work, celebrate the successes of others, and reach out to
build relationships #edtechchat

NMHS_lms

A1: and lots of GHO’s- the next best thing to visits. @voxer as well #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:10:0

daveandcori

Twitter and Google+ are where I make connections and share resources, like tonigthtn #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 @KS_EdMktg It was hosted in SLC so not everyone made the trek, but it was well
attended. #EdTechChat
Tweet with me from the next big #edtechchat to happen 2015. Login ID 316492612 &gt;http://t.co/qKXJvhys6O #edsurge50 http://t.co/f72q8p2R5G

22/12/2014 20:10:1

Teachbaltshaw
LindseyLipsky
LitLearnAct

lars3eb
sullivanje01
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Learn21Tech
MJMadda

Also have several partnerships with teachers and admins from both public and private schools +
informal learning partners. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:10:1
22/12/2014 20:10:2

KerryHawk02

Speaking of connection, want to start an EdCamp? Talk to @KS_EdMktg @lars3eb! #edtechchat
A1 Volunteer when possible, interact on Twitter &amp; Facebook, attend school events (choir, football,
etc.) #edtechchat
A1. I look to make connections face to face at conferences and follow up electronically. Or sometimes
vice versa. #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 Very glad I can make it as well! Will try to make these #edtechchat more regularly.
Cray cray year :P
@andreakornowski Just starting to get into G+ communities. Starting to feel the spark! Thanks for
reminding me to dig in more. #edtechchat

ShiftParadigm

Let's learn together -&gt; @KatrinaStevens1 @WillcottJulie @Charley_Locke #edtechchat #edurge50

22/12/2014 20:10:4

KatrinaStevens1

@paulawhite Welcome back, Paula! Topic: #edsurge50, educators from all states sharing #edtechchat
RT @AlexVKluge: A1 Walk over to local HS a few blocks down the street volunteer time for classes
and to provide PD for teachers/admin. #EdT…
@Teachbaltshaw @vptechnodork Can you say more about Voxer? Must admit... I don't get it yet.
#edtechchat
@KS_EdMktg @KatrinaStevens1 It was awesome to take part in #EdCampUT and meet more #Utah
educators. #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:10:4

22/12/2014 20:11:0

MJMadda

@Learn21Tech Great seeing you again, Lisa! #edtechchat
RT @EasyBib: [List] What's Your Favorite Librarian Chat?http://t.co/SbpTkds1Nv #tlchat #edtechchat
#tlnewsnight #collabed #pubpribridge #in…
@LindseyLipsky As a woman who HAS been stalked, I try to tread lightly. No one wants their clothes
torn off and stuff. :) #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Speaking of connection, want to start an EdCamp? Talk to @KS_EdMktg @lars3eb!
#edtechchat
@KerryHawk02 @ShiftParadigm There's a little bit of vulnerability in that -- that can be hard for some.
How do you overcome it? #edtechchat

iplante

@s_bearden @daveandcori hey fellow #CTEdChat #edtechchat edu :))

22/12/2014 20:11:1

KatrinaStevens1

@A_RiveraNY Welcome! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:11:1

Learn21Tech

@KatrinaStevens1 hi!!great to be here #edtechchat
A1: #inelearn has been my primary connection to #indiana educators as I returned after a 4-year
absence #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:11:1

lconley86
WillcottJulie
JinSooDHuh

LindseyLipsky
LindseyOwn
lars3eb
KatrinaStevens1
inaljchat
KS_EdMktg
JinSooDHuh

DrThomasHo
TeachFromHere
KatrinaStevens1

poida
lconley86
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RT @iplante: Make your @twitter profile reflect interests and locale to engage others #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:11:2
RT @LindseyOwn: A1) our local #edcamppswa! Also regional indep. schools: @NWAISconnect.
Finally: Seattle EdTech Meetup! http://t.co/KhnoHoO…
22/12/2014 20:11:2
A1: Get to a local edcamp! Get up close &amp; personal with develop‘s in #EdTech from teachers who
are innovators AND teach with it!
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:11:2
22/12/2014 20:11:2

AlexVKluge

A1 I forgot an important connection through #edcampArkansas #edtechchat
RT @ShiftParadigm: Let's learn together -&gt; @KatrinaStevens1 @WillcottJulie @Charley_Locke
#edtechchat #edurge50
A1 informal learning in edcamp style f2f, meetups, twitter, google hangouts, skype - all ways to connect
locally and globally #edtechchat
A1: many of my connections w/ educators began on Twitter,were strengthened at edcamps, &amp;
continued growing thru f2f interactions #edtechchat
A1 Oh, almost forgot - offered coffee to any locals who want to talk about #EdTech innovation.
#EdTechChat :)

KatrinaStevens1

@LindseyOwn @NWAISconnect Great to see you Lindsey! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:11:4

MJMadda

@KatrinaStevens1 @A_RiveraNY Love educators from the Island :) #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Speaking of connection, want to start an EdCamp? Talk to @KS_EdMktg @lars3eb!
#edtechchat
RT @LindseyLipsky: Why the T in #Twitter stands for #Teacher: http://t.co/HRI0dKGu1V, #edtechchat
http://t.co/tTJZ8FOLrc
@KerryHawk02 be patient &amp; wait for the GOLD...it will come to you! I was more into twitter, but
G+ has provided some treasure. #edtechchat
#edtechchat Curious if anyone uses Voxer to communicate with local t's? It was a big thing a bit ago
but haven’t heard about it recently
RT @daveandcori: I was only physics teacher in district for years-used Twitter, Google+ to connect to
physics teachers in state and world #…
@MJMadda @KS_EdMktg I may have to since my Dist. Tech Dir wants me to start one for Southern
Utah. We’ll see what happens! #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:11:4

@AlexVKluge GREAT idea. #edtechchat
@MJMadda Mostly keeping in touch with ppl I have worked with at different places. Hearing whats
going on with them. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:11:5

WillcottJulie
pammoran
shfarnsworth

srhulsman
s_bearden
andreakornowski
mjwints
KatrinaStevens1
lars3eb
MJMadda
briley8557
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22/12/2014 20:11:5

MDiffenbaugh
pghtech
MJMadda

@vptechnodork Have you checked out Google Hangouts on Air? It's great how it saves to your
YouTube channel for those that miss. #edtechchat
RT @Learn21Tech: A1: I stay connected to other Ts &amp; As through two main networks:
@sproutfund Kids+ Creativity network and @edcampPGH #edte…

22/12/2014 20:11:5
22/12/2014 20:12:0
22/12/2014 20:12:0

atragg

Q2 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
.@LindseyOwn @Teachbaltshaw @vptechnodork @voxer is awesome for connecting, easier to talk
than type sometimes #edtechchat

Teachbaltshaw

@vptechnodork @LindseyOwn You can build smaller, more intimate communities. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:12:2

iplante

Hey I find is engage local and interstate to be the best edu I can #edtechchat
@baritoneblogger @MJMadda @TeachersUtdWa @PSESD @ECET2PS FUN! Adding them to my
#PLN! TY! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:12:2

22/12/2014 20:12:3

MJMadda

Rachel, special education teacher, Cheyenne, WY #edtechchat
@LindseyLipsky LOL, clothes ripping via Twitterati would be terrible. And how would you explain that to
the police officer? #edtechchat
RT @AlexVKluge: A1 Oh, almost forgot - offered coffee to any locals who want to talk about #EdTech
innovation. #EdTechChat :)
A1. When a teacher engages with teacher about teaching the teaching of both improves -&gt;
@KerryHawk02 @MJMadda #edtechchat #edurge50
@atragg @LindseyOwn @Teachbaltshaw @vptechnodork @voxer Definitely great for on the go.
#edtechchat
@briley8557 I support that. In fact, I've noticed that certain geographic locations seem more into
Facebook than Twitter. #edtechchat

jpk38

RT @MJMadda: Q2 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:12:4

vptechnodork

@MDiffenbaugh awesome suggestion. #edtechchat
@LindseyOwn @vptechnodork This is a great post from @edrethink if you want to learn more about
#voxer http://t.co/ULQ3tSPcAK #edtechchat
@EdModified #EdCampLI and #CELI 14 got the connections going on Long Island this year. We still
have to reach more eds. #edtechchat A1
RT @Teachbaltshaw: Once you meet people through chats, edcamps, and conferences, then continue
the conversation. #edtechchat
@MJMadda @KerryHawk02 @ShiftParadigm my plan for this-some blogging and lots of pictures when
words fail me :) #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:12:4

Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended PLN? #edtechchat
@atragg @LindseyOwn @Teachbaltshaw @vptechnodork @voxer in loving Voxer but finding harder to
voice chat w out kids in Bg #edtechchat
A1 - Admin team &amp; I connect with different stakeholders in our district via @twitter @voxer
@RemindHQ @googledrive 2 name a few. #edtechchat
@andreakornowski @atragg @LindseyOwn @Teachbaltshaw @vptechnodork @voxer How did we
ever live before Google Hangouts? #edtechchat
@daveandcori was Thurs...some dropped the ball...others regrouping to relaunch #edtechchat
@robpennington9
@lars3eb @KS_EdMktg People come, get excited, then want their own #edcamps in their local
communities. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:13:0

Carol, ELA Consultant, from Long Island here for a bit on #edtechchat
RT @mjwints: #edtechchat A1: Our EdSurge meet ups are super helpful too. Super interesting hearing
their thoughts on #edtech implementations
A1: Recently did a Google Hangout classroom visit with @Arcola Elementary School- read How the
Grinch Stole Christmas. SO FUN! #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended PLN?
#edtechchat
RT @mjwints: #edtechchat Curious if anyone uses Voxer to communicate with local t's? It was a big
thing a bit ago but haven’t heard about i…
RT @MJMadda: Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended PLN?
#edtechchat
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LindseyLipsky
MsCrawford101
KS_EdMktg
JinSooDHuh
ShiftParadigm
andreakornowski

Teachbaltshaw
cvarsalona
iseemeetings
ksfusco
MJMadda
Learn21Tech
A_RiveraNY
MJMadda
iplante
KatrinaStevens1
cvarsalona
Ed_Tech_
LindseyLipsky
jpk38
iplante
s_bearden
MJMadda
lars3eb
KatrinaStevens1
srhulsman
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@ksfusco @KerryHawk02 @ShiftParadigm (thumbs up) #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:13:3
@iplante Love when people have even a city listed for their @twitter profile location. So much easier to
find out who’s local. #EdTechChat
22/12/2014 20:13:3
RT @MJMadda: Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended PLN?
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:13:3
22/12/2014 20:13:3

andreakornowski

@LindseyOwn @Teachbaltshaw @vptechnodork I'd love to know more, too! #edtechchat
@seanrussell311 @KerryHawk02 That's an awesome goal. Keep an eye out for great groups posted
on Twitter. #edtechchat

LindseyLipsky

RT @MJMadda: Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:13:4

iplante

@mjwints I love @Voxer #edtechchat local and global collaboration

22/12/2014 20:13:4

22/12/2014 20:13:3

TeacherCast
DoakShannon
thomascmurray
EdSurge
iplante
lars3eb
seanrussell311
KS_EdMktg
jpk38
ltschang
LindseyOwn
Learn21Tech
ShiftParadigm
JinSooDHuh
KS_EdMktg
cvarsalona
MDiffenbaugh
vptechnodork
TeachFromHere

RT @DrSpikeCook: The power of giving (356:365) http://t.co/J8H8Dh11n1 #mpswc #njed #edtech
#cpchat #principalpln #edtechchat #corwince
Flipping your class. Good or not? A lecture is a lecture no matter where it takes place. Thoughts?
#edtechchat #edtech
4 Lessons from K-12 Ed Tech Failures of 2014 http://t.co/2DFCdNVdDu via @centerdigitaled
#FutureReady #edtechchat
What tools do #edsurge50 educators recommend, from coast to coast? Check out the handy list here!
#edtechchat http://t.co/Uhb2OCmm89
RT @MJMadda: Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended PLN?
#edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 @KS_EdMktg That’s exactly what we were hoping for when we planned it.
#EdTechChat
A2. Touchcast and Splashtop. #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 @lars3eb Yes! Easy to see how viral edcamps get. We can't wait to have our own
office and host one! #edtechchat
A2 @Voxer wins hands down. Talk radio for educators. Putting voice n personality to the SM
conversation #edtechchat
RT @EdciteTeam: Are you looking for a tool to prepare your Ss for #PARCC! Check out Edcite and our
new #parcc Qs! http://t.co/qXQ8Z1aAm2 #e…
@andreakornowski "On the go?" Like, on phone? (Currently tweeting via phone) Lots of
interruption/offspring in background? #edtechchat
A2: the best things I've learned from my extended PLN are not tools but new pedagogical approaches
that support active learning. #edtechchat
I view the feedback I get about the stuff I put out there as a refining process -&gt; @KerryHawk02
@MJMadda #edtechchat #edurge50
A2 #edtechchat not exclusively for education, but learned about @asana . Changed how I organize
work and how teams work
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @lars3eb @KS_EdMktg People come, get excited, then want their own
#edcamps in their local communities. #edtechchat
@ShiftParadigm @KerryHawk02 @MJMadda Yes, Mark. T to T interactions are collaborative ventures
that yield great gains. #edtechchat A1
A.2 @DiscoveryEd and the awesome community of Educators that are part of this network! K-12
content, advice, events, and more! #edtechchat
@htdcompletely @atragg @LindseyOwn @Teachbaltshaw @voxer just need to get used to the new
medium. It is the message isn't it? #edtechchat
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EricAfterSchool

I also enjoy blogging - not sure who is reading - but it has sparked some interesting convo #edtechchat 22/12/2014 20:14:2
A2: Learned from my PLN how many English Ts are using blogging w. students. Had a big impact on
me. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:14:2

MJMadda

@seanrussell311 Tell me about Splashtop! Never heard of it! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:14:2

Teachbaltshaw

Educators Holiday Gift package! The 5 Best TED Talks for Teachers and Educators ~
http://t.co/6OD7BNqy9T
#edtechchat #edtech #AussieED
@MJMadda @atragg @LindseyOwn @Teachbaltshaw @vptechnodork @voxer and the speed of
getting answers to ?s on twitter. snail mail ?#edtechchat
@MJMadda @andreakornowski @atragg @LindseyOwn @vptechnodork @voxer I am glad I haven't
really had to :) #millennial #edtechchat

SKwikkel

Catching up on #edtechchat friends. Where we at?

22/12/2014 20:14:4

teachbleggett

Q2) Genius hour - to learn my students passions and connect them with expert #edtechchat
best tool i learned about was @evernote I use it for everything now and I'm very organized #edtechchat
http://t.co/0o0uHzy5ld
A2: best tool has been @edmodo great tool for online classroom extension and collaboration.
#edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: What tools do #edsurge50 educators recommend, from coast to coast? Check out the
handy list here! #edtechchat http://t.co/Uhb2…

22/12/2014 20:14:4

22/12/2014 20:14:5

LindseyLipsky

RT Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended PLN? #edtechchat
Q2 #edtechchat I would have to say that Twitter is my number one go to. I really need to get better with
Google and GHO
@MJMadda @briley8557 Not as important what platform ppl use, as long as they connect. Find what
works! #edtechchat
@MJMadda @andreakornowski @atragg @Teachbaltshaw @vptechnodork Seriously! I LOVE them...
Feels like in-person meeting. #edtechchat
@MJMadda Oh, GOSH. SOOO MANY. The inspiration, knowledge, and tips I get from my virtual #PLN
is amazing! #edtechchat

andreakornowski

@LindseyOwn Yes it's fantastic! Easier to talk than type! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:1

NicolRHoward

A2: @DoInkTweets from @jenwagner while chatting @SanDiego_CUE #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:1

MJMadda

@ajamitrano @edmodo I'm curious Anthony, do you use their Snapshot tool? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:1

poida
andreakornowski

daveandcori
ajamitrano
NMHS_lms
KatrinaStevens1
briley8557
KatrinaStevens1
LindseyOwn
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22/12/2014 20:14:3

22/12/2014 20:14:5
22/12/2014 20:14:5
22/12/2014 20:14:5

22/12/2014 20:15:0
22/12/2014 20:15:0
22/12/2014 20:15:0
22/12/2014 20:15:0

cvarsalona

@MJMadda Besides being a moderator for #NYEDChat, I connect via blogging at
http://t.co/IkrZe7JXPK #edtechchat A1

22/12/2014 20:15:2

TeachFromHere

A2) @touchcast - super cool! Also came across @Knowmiaworld and LOVE THIS ONE! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:2

s_bearden

@daveandcori +1 that! Love @evernote! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:2

WillcottJulie

A2. iBeacons are my latest find through my PLN - and I am loving them. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:2

RossCoops31

Ross, assistant principal #edtechchat
A2. Skype for the Classroom, CILC and ConcertWindow for live interactive programs for K12
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:2

22/12/2014 20:15:3

MDiffenbaugh

. @twitter led to @EdcampUSA led to @Voxer love differentiation of connectivity #edtechchat
#edtechchat I recently participated in a couple of edcamps (@edcampNYC @EdCampLI). Next will be
#celi15 on March 28.
Q2 #edtechchat more than tools, the most imp. thing has been thought partners to bounce ideas off of
and knowing I'm not the only crazy one.
@Learn21Tech Agreed! It's so awesome to put out questions/ideas to your PLN and get thoughtful
answers! #edtechchat

MJMadda

@cvarsalona Kudos to you for getting your voice out there, Carol! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:4

jpk38

@cristama @TriSciCurious are changing Montana with @voxer. #mtedchat #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:4

robpennington9

A2. So many ideas- PBL, Genius Hour, Global Connections, Branding— could go on….. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:4

KatrinaStevens1

@EricAfterSchool Blogging gives students a purpose to write - real world applications. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:4

s_bearden

@SKwikkel Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended PLN? #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended PLN?
#edtechchat
Favorite tools to support active learning: @LUMAInstitute cards (DT) @VersoApp @ClassroomSalon
(flipped learning) @makerbot #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended PLN?
#edtechchat
A2: best tool has been google drive~get to everything from anywhere! Getting into Edmodo too
#edtechchat
.@htdcompletely @LindseyOwn @Teachbaltshaw @vptechnodork @voxer We have a group vox for
@EdCampSWCT, great for planning! #edtechchat
A2 Looking for how-to's from #edsurge50 educators implementing tools? Check out
http://t.co/h9qNw1N0FQ #edtechchat
A2 Check out the #edtech tools most mentioned by the #edsurge50 authors http://t.co/FcZYONuaUm
#edtechchat
A2: So many awesome tools I've learned from PLN: Twitter, Skype, GHO, Pocket, Feedly, Diigo,
Canva, ComicLife, Fotor. #edtechchat
A2: The best tool?.... that's a toughie! Voxer has been life changing for me thanks to #BFC530
#edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: RT Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended
PLN? #edtechchat
Bad news: reading before bed on your iPad could be disrupting your sleep cycle.
http://t.co/k7WGSovhzp http://t.co/I6LKM11PX1 #edtechchat
A2: Greg, Supt in IL jumping in late. I use @zoom_us as a regular communications tool with my admin
team. Great tool #edtechchat
@andreakornowski Voxer must be for people without kids, or for chats after bedtime :-)
#kidsdrivingmenutsrightnow #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:15:4

A2 Wevideo - giving the ability for students to build video projects #edtechchat
RT @JinSooDHuh: A1 #edtechchat visiting connections made at conferences and twitter chats to see
their work in action has been really power…
A2: @GetKahoot game changer for engagement in the classroom. @voxer for daily pick me up.
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:16:1

@poida #EdCampLI was well received this year. Learning all around. #edtechchat A1
RT: @KatrinaStevens1 Check out the #edtech tools most mentioned by the #edsurge50 authors
http://t.co/FbQGlRdb4H #edtechchat
@TeachFromHere I was amazed to find out how many people were reading my blog - I had no idea at
first. #edtechchat
A2: I learned about edcamps from @JamieMBlomquist in my PLN. I'm really excited for my district to
start using them!! #edtechchat
@MJMadda schls &amp; #acps use FB, twitter, YT -some also use vine and instagram 2 share kids
work #edtechchat
Feed the insatiable hunger for things that work and things that inspire improvement -&gt; @MJMadda
@ksfusco @KerryHawk02 #edtechchat #edurge50
A2. #1 best tool from PLN has been Twitter chats! Really. #2 has been Padlet. Loved it so much we put
it in our product! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:16:1

daveruchK12
iplante
A_RiveraNY
JinSooDHuh

Charley_Locke
Learn21Tech
drsolis
techytess
atragg
KatrinaStevens1
KatrinaStevens1
DianaLRendina
KerryHawk02
betavt
CurtisChandler6
wfsuper
LindseyOwn
showmerob
WesTurner_NOLA
andreakornowski
cvarsalona
MJMadda
KatrinaStevens1
teacher_graham
pammoran
ShiftParadigm
KS_EdMktg
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AshleyCooksey2
srhulsman
iplante
KatrinaStevens1
lars3eb
sullivanje01
teachbleggett
NMHS_lms
SanDiego_CUE
MJMadda
briley8557
TeachFromHere
cvarsalona
iplante
htdcompletely
ShiftParadigm
lconley86
VersoApp
srhulsman
daveandcori
pammoran

Ashley from Arkansas here. Late to the party again! Enjoying the break and catching up with my
#edtechchat friends.
A2: Twitter itself is the most amazing find for me. I'm excited to try #mysteryskype next year.
#edtechchat
@s_bearden @daveandcori @evernote Evernote rocks all things #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: What tools do #edsurge50 educators recommend, from coast to coast? Check out the
handy list here! #edtechchat http://t.co/Uhb2…
@MJMadda @briley8557 I took part in a Book Club with @Johnlit360 about @MeenooRami’s book
#Thrive and it was cool! #EdTechChat
Can you tweet and talk at the same time? Join #edtechchat in 3D video @iseemeetings
http://t.co/4nIkJdP0XG http://t.co/ZfX9nI2Nwy
Q2) Sploder - students create video games, blog about critical thinking skills, summarize and helps
them cite evidence #edtechchat
A2: I love @vine so that people can see and hear what making in our library is like
http://t.co/5Y5cpmfOhA #edtechchat
RT @DianaLRendina: A2: So many awesome tools I've learned from PLN: Twitter, Skype, GHO,
Pocket, Feedly, Diigo, Canva, ComicLife, Fotor. #e…

22/12/2014 20:16:2
22/12/2014 20:16:2
22/12/2014 20:16:2
22/12/2014 20:16:2
22/12/2014 20:16:2
22/12/2014 20:16:3
22/12/2014 20:16:3
22/12/2014 20:16:4
22/12/2014 20:16:4

@pammoran How do you share those out with parents/community members? #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:16:4
Q2 #edtechchat I have begun to use Google classroom as a prep for my faculty meetings. So far, it has
been met with positive results so far.
22/12/2014 20:16:4
@KatrinaStevens1 I get the most interesting questions from people I never thought would be interested
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:16:5
@MJMadda Thanks, Mary Jo. #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A2 Looking for how-to's from #edsurge50 educators implementing tools? Check
out http://t.co/h9qNw1N0FQ #edtechchat
A2: so many, hard to choose. Latest good one Screencastify, a chromebook plugin for my Ss to record
their own presentations #edtechchat
RT @cvarsalona: @ShiftParadigm @KerryHawk02 @MJMadda Yes, Mark. T to T interactions are
collaborative ventures that yield great gains. #edt…
@lars3eb @iplante @twitter So do I. :)
#edtechchat
RT @Learn21Tech: Favorite tools to support active learning: @LUMAInstitute cards (DT) @VersoApp
@ClassroomSalon (flipped learning) @makerbo…
Edcamps seem to be a very popular topic. Anyone know of Florida edcamps I can attend?
#edtechchat
And of course Google Apps, esp Classroom. Use them, and Evernote, with my colleagues and students
#edtechchat http://t.co/YcvlyeKEmY
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22/12/2014 20:16:5
22/12/2014 20:16:5
22/12/2014 20:16:5
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22/12/2014 20:17:0
22/12/2014 20:17:0

@ShiftParadigm hi Mark - how are you tonight? cold here in Va #edtechchat
@iplante @mjwints @voxer I still haven't quite gotten the hang of incorporating @voxer into my routine.
#edtechchat
@JinSooDHuh agree - thought partners mean the world to me - especially those from #dtk12chat PLN
#edtechchat
MT @ValaAfshar: "Using Twitter for communication is like firing up a CB radio &amp; hearing someone
guy recite The Iliad." NYT, 2007
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:17:0

A2 @storify @IFTTT #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 Welcome. Though I have two weeks, I am still eager to learn and stay connected
with fellow educators. #edtechchat
@atragg I have used it for both personal and professional. Great way to connect to all my networks
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:17:1

22/12/2014 20:17:1

crikeypotter

Twitteratis: what tools do you use to organize all the Twitter chaos? #edtechchat
@KerryHawk02 We are seeing a lot of san diego ed tech ppl using voxer to collaborate across districts
#edtechchat
A2: the best thing for me is to find transparent leaders in my PLN who have a wealth of knowledge to
share. #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A2 Looking for how-to's from #edsurge50 educators implementing tools? Check
out http://t.co/h9qNw1N0FQ #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A1 These #edsurge50 educators have something to say:
http://t.co/x4V9Y7SOQR #edtechchat

daveandcori

nice part of PLC/PLN is there is always something new to learn from them #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:17:3

LitLearnAct
lconley86

A2: oh gosh! Google classrm, doctopus, zaption, kids blog #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:17:3
A2 this one is great for http://t.co/jvwKidITUo -Virtual wall- collaborate without being together. All links in
one place! FREE #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:17:3

ShiftParadigm

Hey there Shaelynn --&gt; @shfarnsworth #edtechchat #edurge50

22/12/2014 20:17:4

RossCoops31

A2: Feedly, helps me to drill down to the best of the best. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:17:4

KatrinaStevens1
Learn21Tech

poida
vptechnodork
A_RiveraNY
Teachbaltshaw
tonywan
SanDiego_CUE
shawadam78
SanDiego_CUE
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Teachbaltshaw

A2: Ok - to connect?! @voxer is beginning to catch and @teachingwthsoul reintroduced me
#edtechchat
@htdcompletely Yes, any screencasting software! I see that come from a lot of different educators as a
suggestion. #edtechchat
Sorry, a little late to the chat! I'm very zoned out now that it's a holiday week, but I'll try my best!
#edtechchat
A1: I also love just getting out and meeting other Ts at their school using #WalkThroughs as a good
excuse. #EdTechChat
@vptechnodork @storify @IFTTT Storify is pretty awesome. A lot of storytelling power in that tool
#edtechchat

vptechnodork

RT @iplante: @s_bearden @daveandcori @evernote Evernote rocks all things #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:17:5

TeachFromHere

@srhulsman I know folks who #mysteryskype and #LoveIt #edtechchat
A2) Twitter itself! Such a wealth of collaboration, support. Also @activelylearn @CoggleIt
@ThemeSpark_Tool !! #edtechchat
RT @KS_EdMktg: A2. #1 best tool from PLN has been Twitter chats! Really. #2 has been Padlet.
Loved it so much we put it in our product! #ed…

22/12/2014 20:17:5

@robpennington9 yes or a class that does all of them - see @EllisGLxD #edtechchat
Q2: I love Twitter because whenever I'm thinking through something another teacher mentions it.
Speeds up the thought process #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:18:0

NicolRHoward
MJMadda
MissSarahsBlog
lars3eb

LindseyOwn
vptechnodork
Learn21Tech
mdeHSD
MJMadda
AlexVKluge
iplante
wfsuper
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22/12/2014 20:17:5
22/12/2014 20:18:0

22/12/2014 20:18:0

@MissSarahsBlog No worries, Sarah! Glad to have you :) #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:18:0
@poida There are some really interesting counter points recently about #TED http://t.co/edOFoTwwHp
#EdTechChat #EdTech
22/12/2014 20:18:0
@KatrinaStevens1 @mjwints @voxer I find nice continuation of other conversations if framed well
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:18:0
@KS_EdMktg What is padlet? #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_lms: A2: I love @vine so that people can see and hear what making in our library is like
http://t.co/5Y5cpmfOhA #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:18:0

@Teachbaltshaw @vptechnodork @storify @IFTTT I second both of those. #edtechchat
RT @srhulsman: Edcamps seem to be a very popular topic. Anyone know of Florida edcamps I can
attend? #edtechchat
RT @htdcompletely: A2: so many, hard to choose. Latest good one Screencastify, a chromebook
plugin for my Ss to record their own presentati…

22/12/2014 20:18:1

22/12/2014 20:18:1

SanDiego_CUE

a2: Twitter has been my best tool because I have been using it since 2007 #edtechchat
RT @JinSooDHuh: Q2 #edtechchat more than tools, the most imp. thing has been thought partners to
bounce ideas off of and knowing I'm not th…
RT @srhulsman: Edcamps seem to be a very popular topic. Anyone know of Florida edcamps I can
attend? #edtechchat

lconley86

@poida Love Ted Talks! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:18:2

greyedsolutions

Rob Dickson representing Omaha NE here on #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:18:2

greyedsolutions

A1 PLCs edcamp Twitter Skype #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:18:2

greyedsolutions

A2 Wevideo - giving the ability for students to build video projects #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:18:2

delgadoslim

#edtechchat A2: @pocket great way to save your new knowledge.
RT @shawadam78: A2: the best thing for me is to find transparent leaders in my PLN who have a
wealth of knowledge to share. #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended PLN?
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:18:3

InanimateAlice
andreakornowski
KatrinaStevens1
SanDiego_CUE
DrThomasHo
LindseyLipsky

htdcompletely
MsGeekyTeach
MJMadda
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22/12/2014 20:18:3
22/12/2014 20:18:3

smithadelic

@wfsuper @KS_EdMktg Good question! Answer = https://t.co/hu1xGCHSt4 #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:18:3
A2: #edtechchat I follow many bloggers, &amp; get gr8 ideas from others all over the World involved in
#edtech my fav is @etr_in out of India
22/12/2014 20:18:4

andreakornowski

A2: Starting to use @Pocket to save online articles to read later. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:18:5

MJMadda

@wfsuper @KS_EdMktg It's like a virtual sticky note platform! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:18:5

skeeTX

A2: Twitter has been my best tool hands down! Chatting and learning and improving! #edtechchat
A2: have found a community of equally passionate, (in)sane, wonderful, excitable, and collaborative
folks who just GET me! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:18:5

LindseyLipsky

22/12/2014 20:18:5

@RossCoops31 You. Are. Late.
atragg

:) #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:18:5

TeachFromHere

Also - @getkahoot is #amazeballs! Saw this one at a conference. Kids love it. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:19:0

showmerob

A2 oh also powtoon for animated video creation #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:19:0

KatrinaStevens1

@teachbleggett I haven't used Sploder before - I'll have to check it out. #edtechchat @MJMadda

22/12/2014 20:19:0

cwhitetech
crikeypotter
robpennington9
andreakornowski

A2 I found a tool called #Sculptris for 3D modeling that is really cool. Kids like #Powtoon #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:19:0
RT @KatrinaStevens1: RT Q1: How do you connect with your local community of educators?
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:19:1
@iplante @KatrinaStevens1 @mjwints @voxer Small groups are great- Big groups are to hard to keep
up with. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:19:1
22/12/2014 20:19:1

MissSarahsBlog

@skeeTX It's the PD and learning that never stops! #edtechchat
@Teachbaltshaw @Storifyit is great or bookending Twitter chats. Also gives our school a voice.
#edtechchat
A2: @Voxer, @GlideApp, about edu-Twitter chats, and @EdcampUSA. Gotta love those tools. I need
to use them more! #EdTechChat
@wfsuper @Padlet is a digital version of using post-its on a wall. Here's ours: https://t.co/zidZqKeJ4R
#edtechchat
@greyedsolutions I am amazed how initiative both @wevideo and @lucidpress are with kids. They can
create with no problem! #edtechchat
@MJMadda links fr district website w/ feeds 4 twitter - schls share from their sites - we have a lot of
educators using SM 2 #edtechchat
A2: my PLN network led me to some amazing teacher resources, I've been connecting with
@RemindHQ &amp; @PledgeCents, both fantastic! #edtechchat

daveandcori

Here is my #edsurge50 article - backing up your data https://t.co/HI4lLjg53S #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:19:2

poida

A2: What you soon learn on Twitter! Your PLN may be the best faculty assoc. you could ever ask for!
http://t.co/sGc5WFTn36
#edtechchat
A2 @BookCreatorApp current fav app &amp; I wouldn't have had the courage to jump into
#googleclassroom W/out PLN #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:19:2

vptechnodork
lars3eb
KS_EdMktg
Teachbaltshaw
pammoran

ksfusco
HCPSTinyTech
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22/12/2014 20:19:2

Hopping into #edtechchat for a bit, Tamara from VA
RT @MJMadda: RT: @KatrinaStevens1 Check out the #edtech tools most mentioned by the
#edsurge50 authors http://t.co/FbQGlRdb4H #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:19:2

22/12/2014 20:19:2

searchdarksky

Have found greater love for GHOs of late verbal and visual connections #edtechchat
Other favorite "tools" @birdbraintech Finch &amp; Hummingbird, @Raspberry_Pi, does cardboard
count? #edtechchat
RT @LindseyLipsky: Why the T in #Twitter stands for #Teacher: http://t.co/HRI0dKGu1V, #edtechchat
http://t.co/tTJZ8FOLrc
RT @Learn21Tech: Favorite tools to support active learning: @LUMAInstitute cards (DT) @VersoApp
@ClassroomSalon (flipped learning) @makerbo…

WillcottJulie

@lconley86 @poida Do you use TED Ed as well? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:19:3

RossCoops31

ajpodchaski

@atragg I’m at Subway. Doing the best I can! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:19:4
@tonywan I really only do chats, and periodic all-calls for support from friends. The firehose is
impossible :-) #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:19:4
@KatrinaStevens1 @iplante @mjwints @voxer I need to fix my username - messed it up - may have to
start over #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:19:4

iplante

@robpennington9 @KatrinaStevens1 @mjwints @voxer so agree #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:19:5

MJMadda

RT @tonywan: Twitteratis: what tools do you use to organize all the Twitter chaos? #edtechchat
@MJMadda I haven't in depth, just seen demos. But as we develop our 1:1 I think it will be a tool that
hooks teachers into it #edtechchat
A2: That and a number of great podcasts to listen to &amp; learn from. @mrnesi does a great job with
#HouseofEdTech which rocks! #EdTechChat
RT @thomascmurray: 4 Lessons from K-12 Ed Tech Failures of 2014 http://t.co/2DFCdNVdDu via
@centerdigitaled #FutureReady #edtechchat
RT @daveandcori: Here is my #edsurge50 article - backing up your data https://t.co/HI4lLjg53S
#edtechchat
@lars3eb Yes! I really enjoy collaborating with Ts while students are in the room, especially important
with tech integration. #edtechchat
A2: I found @evernote a couple of years ago thru my local PLN (thx @AnnemarieCory) and now my Ss
use it for everyday notes! #edtechchat
@MJMadda @wfsuper @KS_EdMktgst students get really creative with this - gotta be careful - but
hilarious also! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:19:5

A1: social media! Facebook, twitter, ed chats, unconferences. Love my PLN #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: RT: @KatrinaStevens1 Check out the #edtech tools most mentioned by the
#edsurge50 authors http://t.co/tPRjskQWeN #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:20:1

22/12/2014 20:20:1

ThemeSpark_Tool

#edtechchat hi all jumping in late. Melissa from ohio
Incredible group of stories from all 50 states on #edtech https://t.co/PzmjBU4OBC #edsurge50
#edtechchat
@LindseyOwn @activelylearn @CoggleIt Thanks for the ThemeSpark love, Lindsey! We literally
wouldn't be here without you. :) #edtechchat

betavt

BFA HS students working on a stop motion animation project. #vted #edtechchat http://t.co/i9312cJXka 22/12/2014 20:20:2

teacher_graham
iplante
Learn21Tech
LearnBop

LindseyOwn

ajamitrano
lars3eb
MrWideo
drsolis
MDiffenbaugh
KerryHawk02
TeachFromHere
AshleyCooksey2
JinSooDHuh
apptasticteach
ideaguy42
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andreakornowski

RT @betavt: BFA HS students working on a stop motion animation project. #vted #edtechchat
http://t.co/i9312cJXka
RT @ideaguy42: Incredible group of stories from all 50 states on #edtech https://t.co/PzmjBU4OBC
#edsurge50 #edtechchat

KatrinaStevens1

@HCPSTinyTech Welcome, Tamara! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:20:2

LindseyOwn

Ack I forgot to list Doctopus! #edtechchat
TAKE NOTE, Entrepreneurs! RT: @htdcompletely Many of us are limited, without ipad, so plugins for
chromebooks are vital #edtechchat
RT @daveandcori: Here is my #edsurge50 article - backing up your data https://t.co/HI4lLjg53S
#edtechchat
RT @ideaguy42: Incredible group of stories from all 50 states on #edtech https://t.co/UJieowvVEA
#edsurge50 #edtechchat #edchat
@MDiffenbaugh So important to do. I just love “stealing” ideas on classroom management as well.
#EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:20:2

@s_bearden and one is not very happy right now - can't figure it out #edtechchat
@Charley_Locke @srhulsman @teachbleggett I have not - I could not Skype from my old district and
not sure about my new one #edtechchat
RT @MissSarahsBlog: A2: my PLN network led me to some amazing teacher resources, I've been
connecting with @RemindHQ &amp; @PledgeCents, both f…
@srhulsman @KatrinaStevens1 #edcampmagic in June, #edcampcitrus in Sept, #edcampOrange in
Jan, more here http://t.co/yQj4gSnJFZ #edtechchat
RT @ideaguy42: Incredible group of stories from all 50 states on #edtech https://t.co/PzmjBU4OBC
#edsurge50 #edtechchat
RT @ideaguy42: Incredible group of stories from all 50 states on #edtech https://t.co/PzmjBU4OBC
#edsurge50 #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:20:3

22/12/2014 20:20:4

htdcompletely

A2b: Socrative is another fave. So versatile w/ Ss #edtechchat
A1- My 2 admin partners @docsheilah &amp; @BilalPolson and I stay connected via @voxer. We are
in constant communication. #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: TAKE NOTE, Entrepreneurs! RT: @htdcompletely Many of us are limited, without
ipad, so plugins for chromebooks are vital #edtec…

wfsuper

A2.1 Quikkly is also a great new tool to replace QR codes #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:20:5

MJMadda
vptechnodork

@ajamitrano You and I may need to chat offline about that! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:20:5
RT @TeachFromHere: Also - @getkahoot is #amazeballs! Saw this one at a conference. Kids love it.
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:21:0

iplante

@HCPSTinyTech Welcome! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:21:0

LindseyOwn

@ThemeSpark_Tool *blush* Awwwww... :-) #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:21:0

MJMadda

Q3 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:21:0

s_bearden

@srhulsman @KatrinaStevens1 Edcamps rock! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:21:0
A2: I also learned about @ClassDojo from my PLN and have LOVED using it in my classroom. My kids
love it too! #EdTechChat
22/12/2014 20:21:0

AnimatorsPal
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@LindseyOwn can anyone tell i'm a rookie at this? #edtechchat :)
@KerryHawk02 @evernote @AnnemarieCory Love evernote for lesson planning. Just share notebook
with admin. Done. #edtechchat
RT @mdeHSD: Q2: I love Twitter because whenever I'm thinking through something another teacher
mentions it. Speeds up the thought process #…
RT @sullivanje01: Can you tweet and talk at the same time? Join #edtechchat in 3D video
@iseemeetings http://t.co/4nIkJdP0XG http://t.co/Zf…
A.2 - I've also enjoyed using Google Story Builder lately. No login needed, music incorporated, URL to
share! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A2 Looking for how-to's from #edsurge50 educators implementing tools? Check
out http://t.co/h9qNw1N0FQ #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: What tools do #edsurge50 educators recommend, from coast to coast? Check out the
handy list here! #edtechchat http://t.co/Uhb2…
RT @MJMadda: TAKE NOTE, Entrepreneurs! RT: @htdcompletely Many of us are limited, without
ipad, so plugins for chromebooks are vital #edtec…

22/12/2014 20:21:1

@apptasticteach welcome Melissa #edtechchat
@vptechnodork @Storifyit We use it to capture what is being shared at our school from all platforms
#edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: TAKE NOTE, Entrepreneurs! RT: @htdcompletely Many of us are limited, without
ipad, so plugins for chromebooks are vital #edtec…
RT @lconley86: A2 this one is great for http://t.co/jvwKidITUo -Virtual wall- collaborate without being
together. All links in one place! F…
RT @daveandcori: RT @ideaguy42: Incredible group of stories from all 50 states on #edtech
https://t.co/UJieowvVEA #edsurge50 #edtechchat #e…
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APGovME
TeachFromHere

lconley86
andreakornowski

@srhulsman @KatrinaStevens1 you should check out the edcamp wiki. It gets updated all the time.
#edtechchat
@tonywan @LindseyOwn #Tweetdeck works really well and you can follow several streams at one
time. We were all rookies once :) #edtechchat
RT @poida: A2: What you soon learn on Twitter! Your PLN may be the best faculty assoc. you could
ever ask for!
http://t.co/sGc5WFTn36
#e…

22/12/2014 20:21:4
22/12/2014 20:21:4

22/12/2014 20:21:4

@tonywan @LindseyOwn be careful! It's addicting. #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: TAKE NOTE, Entrepreneurs! RT: @htdcompletely Many of us are limited, without
ipad, so plugins for chromebooks are vital #edtec…

22/12/2014 20:21:4

22/12/2014 20:21:5

zaption

RT @MJMadda: Q3 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: RT: @KatrinaStevens1 Check out the #edtech tools most mentioned by the
#edsurge50 authors http://t.co/FbQGlRdb4H #edtechchat
@tonywan @LindseyOwn use hootsuite or tweetdeck to manage the flow - and we archive at
http://t.co/ADe19wxVru #edtechchat
RT @lars3eb: A2: I also learned about @ClassDojo from my PLN and have LOVED using it in my
classroom. My kids love it too! #EdTechChat
RT @poida: A2: What you soon learn on Twitter! Your PLN may be the best faculty assoc. you could
ever ask for!
http://t.co/sGc5WFTn36
#e…
RT @TeachFromHere: @tonywan @LindseyOwn #Tweetdeck works really well and you can follow
several streams at one time. We were all rookies o…
@KatrinaStevens1 @TeachFromHere Pretty sure my audience is small especially since I don’t write
often enough. :( #EdTechChat
@LindseyOwn And of course, you too @stevesiden. So you don't feel left out. :) Seattle Edtech Meetup
rocks, people. #edtechchat
A2. Not about tools, be clear about what to offer and what to seek... tools just vehicles --&gt;
@KatrinaStevens1 #edtechchat #edurge50
Q3: What's an initiative or model in your school or district you can share with other educators?
#edtechchat
Watch our holiday vid card to donate Zaption Pro to Ts in underserved communities:
http://t.co/MMwF9lTbJS #edtechchat http://t.co/1XlK5twuGH

SKwikkel

A2: Twitter by far. For inspirstion? Teds &amp; Edutopia. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:22:1

HCPSTinyTech

@MissSarahsBlog @PledgeCents is new to me - how have you used it? #edtechchat
@MrM411 @evernote @AnnemarieCory Great idea! Or share the notebook with colleagues when coplanning #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: What tools do #edsurge50 educators recommend, from coast to coast? Check out the
handy list here! #edtechchat http://t.co/Uhb2…

22/12/2014 20:22:1

@apptasticteach Welcome, Melissa! #edtechchat
A2: By far, the best thing for me professionally has been Twitter. It allows me to connect with
administrators everywhere! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:22:1

@betavt So cool! What class is this part of? #edtechchat
@s_bearden I wish that #EdCampOrange wasn't right after FETC. I think that I might be too worn out
to go. #edtechchat
RT @poida: A2: What you soon learn on Twitter! Your PLN may be the best faculty assoc. you could
ever ask for!
http://t.co/sGc5WFTn36
#e…
@lars3eb @KatrinaStevens1 I am just going for having an impact on one persona at a time
#makeadifference where/when i can #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:22:2

@iplante Thanks for welcoming me to #edtechchat.
@lconley86 @poida Yes I find the segments to be great topic intros and reviews - highly engaging
while providing good info. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:22:3

@apptasticteach Welcome, Melissa! #edtechchat
RT @skeeTX: A2: Twitter has been my best tool hands down! Chatting and learning and improving!
#edtechchat
RT @LindseyOwn: A2) Twitter itself! Such a wealth of collaboration, support. Also @activelylearn
@CoggleIt @ThemeSpark_Tool !! #edtechchat
A2: #edtechchat My non extended PLN: weekly meetings, @voxer &amp; Google + great way 2
communicate &amp; keep ideas flowing, help, support
RT @MJMadda: TAKE NOTE, Entrepreneurs! RT: @htdcompletely Many of us are limited, without
ipad, so plugins for chromebooks are vital #edtec…
RT @ideaguy42: Incredible group of stories from all 50 states on #edtech https://t.co/PzmjBU4OBC
#edsurge50 #edtechchat
“@KatrinaStevens1: @betavt So cool! What class is this part of? #edtechchat” Art class
http://t.co/zUjizmzvX9
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vptechnodork

Also I CAN'T give enough love for my twitter chat groups, I've learned SO much through them #weirded
#whatisschool #kinderchat #edtechchat
@ThemeSpark_Tool @LindseyOwn @stevesiden Never heard of ThemeSpark -- what's the tool do?
#edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q3: What's an initiative or model in your school or district you can share with other
educators? #edtechchat
.@Teachbaltshaw @Storify here is our recent school #pasproud storify https://t.co/CEqW4Et4bm
#edtechchat

AlexVKluge

@tonywan Twitteratti - one of the funniest terms I have ever heard :) #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:22:5

iplante

22/12/2014 20:22:5

EdSurge

@tonywan @LindseyOwn we were all rookies at some point :)) #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A2 Check out the #edtech tools most mentioned by the #edsurge50 authors
http://t.co/FcZYONuaUm #edtechchat
RT Q3: What's an initiative or model in your school or district you can share with other educators?
#edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q3: What's an initiative or model in your school or district you can share with other
educators? #edtechchat
A2 I like @todaysmeet 4 community shares and saw @getkahoot mentioned by @andreakornowski
used by HS principal w staff recently #edtechchat
RT @TeachFromHere: @lars3eb @KatrinaStevens1 I am just going for having an impact on one
persona at a time #makeadifference where/when i ca…
#edtechchat What model from an #edsurge50 writer would you like to try in your district?
http://t.co/AKd5rbsLSU

MJMadda

@iplante @tonywan @LindseyOwn Or still rookies…. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:23:1

robpennington9

@RossCoops31 @iplante Welcome to #edtechchat She was saying it wasn’t the same without you.
RT @vptechnodork: .@Teachbaltshaw @Storify here is our recent school #pasproud storify
https://t.co/CEqW4Et4bm #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: RT Q3: What's an initiative or model in your school or district you can share
with other educators? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:23:1

@DianaLRendina I get that! #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q3: What's an initiative or model in your school or district you can share with other
educators? #edtechchat
@skeeTX Hey Rob! I've used @Socrative almost every day in past 2 wks. Aggregate Ss ideas and
reflect on collaborative learning #edtechchat
@ShiftParadigm @KatrinaStevens1 Yes! I agree! Tools come and go. ;) It's all about the learning
connections taking place. #edtechchat
We are expanding the use of Project Based Learning (easier with Chromebooks now too) #edtechchat
http://t.co/hyXinynuQy

22/12/2014 20:23:2

22/12/2014 20:23:4

lars3eb

@ShiftParadigm we actually have a little ice up here on the mountain #edtechchat
@TeachFromHere @KatrinaStevens1 That’s how I feel too. @EdTechBabble is really for me &amp;
my bad memory.
#EdTechChat

ksfusco

@tonywan @IFTTT recipes. Each tweet I favorite is saved in a google drive spreadsheet #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:23:4

SKwikkel

A2: Danzig with Google classroom as a format for staff PD and prepping faculty mtgs. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:23:5

lconley86

@WillcottJulie @poida I need to take another look at it! Good ideas! #edtechchat #edsurge50
@lconley86 I love Realtime also.you can do a lot more with it. #edtechchat. Thanks to @BTEdTech for
showing it to me.
Download @iseemeetings meetingID 316 492 612 to experience next gen crowd collaboration online
http://t.co/qYMHXyRWij fun in #edtechchat
A3: Our school has a digital badge based PD platform, which I wrote about in my #edsurge50 piece
http://t.co/4Dn2IJo1TG #edtechchat
@MJMadda #edtechchat don't think it's a model or anything but we have iPad classes as one of our
"specials". Amazing things coming from Ss.
RT @shawadam78: A2: By far, the best thing for me professionally has been Twitter. It allows me to
connect with administrators everywhere! …

22/12/2014 20:23:5

A2: @GetKahoot is my latest #edtechchat tool I discovered from my PLN.
A2- I have discovered so many tools through Twitter. Really love google docs for sharing information
with staff. #edtechchat
A3: Innovation @TheEllisSchool is about spreading active learning in all divisions and disciplines..
http://t.co/ibgT15Pqnq #edtechchat
@htdcompletely @ClassDojo That would have been a good idea. I keep wishing I could help calm
things down a little. #EdTechChat
.@Teachbaltshaw @storify even used it to describe the power of Twitter for staff
https://t.co/9ANXbLzgrs #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q3: What's an initiative or model in your school or district you can share with other
educators? #edtechchat
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JaimePales
VanessaHiser
andreakornowski

Jaime Pales here. My article is How Academia del Perpetuo Socorro and Redbird are Reimagining
Blended Learning in Puerto Rico #edtechchat
@tonywan @MJMadda #edtechchat fave lists &amp; open in safari the save to reading list. So many
blogs to gd to forget about!

22/12/2014 20:24:1
22/12/2014 20:24:1

A3: Personalized learning, #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q3: What's an initiative or model in your school or district you can share with other
educators? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:24:2

22/12/2014 20:24:2

smithadelic

@robpennington9 @iplante Thank you Rob for thinking of me. #edtechchat
RT @Teachbaltshaw: @vptechnodork @Storifyit We use it to capture what is being shared at our
school from all platforms #edtechchat
I asked for teacher directed genius hour. Ask and you shall receive. Handful of tidbits to spark T
curiosity in January! #edtechchat
RT @vptechnodork: .@Teachbaltshaw @storify even used it to describe the power of Twitter for staff
https://t.co/9ANXbLzgrs #edtechchat
A3 #edtechchat I loved reading about this school model at the Academia del Perpetuo Socorro from
@angelcintronaps ! https://t.co/YcJcfU8eHS
RT @MDiffenbaugh: A.2 - I've also enjoyed using Google Story Builder lately. No login needed, music
incorporated, URL to share! #edtechchat
@daveandcori @KerryHawk02 @evernote @AnnemarieCory Totally! I have a notebook and stacks for
every unit. #edtechchat
@apptasticteach I definitely could see that as a working model for other districts who have iPads and
think… now what? #edtechchat
@NormanEmerson7 @MDiffenbaugh That’s just semantics Norman, but yes, borrowing sounds better.
:) #EdTechChat
RT @robpennington9: @RossCoops31 @iplante Welcome to #edtechchat She was saying it wasn’t the
same without you.
@SKwikkel I used to hear the npr @edutopia ads and think WTH? Now it's my first go-to !
#notaspokesperson #edtechchat
RT @TeachFromHere: @tonywan @LindseyOwn #Tweetdeck works really well and you can follow
several streams at one time. We were all rookies o…
A2: A tweet is not long enough to answer! All things #GAFE, @DoInkTweets, iMovie, @evernote,
@voxer, #edcamp (s), @googlechrome #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_lms: A3: Our school has a digital badge based PD platform, which I wrote about in my
#edsurge50 piece http://t.co/4Dn2IJo1TG #edt…

techyturner

A2 The best tool I've found through ym PLN is OneTab. Via @JaimeVanderG #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:24:4

jpk38

A3 We have been working w @atomiclearning to let teachers take control of PD #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:24:4

crikeypotter

A1: Weekly staff meetings via Tech Liberator https://t.co/Ag7XGfjbZW #edtechchat
Amazing how relationships emerge from twitter chat groups... @MissSarahsBlog @briley8557
#edtechchat
A3: Very proud of @JHouser1 and her Makerspace! Wrote about it for #edsurge50:
http://t.co/vS0cGKfXGX #edtechchat
We blog EVERYDAY about the implementation of our action plan. Makes the plan real. #edtechchat
http://t.co/ZdXc4xDc9K Today's post was cool
RT @ajpodchaski: @tonywan @LindseyOwn use hootsuite or tweetdeck to manage the flow - and we
archive at http://t.co/ADe19wxVru #edtechchat
A3 #edtechchat We use #blendedlearning in all of our schools through lab based and station based
rotations to personalize learning
@HCPSTinyTech I haven't been able to use it YET, but met with 1 of the founders &amp; did a ton of
research, it's a great resource #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:24:5

@pammoran I use @TodaysMeet for online test reviews with Ss. Ss love it. #edtechchat
A3: I urge everyone to check out http://t.co/jgJ9l3eWNJ for groundbreaking ideas to expand impact of
your best teachers #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:24:5

A3 Check out #edsurge50 classroom and school models: http://t.co/e1ivCwUPA4 #edtechchat
@MJMadda @LindseyOwn Mary Jo, we launched it @ the Summit! :) Free standards-based rubric
maker tool. PBL lesson maker to come. #edtechchat
Yes! @ShiftParadigm A2. Not about tools, be clear about what to offer and what to seek... tools just
vehicles #edtechchat
Components of active learning: design thinking, blended learning (#flipclass) and #makered coupled w
community partnerships #edtechchat
A3: Very proud of our school district hashtag - #wfredbirds. Modeled after @Joesanfelippofc &amp;
@TonySinanis #edtechchat
RT @apptasticteach: @MJMadda #edtechchat don't think it's a model or anything but we have iPad
classes as one of our "specials". Amazing th…

22/12/2014 20:24:5

@APGovME @BTEdTech I will definitely check it out! Thanks! #edtechchat #edsurge50
A3 - We are working toward building a BYOD model that really works. Others could learn from our
growing pains and successes #edtechchat
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ckoos1
LindseyOwn
skeeTX
Teachbaltshaw
Charley_Locke
lars3eb

poida
jhnmason
LindseyOwn
MDiffenbaugh
s_bearden
MJMadda
flipyrthinking
VanessaHiser
ShiftParadigm
PledgeCents
daveandcori
crikeypotter
pammoran
MJMadda
KatrinaStevens1
TeachFromHere

A3: hire a 21st cent learning specialist like @Brad21clsMeyer to help tchrs integrate #edtech each day!
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:25:2
@MJMadda @ThemeSpark_Tool @stevesiden Yes you have! It was at the Seattle @EdSurge event!
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:25:2
@KerryHawk02 Love it! It is such an efficient tool and helps Ss and Ts in many ways! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A3 Check out #edsurge50 classroom and school models:
http://t.co/Sg0oeVXyfT #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_lms: A3: Our school has a digital badge based PD platform, which I wrote about in my
#edsurge50 piece http://t.co/4Dn2IJo1TG #edt…

22/12/2014 20:25:3

@apptasticteach Welcome aboard Melissa. We’re glad to have you with us! #EdTechChat
A3: Backchanneling in class with @Socrative or @TodaysMeet is an awesome way to ampify the
student voice AND assess learning!
#edtechchat
@MJMadda Not as though we’re the only ones doing it but moving to #GoogleEDU has been great.
@GoogleForEdu is brilliant. #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: RT Q3: What's an initiative or model in your school or district you can share
with other educators? #edtechchat
A.3- School leadership teams decide when to implement GAFE and BYOD with students using these
toolkits. http://t.co/zlIi0ccWbT #edtechchat
RT @ckoos1: A3: hire a 21st cent learning specialist like @Brad21clsMeyer to help tchrs integrate
#edtech each day! #edtechchat
@ThemeSpark_Tool That's RIGHT!!! I gotta check out your tool. I wouldve killed for a good rubric tool
when I was teaching. #edtechchat
RT @Learn21Tech: Favorite tools to support active learning: @LUMAInstitute cards (DT) @VersoApp
@ClassroomSalon (flipped learning) @makerbo…
“@MJMadda: Q2: What's the best tool that you've discovered through your extended PLN?
#edtechchat” Do blogs count? On #geniushour &amp; #STEAM
Viewing things through the eyes of a rookie...a special gift -&gt; @iplante @tonywan @LindseyOwn
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:25:3

.@edutopia is an awesome resource! #edtechchat
@MrM411 me too - each unit has links to notes for each lesson, which has links to notes with links and
resources - so organized #edtechchat
RT @atragg: A2: A tweet is not long enough to answer! All things #GAFE, @DoInkTweets, iMovie,
@evernote, @voxer, #edcamp (s), @googlechrome…
@cvarsalona yesterday @RosieRevere picked up @CaleElementary love of her book -started convo
abt girls in STEAM and writing #edtechchat
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@MDiffenbaugh Who's included on the team, Marita? #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:25:5
A3 Interested in how other states approach PD? Check out #edsurge50 authors: http://t.co/yiLztaeBZF
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:25:5
22/12/2014 20:26:0

JinSooDHuh

This room is loaded with things for future teachers to explore! SO COOL! #edtechchat
A3: #edtechchat Not mine, but visited @kipplaschools and they provide mini grants to teachers to pilot
innovations to personalize learning.

teachbleggett

Q3) Small group math stations instead of teacher-led, whole group #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:26:0

daveandcori

22/12/2014 20:26:0

shawadam78

RT @PledgeCents: .@edutopia is an awesome resource! #edtechchat
A3. Using Google Classroom with Tech Coaches to share ideas, blogs, tools and discussions.
#edtechchat
A3: we are working to use Twitter more frequently to enhance the learning environment. Especially in
digital citizenship. #edtechchat

s_bearden

@ckoos1 Hello my friend! Welcome to #edtechchat! (You're still awake?)

22/12/2014 20:26:0

robpennington9

poida
Teachbaltshaw
techytess
iplante
lconley86
MissSarahsBlog
MJMadda
briley8557

Universal Skills for All Learners!
http://t.co/pP8wHeCClr
http://t.co/4uUaUnPdLp
H/T @robert_kalman @cristama @jackiegerstein
#edtechchat
@poida @Socrative @TodaysMeetAlost forgot of about these- good mentions! Love a backchannel
#edtechchat
RT @PledgeCents: .@edutopia is an awesome resource! #edtechchat
"too many tools too little time"a great @CAISCT construct and conference format...show snippets to
engage in larger convo #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1 RT @ideaguy42: Incredible group of stories from all 50 states on #edtech
https://t.co/UjceMlFsKJ #edsurge50 #edtechchat
@ShiftParadigm @briley8557 indeed! I feel like I've made colleagues and friends across continents
through my online network! #edtechchat
@VanessaHiser Absolutely! Blogs are fantastic -- and a great way to put teacher voice at the forefront
of #edtech. #edtechchat
Q3 #edtechchat We are working on "flipping" our faculty meetings. Still have a long way to go but
faculty are making contrib. to b reviewed.
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TeachFromHere
tonywan
pammoran

A3) I am moving to a place that has a #TechPlayground and it is super #amazeballs @coetechplay
#edtechchat
A3: I found @KSmithSchool very inspiring: they brought a startup to teach students to be
entrepreneurs! http://t.co/HHPVRuQCWw #edtechchat
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Learn21Tech

@andreakornowski @TodaysMeet used by world lang and ESOL to practice language too #edtechchat 22/12/2014 20:26:3
@NMHS_lms awesome - we've been using badges this year as well.. Ss are taken by them more than
Ts so far but it's catching fire #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:26:3

ShiftParadigm

Learn from the best -&gt; @ckoos1 @Brad21clsMeyer #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:26:4

WillcottJulie

A3. I am all for electronic journals including lab journals. @KeelerMS #edtechchat
A3: #unconference is the way to go! No predetermined agenda, PD becomes exactly what you want
and need. #edtechchat
A3: as a MCL, I get to teach, coach, create online lessons for all 6th graders. All of this with more time
and..money #edtechchat
A2- I use @RemindHQ to alert staff and parents of possible emergencies. I'm able to get information
out in seconds. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: Honored to be on this list! 50 Technology Rockstars You Must Follow On Twitter in
2015 http://t.co/XnBwaLCoPH #edtech #edtec…
A3 #FlippedPD Engaging adult learners, before, during &amp; after PD sessions! Sm groups, target
needs, interesting! #positive #edtechchat
There are so many great things being shared here - so humbling! Amazing people to amazing things
#edsurge50 #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:26:4

A3: just be sure to tell your "story" http://t.co/sB7Szc6K0J http://t.co/MTHHr5kLHN #edtechchat
A3: I love what we've been doing in our #Makerspace http://t.co/j2a5eCtjAt There's more sprouting up
throughout the district :) #edtechchat
@NormanEmerson7 Awesome GDocs app to distribute templates to studnts, keep organized, give
feedback #edtechchat #astillmanfangirl @astillman

22/12/2014 20:27:0

22/12/2014 20:27:0

MJMadda

RT @ShiftParadigm: Learn from the best -&gt; @ckoos1 @Brad21clsMeyer #edtechchat
@briley8557 Fascinating. Do educators engage with each other after watching/viewing these "flipped"
meetings? #edtechchat

andreakornowski

@pammoran @TodaysMeet That's fantastic! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:27:0

joannavrteaches

A3 love sharing blended learning at the elem level with others! You can blend all subjects! #edtechchat 22/12/2014 20:27:1
Check out @ideaguy42's "Culture of Yes" in the #edsurge50 states guide: https://t.co/1T5MjbYeY9
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:27:1
A3: We are also attempting to use Twitter as a communication piece to communicate with parents.
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:27:1

srhulsman
htdcompletely
A_RiveraNY
felixjacomino
lconley86
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RT @teachbleggett: Q3) Small group math stations instead of teacher-led, whole group #edtechchat
A3: And, of course, our makerspace http://t.co/zinwc5cqNe #edtechchat #worldsofmaking #makered
#makermovment #tlchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Check out @ideaguy42's "Culture of Yes" in the #edsurge50 states guide:
https://t.co/1T5MjbYeY9 #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:27:1

a transcendental experience -&gt; @MissSarahsBlog @briley8557 #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: A3: Very proud of @JHouser1 and her Makerspace! Wrote about it for #edsurge50:
http://t.co/vS0cGKfXGX #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:27:2

RT @crikeypotter: A1: Weekly staff meetings via Tech Liberator https://t.co/Ag7XGfjbZW #edtechchat
A3: we've started a #PBL. block in our MS school. Passion. Projects. Problems. It's been quite the
journey. #noregrets #edtechchat
RT @APGovME: @lconley86 I love Realtime also.you can do a lot more with it. #edtechchat. Thanks
to @BTEdTech for showing it to me.
RT @s_bearden: Honored to be on this list! 50 Technology Rockstars You Must Follow On Twitter in
2015 http://t.co/XnBwaLCoPH #edtech #edtec…
RT @joannavrteaches: A3 love sharing blended learning at the elem level with others! You can blend
all subjects! #edtechchat you rock!
@NormanEmerson7 @MDiffenbaugh StG is great, not too hot, not too cold. I’m in Cedar City with fam
&amp; lots colder. #EdTechChat
A3: media rotation split into groups. Week 1; group 1 in library for skills &amp; circulation. Week 1;
group 2 in computer lab. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:27:2

@A_RiveraNY @RemindHQ we @EHSSouthport use that same wSy #edtechchat
@MJMadda We made a few teachers cry w/ThemeSpark...in a good way. #ELA, C3, #NGSS, Art stds
are there. Math is coming up. #edtechchat
A3. Using @TouchCastEdu to tell the story of our school. Short clips of Ss telling what is going on at
our school #edtechchat
RT @wfsuper: A3: Very proud of our school district hashtag - #wfredbirds. Modeled after
@Joesanfelippofc &amp; @TonySinanis #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 @TeachFromHere I blog in multiple spaces-personal &amp; job related -reminds
me writing is a craft worth practicing #edtechchat
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MJMadda
ShiftParadigm
iplante
techyturner
TeachFromHere
vptechnodork

I must say, my answer for A3 would be all the cool, crazy #edtech models we saw from PR, SC, TN,
&amp; more- https://t.co/maSrwh1BRW #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Yes! @ShiftParadigm A2. Not about tools, be clear about what to offer and
what to seek... tools just vehicles #edtechc…
RT @ajpodchaski: There are so many great things being shared here - so humbling! Amazing people
to amazing things #edsurge50 #edtechchat
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My district has mentor teachers who support the use of tech and SBG. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:27:5
@Teachbaltshaw @poida @Socrative @TodaysMeetAlost The learning that happens in #backchannel
is outrageous! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:27:5

KerryHawk02

A3 1-1 chromebook with at-risk students. A presentation on it. https://t.co/Bf6Lmc6z3V #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:27:5
Awesome: RT @robpennington9: A3. Using Google Classroom with Tech Coaches to share ideas,
blogs, tools and discussions. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:27:5
@briley8557 One of the things student tech teams can do is help to flip tech integration PD by creating
screencast tutorials #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:27:5

felixjacomino

.@s_bearden Well deserved, my friend! Congrats! :)) #edtech #edtechchat @WeAreAditi

22/12/2014 20:28:0

Learn21Tech

@ckoos1 @Brad21clsMeyer yes or innovation fellows http://t.co/rVz9qLDMTU #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:28:0

andreakornowski

A3: First full year with a 4 day/week advisory period. Love my home base! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A3 Interested in how other states approach PD? Check out #edsurge50
authors: http://t.co/yiLztaeBZF #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A3 Interested in how other states approach PD? Check out #edsurge50
authors: http://t.co/yiLztaeBZF #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Check out @ideaguy42's "Culture of Yes" in the #edsurge50 states guide:
http://t.co/Pe9S1JbpUH… #edtechchat
Love this saying: Pedagogy drives instruction while technology accelerates it. So true @MSSAA33
#edchat #edtechchat http://t.co/Mn9EE55eNd
Excited that we were just named an Apple Distinguished School for 2014-16. So many great things
@fwsu #edtechchat http://t.co/TFc1cyLbub
RT @shawadam78: A3: We are also attempting to use Twitter as a communication piece to
communicate with parents. #edtechchat
RT @LindseyOwn: @SKwikkel I used to hear the npr @edutopia ads and think WTH? Now it's my first
go-to ! #notaspokesperson #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Check out @ideaguy42's "Culture of Yes" in the #edsurge50 states guide:
https://t.co/1T5MjbYeY9 #edtechchat
A3: #edtechchat K-5 #DigitalLiteracy curriculum, #Keyboarding &amp; soon #Coding. We built a
curriculum from scratch &amp; are having success

22/12/2014 20:28:1

The best tools are transparent... @MDiffenbaugh @KatrinaStevens1 #edtechchat
@NMHS_lms I would LOVE to start into some digital badges but haven’t taken the time yet. I look into
your article. Thanks! #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:28:3

Do you embrace Learning Differently? Can benefit all learners #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A3 Interested in how other states approach PD? Check out #edsurge50
authors: http://t.co/yiLztaeBZF #edtechchat
@ckoos1 @Brad21clsMeyer Great idea! Bringing in an outside perspective can really help.
#edtechchat
RT @Learn21Tech: Components of active learning: design thinking, blended learning (#flipclass) and
#makered coupled w community partnership…
@Teachbaltshaw @Socrative I NEVER cease to be amazed by the extraordinary contributions
students make backhanneling! Elevating!
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:28:3

@ShiftParadigm hi Mark. Happy holidays! #edtechchat
RT @lars3eb: @NMHS_lms I would LOVE to start into some digital badges but haven’t taken the time
yet. I look into your article. Thanks! #Ed…
Check out @Teachbaltshaw's #edtech50 piece about Baltimore @edsurge summit:
https://t.co/oIQpFSNAJe #edtechchat
@andreakornowski @TodaysMeet and we have teachers who have used for morning meeting shares
across classes in elem school 2 #edtechchat
RT @tbresnahan1: Love this saying: Pedagogy drives instruction while technology accelerates it. So
true @MSSAA33 #edchat #edtechchat http:/…
A3- Grade 3 Ts @northernparkway use @edmodo and @eBackpack as part of our 1:1 iPad initiative.
#edtechchat
RT @smithadelic: A3: #edtechchat K-5 #DigitalLiteracy curriculum, #Keyboarding &amp; soon
#Coding. We built a curriculum from scratch &amp; are hav…

22/12/2014 20:28:5

@betavt @FWSU That's so exciting! #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q3: What's an initiative or model in your school or district you can share with other
educators? #edtechchat
A3: not my own model, but love @justintarte and the #unionrxi school tag. Teaching + Learning +
Twitter + Leadership=AMAZING #edtechchat
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cwhitetech
crikeypotter
JaimeVanderG
TeachFromHere
crikeypotter
VirtualArtsTV
lconley86

A3 Brain-based learning for students, teachers, imp in lesson design, My @EdSurge article with tips
http://t.co/IQRSF2K5fg #edtechchat
RT @DianaLRendina: A3: I love what we've been doing in our #Makerspace http://t.co/j2a5eCtjAt
There's more sprouting up throughout the dis…
It is a great one! RT @techyturner: A2 The best tool I've found through ym PLN is OneTab. Via
@JaimeVanderG #edtechchat
I get all grumpy when I am told to turn off my phone during a presentation - #backchannel is what the
cool people do! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Check out @ideaguy42's "Culture of Yes" in the #edsurge50 states guide:
https://t.co/1T5MjbYeY9 #edtechchat
What an awesome idea! MT @tonywan: @KSmithSchool brought a startup to teach students to be
entrepreneurs! http://t.co/ap7u3rI5D9 #edtechchat
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thomascmurray

@robpennington9 Discovered @TouchCastEdu at #FlipCon14 ! I love it too! #edsurge50 #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_lms: A3: And, of course, our makerspace http://t.co/zinwc5cqNe #edtechchat
#worldsofmaking #makered #makermovment #tlchat
@srhulsman I've seen #edcamps -- what other forms of unconferences do you like, Samantha?
#edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: What tools do #edsurge50 educators recommend, from coast to coast? Check out the
handy list here! #edtechchat http://t.co/Uhb2…
RT @robpennington9: A3. Using @TouchCastEdu to tell the story of our school. Short clips of Ss telling
what is going on at our school #edte…
@betavt @FWSU I still want to make my way up to see your district. We need to make that happen!
#edtechchat
A3: The best is that our Dist Tech Dir is very open to technology and using what works for you. So
great to work in @wcsdk12! #EdTechChat
A3: In addition, our classrooms in the #cloud, which I wrote about for @edutopia http://t.co/aIkiHP6quz
#edsurge50 #edtechchat
@MJMadda Leadership teams include principals and teachers that coach &amp; support Ts &amp;
staff. Hope to include students, too! #edtechchat
Enjoyed co-authoring the @THE_Journal cover story on "What's Hot in 2015" - http://t.co/o15AgL8ITj
#FutureReady @All4Ed #Edtechchat

BradleeWSkinner

A2 using social media to connect with and bring expert witnesses into my classroom. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:30:0

gchangedu

A3: 1:1 Chromebooks has taken #pbl to the next level, esp with online collab tools. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:30:0

MJMadda

Q4 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:30:0

MJMadda

@shawadam78 Adam! You made it! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:30:0

ShiftParadigm

it's a keeper --&gt; @tbresnahan1 @MSSAA33 #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Enjoyed co-authoring the @THE_Journal cover story on "What's Hot in 2015" http://t.co/o15AgL8ITj #FutureReady @All4Ed …
RT @TeachFromHere: I get all grumpy when I am told to turn off my phone during a presentation #backchannel is what the cool people do! #e…
A3) so much badassery going down... Adventure Days, Science #GeniusHour, more &amp; more #pbl,
#makered space under constructn... &lt;3 #edtechchat
@smithadelic #edtechchat I may need to chat with you. Looking at maybe going younger than middle
schoolers
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Check out @Teachbaltshaw's #edtech50 piece about Baltimore @edsurge
summit: https://t.co/oIQpFSNAJe #edtechchat
RT @pammoran: @KatrinaStevens1 @TeachFromHere I blog in multiple spaces-personal &amp; job
related -reminds me writing is a craft worth practic…

22/12/2014 20:30:1

RT @MJMadda: Q4 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
@MJMadda @srhulsman Teachmeets are similar to Edcamps, but Edcamps are the standard by which
all others are judged #edtechchat
RT @cwhitetech: A3 Brain-based learning for students, teachers, imp in lesson design, My @EdSurge
article with tips http://t.co/IQRSF2K5fg…
A3 we are building out our own educational broadband spectrum to connect kids across the community
not just in schl @vscheivert #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: I must say, my answer for A3 would be all the cool, crazy #edtech models we saw
from PR, SC, TN, &amp; more- https://t.co/maSrwh1B…

22/12/2014 20:30:3

@MDiffenbaugh Love it! #edtechchat wonder how community members could be engaged, too...
A2 &amp; A3 educators can share their expertise on any edtech via @LearnTrials. Research backed,
free, verified teacher insights. #edtechchat
RT @poida: A2: What you soon learn on Twitter! Your PLN may be the best faculty assoc. you could
ever ask for!
http://t.co/sGc5WFTn36
#e…
A3 use @edmodo and @edmodo snapshot for formative assessment now! Mind blowing and fast
#edtechchat
A3- more and more Ts @northernparkway have taken to twitter and are sharing so many wonderful
things happening in their class. #edtechchat
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iplante

22/12/2014 20:30:5

sandeeteach

@betavt @FWSU you go Ned! #edtechchat
RT @poida: A2: What you soon learn on Twitter! Your PLN may be the best faculty assoc. you could
ever ask for!
http://t.co/sGc5WFTn36
#e…
RT @tbresnahan1: Love this saying: Pedagogy drives instruction while technology accelerates it. So
true @MSSAA33 #edchat #edtechchat http:/…
RT @joannavrteaches: A3 use @edmodo and @edmodo snapshot for formative assessment now!
Mind blowing and fast #edtechchat

MJMadda

Q4: Are there schools/districts that you'd like to copy and/or visit? Why? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:31:1

MJMadda

@daveandcori @srhulsman Is there similar overlap in the types of participants? #edtechchat
RT @thomascmurray: Enjoyed co-authoring the @THE_Journal cover story on "What's Hot in 2015" http://t.co/o15AgL8ITj #FutureReady @All4Ed …

22/12/2014 20:31:1

@apptasticteach @smithadelic its a great template worth exploring #edtechchat
RT @betavt: Excited that we were just named an Apple Distinguished School for 2014-16. So many
great things @fwsu #edtechchat http://t.co/T…
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22/12/2014 20:31:1

22/12/2014 20:31:1

RT @MJMadda: Q4: Are there schools/districts that you'd like to copy and/or visit? Why? #edtechchat 22/12/2014 20:31:2
A2 Also love the plethora of tools from @astillman &amp; crew. @GoogleForEdu plus their tools offers
many possibilities. #edtechchat #googleedu
22/12/2014 20:31:2
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A3 Check out #edsurge50 classroom and school models:
http://t.co/e1ivCwUPA4 #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:31:2
@shawadam78 Interesting! Would love to hear how that goes! Blog Post topic? #edtechchat
@MJMadda I think our version may be a smaller #edcamp? 2 hours, 4 times a year and open to all
Volusia educators. #edtechchat #volusiac2n2
@cwhitetech @EdSurge Thanks for sharing Connie! I will be reading your article. #edsurge50
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:31:3

RT @MJMadda: Q4: Are there schools/districts that you'd like to copy and/or visit? Why? #edtechchat
#edtechchat take a look this Storify post on our #flipclass tech. You can post comments at the end of
each par https://t.co/jDiqvHiTH1

22/12/2014 20:31:4

A3 new staff Twitter challenge! Lots of fun. #edtechchat
RT @lconley86: A3 #FlippedPD Engaging adult learners, before, during &amp; after PD sessions! Sm
groups, target needs, interesting! #positive …

22/12/2014 20:31:5

Q4: I am always amazed by @JasonMMarkey and #leydenpride #edtechchat
RT @tonywan: A3: I found @KSmithSchool very inspiring: they brought a startup to teach students to
be entrepreneurs! http://t.co/HHPVRuQCWw…

22/12/2014 20:31:5

22/12/2014 20:31:3
22/12/2014 20:31:3

22/12/2014 20:31:4

22/12/2014 20:31:5

22/12/2014 20:31:5

RT Q4: Are there schools/districts that you'd like to copy and/or visit? Why? #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:31:5
@MJMadda @srhulsman actually, i see the same people at lots of the conferences I go to - need to get
more teachers to attend #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:31:5
22/12/2014 20:32:0

Learn21Tech

A3) http://t.co/fHu4ms4zgi and http://t.co/V89o5rhHWQ (Dang need to update my blog...) #edtechchat
#edsurge50 writers, would you like educators to come check out the classroom model at your school?
#edtechchat
RT @TeachFromHere: I get all grumpy when I am told to turn off my phone during a presentation #backchannel is what the cool people do! #e…
A3: My sped 4-6 grade students use 1:1 Chromebooks for all lessons including VFTs
http://t.co/ZoZjBoziwo #edtechchat
@MJMadda visiting schools is always important, helpful and stretches your thinking. Would love to visit
@drchagala school! #edtechchat

iplante

RT @MJMadda: Q4: Are there schools/districts that you'd like to copy and/or visit? Why? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:32:1

andreakornowski

A4: There's so many amazing places in my own district that I need to visit. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:32:1
A4: If you want to implement a 1:1 iPad or pbl program, visit @felixjacomino at http://t.co/ODTKkjO7jL!
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:32:1

EdSurge
HCPSTinyTech
crikeypotter

s_bearden
EricAfterSchool
TeachFromHere
AshleyCooksey2
mjwints
MDiffenbaugh
ckoos1
briley8557

A4: Need to drive out to Pittsburgh to see what @Learn21Tech is doing at Ellis. #edtechchat
@SethMeier ummm….I resigned my HS position December 31 to move to @OSUCollegeofEd and
work on my phd in #edtech #edtechchat
A4: any and all library media programs. Not many of us left as an actual library/library media specialist.
#edtechchat
#edtechchat A4: I’d love to visit the Chugach district from the #EdSurge50 AK article. Seems like great
model for good change mgmt
@MJMadda That's a great idea! We started Digital Citizenship Parent nights. Could be a start for these
additions! #edtechchat
A4: want to visit @felixjacomino and go to @MiamiDevice next year. Innovative #edtechchat going on
and people who love to share!
@MJMadda #edtechchat I have found that the conversations last a few days more than they did in our
typical meetings. Ts also offer readings.
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iplante

22/12/2014 20:32:3

JinSooDHuh

A4 we can all learn from each other every day #edtechchat
Q4: I want to visit every school’s #makerspace because no two are or should be alike. I love seeing
everyone’s take on them. #edtechchat
@shfarnsworth That's great, Shaelynn. I love seeing other teachers like you support fellow educators.
Peer PD! It rocks! #edtechchat
RT @jhnmason: @MJMadda Not as though we’re the only ones doing it but moving to #GoogleEDU
has been great. @GoogleForEdu is brilliant. #edt…
Amazing how when the thought is right few words are needed to convey it -&gt; @karlrectanus
@tbresnahan1 @MSSAA33 #edtechchat
RT @smithadelic: A3: #edtechchat K-5 #DigitalLiteracy curriculum, #Keyboarding &amp; soon
#Coding. We built a curriculum from scratch &amp; are hav…
@Teachbaltshaw @JasonMMarkey I second that! Truly an inspiration attending #edcampchicago
there a few years ago. #edtechchat
A3. Sometime next year, we'll be able to show ThemeSpark/ZBL curriculum design pedagogy in book
published by ASCD! Thrilled. #edtechchat
A4 #edtechchat Really impressed with the innovative work done at @summitps. Constantly iterating to
personalize learning in a real way

LindseyOwn

@Teachbaltshaw I was just gonna say @JasonMMarkey too! (Still will...) #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:32:5

kerszi

22/12/2014 20:32:5

LindseyOwn

Learning so much from this chat! Wealth of ideas! #edtechchat http://t.co/QDqzwsblBa
RT @karlrectanus: A2 &amp; A3 educators can share their expertise on any edtech via @LearnTrials.
Research backed, free, verified teacher insig…
A3 @MJMadda we also are creating contemporary library spaces grounded in #make2learn “search,
connect, communicate, make” model #edtechchat
RT @andreakornowski: A4: There's so many amazing places in my own district that I need to visit.
#edtechchat
@TeachFromHere @Teachbaltshaw @Socrative love to capture S content, build on it. Students light
up! Ownership of THEIR learning!
#edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: RT Q4: Are there schools/districts that you'd like to copy and/or visit? Why?
#edtechchat

AlexVKluge

@pammoran Interesting - how large of an area does it cover. How is it architected? #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:33:0

daveandcori

would love to visit Chromebooks schools (we have 11,000) and PBL schools #edtechchat
A4: I would love to visit @Learn21Tech @jdferries &amp; @40ishoracle -I get inspired when then
participate in #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: #edsurge50 writers, would you like educators to come check out the classroom model
at your school? #edtechchat
A3: We have 50 min a day for intervention. Everything is tailored to student needs and it's all hands on
deck! #edtechchat
Q4 - I want copy every district I hear about in chats like this - but I know that is not possible!
#edtechchat
@EricAfterSchool you would be welcome - come this summer to our active learning (7.13-14) summit
and present! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:33:0

A4 Salt Lakes Innovation High, great CTE classes and gives kiddos choice. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: A4: If you want to implement a 1:1 iPad or pbl program, visit @felixjacomino at
http://t.co/ODTKkjO7jL! #edtechchat
@andreakornowski @Teachbaltshaw @JasonMMarkey Ah yes, I remember my days at Leyden back in
July… ;) #edtechchat
RT @andreakornowski: A4: There's so many amazing places in my own district that I need to visit.
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:33:0

22/12/2014 20:33:2

KatrinaStevens1

This is true! RT @iplante: A4 we can all learn from each other every day #edtechchat
A.4 -Would love to visit @DDance_BCPS &amp; team at http://t.co/00sSLTjuvF to see innovation
&amp; teamwork in action! #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: #edsurge50 writers, would you like educators to come check out the classroom model
at your school? #edtechchat

AshleyCooksey2

RT @iplante: A4 we can all learn from each other every day #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:33:2

Teachbaltshaw

A4: I am still dying to visit @casas_jimmy his team in Bettendorf #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:33:2

MJMadda

@pammoran At SOME point, I'll have to come visit those… #edtechchat
RT @daveandcori: would love to visit Chromebooks schools (we have 11,000) and PBL schools
#edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @jdferries @40ishoracle thx! would love to visit you and @WinthropsCity as well!
#edtechchat
RT @LindseyOwn: @Teachbaltshaw I was just gonna say @JasonMMarkey too! (Still will...)
#edtechchat
A4: So many innovative schools I'd love to visit. Wish we could all do a 5 minute video to highlight the
best practices. #edtechchat
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shfarnsworth
mdeHSD
apptasticteach

I would love to visit @TonySinanis school for workshop. @Joesanfelippofc for culture &amp;
@Jeff_Zoul for coaching! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:33:4
A4: would love to visit innovators in own district first. It's one thing to read about EdTech and another to
observe in action #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:33:4
22/12/2014 20:33:4

JinSooDHuh

@KatrinaStevens1 #edtechchat anyone that I have in my Pln.
@MJMadda @daveandcori Good ?! I'm assuming #edcamps are open to all? My experience is limited
to my district. #edtechchat
A4: YES! Would love to spend the day at @justintarte's school (sorry 4 pickin on you Justin. Ya'll just
have so much amazing!) #edtechchat
The Clinton #cpsreds are doing it the right way - I am sometimes #jelly I don’t live in Western OK
#oklaed #edtechchat @MrsBeck25
.@smithadelic where can we find out more about your K-5 #digitalliteracy curriculum? #edtechchat
#digcit
A4 #edtechchat Bmore has an awesome #makerspace at the @DHFBaltimore. Tons of amazing
innovations driven by kids

techytess

A4 I want to go see @joannavrteaches in action! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:34:0

vptechnodork

.@kerszi I also like the smartest person in the room, is the room. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:34:0

Teachbaltshaw

22/12/2014 20:34:1

s_bearden

@MJMadda @andreakornowski @JasonMMarkey When do we get to go back? #edtechchat
Would love to visit @jlscheffer and the @BHShelpdesk! Doing awesome work in Digital
citizenship/literacy! #edtechchat

vptechnodork

RT @kerszi: Learning so much from this chat! Wealth of ideas! #edtechchat http://t.co/QDqzwsblBa

22/12/2014 20:34:1

daveandcori

@srhulsman @MJMadda #edcamp s are open to all - usually just limited by size of venue #edtechchat 22/12/2014 20:34:2
“@MJMadda Blogs are fantastic &amp; great way to put tch voice at the forefront #edtechchat”.Also
validation 4 us who think we're making it up!
22/12/2014 20:34:2
@daveandcori @srhulsman That's an initiative I can get behind. Trying to push for participation outside
of the typical circles. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:34:2

srhulsman
LindseyLipsky
TeachFromHere
DrThomasHo

VanessaHiser
MJMadda
ShiftParadigm
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22/12/2014 20:34:0

22/12/2014 20:34:1

None of us as smart as all of us (K.Blanchard) --&gt; @kerszi #edtechchat
Would love to travel and visit to learn from great schools- @JasonMMarkey @casas_jimmy
@Joesanfelippofc #edtechchat
A3 I dig our PD hashtag, #HTSDPD in service days. Also, quite a social media presence for
@WilliamDaviesMS. #edtechchat #WeAreDavies
A4: I want to go to NJ!- Seems there's a whole CREW of gr8 edustars there and on the right pg!
Preparing kids for THEIR future #edtechchat
A4) REALLY want to visit @scitechyEDU Mount Vernon in Atl, @Learn21Tech in Bmore,
@JasonMMarkey, @WickedDecent... to start :-) #edtechchat
RT @tbresnahan1: Love this saying: Pedagogy drives instruction while technology accelerates it. So
true @MSSAA33 #edchat #edtechchat http:/…

22/12/2014 20:34:2

@TeachFromHere Good luck! #EdTechChat
A4 I need to see a great makerspace in action. Want to build that into @RocketsHelpDesk in 2015, but
I don't have any experience #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_lms: Q4: I want to visit every school’s #makerspace because no two are or should be
alike. I love seeing everyone’s take on them…
RT @DrThomasHo: .@smithadelic where can we find out more about your K-5 #digitalliteracy
curriculum? #edtechchat #digcit
A4. I'm dying to see iZone in NYC. How they meet wide range of needs, and partner with #edtech
innovators. #edtechchat @InnovateNYCedu

22/12/2014 20:34:3

Would love to see the work of @casas_jimmy at Bettendorf HS. #edtechchat
A4: Tough one, so many!! Inspired daily by the work at @YESPrep and @UncommonSchools .Both
have also great blogs for PD! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:34:4

I would love all edus to see spaces of @EHSSouthport #learningdifferently #edtechchat
RT @DoakShannon: Flipping your class. Good or not? A lecture is a lecture no matter where it takes
place. Thoughts? #edtechchat #edtech

22/12/2014 20:34:5

RT @kerszi: Learning so much from this chat! Wealth of ideas! #edtechchat http://t.co/QDqzwsblBa
@teacher_graham what grade level do you teach and what does your schedule look like. That would
be amazing #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:34:5

22/12/2014 20:34:5

TeachFromHere

@mdeHSD yes! We are leading "innovation interviews" after winter break to locate them! #edtechchat
@KerryHawk02 @RocketsHelpDesk You should check out @ingridtech in Cambridge! She'd have
some good ideas :) #edtechchat
Boom—&gt;MT @lconley86: @TeachFromHere I ALWAYS want phones, tablets, on during the
sessions I present! I want to Engage learners! #edtechchat

odonnelltech

Hopping in late! Jordan O'Donnell, Sheridan, Wyoming. SS, tech integration #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:35:0

coachrmitch

A:4 #edtechchat wanting to attend some conference aimed at Academys
5 Effective Ways to Incorporate TED Talks into the Learning Experience http://t.co/fpfFpI1KSj
http://t.co/u2CFltKhnc |#edtech #edtechchat
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poida
srhulsman
shawadam78
MJMadda
scholzet
robpennington9

ALL learners thrive when they have control AND ownership of THEIR learning! via skillful use of
#EdTech!
#edtechchat
http://t.co/5uasO69fzG
@MJMadda @daveandcori I love it because I get to collaborate with middle and high school teachers.
Whole new perspective! #edtechchat
A4: I am very proud of where we are with technology and innovation. Technology is part of our
everyday life! #edtechchat
RT @TeachFromHere: Boom—&gt;MT @lconley86: @TeachFromHere I ALWAYS want phones,
tablets, on during the sessions I present! I want to Engage le…
@scholzet: A4. I would like to copy @casas_jimmy school in Bettendorf, IA. Awesome leadership
&amp; great staff! #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:35:0
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22/12/2014 20:35:0
22/12/2014 20:35:0

daveandcori

So true----&gt;“@iplante: A4 we can all learn from each other every day #edtechchat”
22/12/2014 20:35:0
#edtechchat We are trying to reverse a day where Ss are the Ts. They will create ideas for a class and
prep a 30-45 minute class for Ss &amp; Ts
22/12/2014 20:35:1
@MJMadda @srhulsman exactly - too many teachers stay only in their schools and never explore
whether online or at a conference #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:35:1

LindseyOwn

@EricAfterSchool @Learn21Tech Me too! But I couldn't just drive... *sad trombone*

smithadelic

A4: #edtechchat I would love 2 visit any school that has a strong K-12 Computer Science curriculum.
@AlexVKluge 726 sq miles, from Blue Ridge 2 Piedmont Va @vsheivert CIO can give specifics abt
EBS architecture #edtechchat
RT @htdcompletely: A4: Tough one, so many!! Inspired daily by the work at @YESPrep and
@UncommonSchools .Both have also great blogs for PD!…
RT @playpower: 5 Effective Ways to Incorporate TED Talks into the Learning Experience
http://t.co/fpfFpI1KSj http://t.co/u2CFltKhnc |#ed…

22/12/2014 20:35:1

22/12/2014 20:35:2

WillcottJulie

RT @ShiftParadigm: None of us as smart as all of us (K.Blanchard) --&gt; @kerszi #edtechchat
@techyturner Sounds like an excellent way to help Ts successfully integrate tech in classrooms.
#EdTechChat
A4 #edtechchat have always wanted to see #pbl in action at @hightechhigh. So many great free
resources and love their showcases.
RT @sandeeteach: A4: I want to go to NJ!- Seems there's a whole CREW of gr8 edustars there and on
the right pg! Preparing kids for THEIR fu…
I have also been spying on @MVPSchool over the last year. I would love to be in their space for a day
#edtechchat
#edtechchat A4. So many schools I want to visit - like to see what others are doing. You are all
welcome in Maine - even in winter.

ShiftParadigm

making a move to makerspace -&gt; @NMHS_lms #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:35:4

TeachFromHere

@briley8557 I deem this an #amazeballs idea and should be done!!! #edtechchat
A4 Always love sharing @joemanko's Liberty Elementary School in Baltimore. Must see! #edtechchat
#edtechmd
Need to visit my USM PLN friends @mrmatera @USMDrama @Chucktaft and the awesomeness of
#gamification and #engagement in action #edtechchat
@NMHS_lms If you're ever in Tampa, FL, you'd be more than welcome to visit our #makerspace :)
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:35:5

22/12/2014 20:35:5

Teachbaltshaw

RT @ShiftParadigm: making a move to makerspace -&gt; @NMHS_lms #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_lms: A3: In addition, our classrooms in the #cloud, which I wrote about for @edutopia
http://t.co/aIkiHP6quz #edsurge50 #edtechc…
RT @smithadelic: A4: #edtechchat I would love 2 visit any school that has a strong K-12 Computer
Science curriculum.
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A4 Always love sharing @joemanko's Liberty Elementary School in Baltimore.
Must see! #edtechchat #edtechmd

atragg

Then I'm coming to visit! @iplante @EHSSouthport #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:36:0

briley8557

22/12/2014 20:36:0

betavt

#edtechchat Think it can help adults with understanding how games can help Ss learn. I hoe anyway.
@pammoran @RosieRevere @CaleElementary Need more girls to become passionate about
#STEAM. Thx for sharing, Pam. Happy Holidays! #edtechchat
A4 - best parts of my day is visiting classrooms in #fwsu. Micro-innovation zones every where
#edtechchat

MrsTraceyDunn

Late to the party...trying to catch up! Tracey from Mentor, OH...kindergarten #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:36:1

NMHS_lms

@DianaLRendina Believe me, that would be first on my list! :)) #edtechchat
@NMHS_lms You and @KerryHawk02 should talk. She wants to see them in action, as well!
#edtechchat
RT @ckoos1: A4: want to visit @felixjacomino and go to @MiamiDevice next year. Innovative
#edtechchat going on and people who love to shar…
A4 Come visit @WilliamDaviesMS for @edcampSoJersey this March. #edtechchat #WeAreDavies I’ll
present on my vocab methods, and technology.
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briley8557

pammoran
LindseyLipsky
pineslibrary
ReadingNetwork
lars3eb
JinSooDHuh
kerszi
Teachbaltshaw

KatrinaStevens1
andreakornowski
DianaLRendina
NMHS_lms
ShiftParadigm
KatrinaStevens1

cvarsalona

MJMadda
MiamiDevice
jhnmason

#edtechchat
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LindseyLipsky
betavt
JohnGriffith79
LindseyOwn
MJMadda
andreakornowski
JinSooDHuh
iplante
TeachFromHere
Learn21Tech
ShiftParadigm
LindseyLipsky
shfarnsworth

RT @mdeHSD: A4: would love to visit innovators in own district first. It's one thing to read about
EdTech and another to observe in action …
RT @briley8557: #edtechchat We are trying to reverse a day where Ss are the Ts. They will create
ideas for a class and prep a 30-45 minute …
A4 John, Principal, WYO, really late. CART in Clovis, CA looked awesome. Charge to visit its so unique
#edtechchat
@NMHS_lms I have been lucky enough to visit a bunch of #makered spaces! http://t.co/SE1VmbymKj
#edtechchat
@KerryHawk02 @RocketsHelpDesk @ingridtech That's a definite. Ingrid and I worked for Scratch
together. #edtechchat
Would love to go on a pirate mission and check out some schools taken over by #tlap pirates.
#edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A4 Always love sharing @joemanko's Liberty Elementary School in Baltimore.
Must see! #edtechchat #edtechmd
Realized recently how few of our Ts experience other edus and their spaces if ideas...need to change
that #edtechchat
@EmingerITC Right?? How many cool ideas have you stolen from other #brilliant teachers??
#edtechchat
@KerryHawk02 @RocketsHelpDesk lots of folks on #makered chat can help w suggestions cc:
@lblanken @nathan_stevens #edtechchat
RT @KerryHawk02: A4 I need to see a great makerspace in action. Want to build that into
@RocketsHelpDesk in 2015, but I don't have any expe…
@mdeHSD Agree, sometimes we forget the greatness in our own backyard! #edtechchat. Models of
open observation are best!
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@MJMadda agreed.. coaching is one key to successful implementation. #edtechchat
RT @robpennington9: Would love to travel and visit to learn from great schools- @JasonMMarkey
@casas_jimmy @Joesanfelippofc #edtechchat
RT @iplante: Realized recently how few of our Ts experience other edus and their spaces if
ideas...need to change that #edtechchat
A4: I would love to visit classes in @canyonsdistrict, @slcschools, &amp; @GraniteSchools as a start.
Gotta start in my own state. #EdTechChat
A4: For #edtech Mooresville school district is on my top list. @Edu_Thompson work to lead
personalized learning in CMS as well! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:36:4

22/12/2014 20:36:5

s_bearden

@KatrinaStevens1 @joemanko #liberty64 is one of the best @BaltCitySchools we have #edtechchat
@MrsTraceyDunn Welcome! Q4: Are there schools/districts that you'd like to copy and/or visit? Why?
#edtechchat

showmerob

A4 LongBeach on their iPD project #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:37:0

MJMadda

@andreakornowski Any mission to see pirates is A OK with me. #edtechchat
RT @LindseyOwn: A4) REALLY want to visit @scitechyEDU Mount Vernon in Atl, @Learn21Tech in
Bmore, @JasonMMarkey, @WickedDecent... to start …
@ajpodchaski @Learn21Tech @jdferries Awww thanks! Visit any time :-) with kiddos tonight but will be
back online next week #edtechchat
RT @poida: ALL learners thrive when they have control AND ownership of THEIR learning! via skillful
use of #EdTech!
#edtechchat
http://t.co…
Visiting @MathNeil and @cybraryman1 at @EdCampManatee was incredible. Traveling for an edcamp
again would be a no-brainer #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:37:0

@iplante The power of connected educators! #edtechchat A4 http://t.co/BAROrygehL
A4: @USCHybridHigh @4pt0schools @incschool @hczorg more but those are on the list. Also I'd like
to visit @mr_isaacs classroom! #edtechchat
@LindseyOwn @scitechyEDU @Learn21Tech @JasonMMarkey @WickedDecent Come to Baltimore!
Come for our summit! #edtechchat
A4: #wearewayne's #GAFE &amp; Chromebook deployment is a model we are using
@TradersPointCA #edtechchat
Admin offices too! LOVE This! --&gt; MT @millerg6: Post this up on your staff room/classroom walls for
2015!
#edtechchat
http://t.co/PCFh8Zh82N
RT @s_bearden: Would love to visit @jlscheffer and the @BHShelpdesk! Doing awesome work in
Digital citizenship/literacy! #edtechchat
A4: I was lucky enough to visit @plemmonsa 's library at Barrow Elem this summer w @OkleMiller - so
much awesomeness there :) #edtechchat
A4: I think a lot can be learned from international studies. I'd love to visit countries with a thriving
education models #edtechchat
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lconley86

@lars3eb @canyonsdistrict @slcschools @GraniteSchools Why those districts? #edtechchat
A4 Piedmont City AL –All students have laptops and Wi-Fi for entire town! http://t.co/iY3hGdJbet
#edtechchat

tonywan

@briley8557 Nothing like teaching something to show how much you really know #edtechchat
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MissSarahsBlog
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MJMadda

@showmerob Did you see the coverage we did about it? https://t.co/vbGIo30oDC #edtechchat
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ajamitrano

Q3: where oh where to begin... Anyone else have far too many initiatives to keep track of? #edtechchat
A4: Curious to know what schools have great library media programs. Shout 'em out &amp; share
pages! #edtechchat
RT @poida: Admin offices too! LOVE This! --&gt; MT @millerg6: Post this up on your staff
room/classroom walls for 2015!
#edtechchat
http://t.c…
@MJMadda yep- @mtechman @kristieobrecht @andie245 @JoanAckroyd @ethorsenahs
@MrsBalazs @imcraddock @rc_AHS @Sofantic librarians #edtechchat
@smithadelic @KatrinaStevens1 Proud of our K-12 curriculum at http://t.co/0Ekn1kC5Ao You are
welcome to visit! #edtechchat
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RT @atragg: This is true! RT @iplante: A4 we can all learn from each other every day #edtechchat
A4 some of our best learning is from each other. Our district takes part in a Winter Symposium to learn
from other schools. #edtechchat
@MDiffenbaugh @DDance_BCPS You should definitely come visit us - great things happening!
#edtechmd #edtechchat
A4c: Sorry to be a homer but come visit @projectLIFTclt effort to reinvent the way we teach and learn
in high need schools #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: I must say, my answer for A3 would be all the cool, crazy #edtech models we saw
from PR, SC, TN, &amp; more- https://t.co/maSrwh1B…
RT @ideaguy42: Incredible group of stories from all 50 states on #edtech https://t.co/PzmjBU4OBC
#edsurge50 #edtechchat
A4 I find that even visiting another classroom can almost seem like a whole new building at times.
#edtechchat
@Teachbaltshaw @robpennington9 @andreakornowski @scholzet You are all too kind. Thank you.
You are all welcome anytime. #edtechchat
RT @AshleyCooksey2: A4: Curious to know what schools have great library media programs. Shout
'em out &amp; share pages! #edtechchat
@s_bearden @MrsTraceyDunn Would love to visit @pammoran's district in Virginia to see
#makerspace movement in action. #edtechchat A4
Do we lead edus to see other spaces or do they see spaces because they want to? #edtechchat
#growthmindset
“@MJMadda: Q4: Are there schools/districts that you'd like to copy and/or visit? Why? #edtechchat”
went to #silverton inVic,Oz top 21st ed
@KerryHawk02 @cybraryman1 @EdCampManatee Come on back for @EdcampBranford on April
11th! #edtechchat
A4: Also love to visit @bradleychambers school. Would love to see his building in action after listening
to his podcast. #EdTechChat
RT @jhnmason: A4 I find that even visiting another classroom can almost seem like a whole new
building at times. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:38:0

@apptasticteach it's built right into our schedule K-5. I teach 5th. #edtechchat
RT @JinSooDHuh: A4 #edtechchat Really impressed with the innovative work done at @summitps.
Constantly iterating to personalize learning in…
@JinSooDHuh Without a doubt- @joemanko runs this town. Let me know when you come to Bmore!
Would love to connect #edtechchat
Take a look this Storify post on our #flipclass tech. You can add tweets at the end of each par
https://t.co/LH5OCa80uS #edtechchat
Personally, Los Angeles's @USCHybridHigh has done some great turnaround, speaking of A4…
https://t.co/Tux6q1EHyy #edtechchat
ALWAYS !! RT @robpennington9 So true----&gt;“@iplante: A4 we can all learn from each other every
day #edtechchat”
A4 #edtechchat just foraying into tech in a major way, but @collegiateacad in NOLA has a culture
second to none for students and staff.
RT @poida: ALL learners thrive when they have control AND ownership of THEIR learning! via skillful
use of #EdTech!
#edtechchat
http://t.co…

22/12/2014 20:38:4

A4 SLA IN Philly #edtechchat
#edtechchat I have been fortunate to visit many great Iowa schools with leaders like @SKwikkel
@casas_jimmy @AnthonyDVoss @PrincpalNelson
#cheerpractice #edtechchat Termite #extermination information: http://t.co/6nJ1Rztxzg Learn To
Exterminate Ter http://t.co/Xv0iQmlTJ8
@MissSarahsBlog I visited Korean schools last year. Very very interesting @KatrinaStevens1
#edtechchat
@KerryHawk02 So true! Such a balance. Important to visit other classrooms but class time is so
precious. #edtechchat
Happy to assist/answer ?s for any schools looking at PBL, GAFE/Chromebooks and Evernote - done all
of them #edtechchat
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JinSooDHuh
lars3eb

poida
scholzet
LindseyLipsky
ckoos1
cvarsalona
ajamitrano
SKwikkel
ShiftParadigm
StephenPyle2
TeachFromHere
pammoran
KatrinaStevens1
lars3eb

RT @jhnmason: A4 I find that even visiting another classroom can almost seem like a whole new
building at times. #edtechchat
@sandeeteach @canyonsdistrict @slcschools @GraniteSchools They’re in my “backyard” &amp; I’ve
heard good things from them. #EdTechChat
#EdTech Confidence matters! MT @10MillionMiler: I CAN is 100X More Important Than IQ
RT @marshawright http://t.co/uYOMQm04LB
#edtechchat
A4.1. like 2visit @BarbInNebraska @21stCenPrinKW @SKwikkel @coolcatteacher @gcouros
@Debloftsgard @dschoening @edrethink schls #edtechchat
A4: Also would love to visit @gcouros and the amazing T's he works w/ each day! #edtechchat.
George, take us on a video tour??
RT @s_bearden: @smithadelic @KatrinaStevens1 Proud of our K-12 curriculum at
http://t.co/0Ekn1kC5Ao You are welcome to visit! #edtechchat
@johnccarver Is proud of his district's initiative. #edtechchat A4
A3: we started 1:1 iPads in 5-8 last year and added 9-12 this year. Lots of support and enthusiasm from
Ts and Ss. #edtechchat
RT @shfarnsworth: #edtechchat I have been fortunate to visit many great Iowa schools with leaders
like @SKwikkel @casas_jimmy @AnthonyDVos…
Learning that what happens in the places nearby is more important than the nearby places -&gt;
@andreakornowski #edtechchat
RT @DianaLRendina: A3: I love what we've been doing in our #Makerspace http://t.co/j2a5eCtjAt
There's more sprouting up throughout the dis…
Words to live by: MT @EmingerITC: I could never count! As coach,I steal frm clssrooms wthn my distrct
bt lve to vst other schls! #edtechchat
.@cvarsalona @s_bearden @MrsTraceyDunn maker work is 1 of our 7 pathways to contemporary
learning https://t.co/amBBxkeZoU #edtechchat
RT @Teachbaltshaw: @JinSooDHuh Without a doubt- @joemanko runs this town. Let me know when
you come to Bmore! Would love to connect #edtech…
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MJMadda

@odonnelltech Welcome to the chat Jordan. Glad you could make it! #EdTechChat
22/12/2014 20:39:4
@Teachbaltshaw @joemanko @JinSooDHuh That might warrant a visit during our Baltimore Summit.
Jin-soo, you should come. Feb. 27 #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:39:5

JasonMMarkey

@MJMadda @andreakornowski @Teachbaltshaw wow, thank you for all the #edtechchat kindness!

22/12/2014 20:39:5

KatrinaStevens1

Q5 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:39:5

MJMadda
briley8557

Q5 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:40:0
Q4 #edtechchat Would love to visit a sch that does exploratories integrated deeply with tech. Not sure if
that's a makerspace, or not!
22/12/2014 20:40:0

AlexVKluge

@betavt North or South :) #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:40:0

MJMadda

@VanessaHiser Where is that, Vanessa? #edtechchat
@iplante I think people see them because they want to. Tend to seek out what we need on our own.
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:40:0

22/12/2014 20:40:0

susanopera

great discussion here on #edtechchat - need to run but see you all next week
A4 I think we can learn anything from watching anyone if we keep an open mind. Even if we learn what
NOT to do #edtechchat
RT @scholzet: A4.1. like 2visit @BarbInNebraska @21stCenPrinKW @SKwikkel @coolcatteacher
@gcouros @Debloftsgard @dschoening @edrethink sch…
RT @LindseyLipsky: A4: Also would love to visit @gcouros and the amazing T's he works w/ each day!
#edtechchat. George, take us on a video …
RT @VirtualArtsTV: What an awesome idea! MT @tonywan: @KSmithSchool brought a startup to
teach students to be entrepreneurs! http://t.co/ap…

jpk38

RT @MJMadda: Q5 coming up in 1 minute… #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:40:2

s_bearden

@daveandcori Thanks for joining #edtechchat tonight!

22/12/2014 20:40:3

MJMadda

What I saw from A4… Baltimore Leyden in IL, @SummitPS… #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:40:3

betavt

ajamitrano

@TheTechRabbi @finddonorth @HillbrookiLab what is the CoLab #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:40:3
A4 #edtechchat #silverton has radio station, student led learning, BYOD a, flexible learning space,
robotics, everything in an K-6
22/12/2014 20:40:3
A3: Focus this year is less on apps and more on how the iPad helps to transform teaching and learning
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:40:3

TeachFromHere

@LindseyLipsky The Mr. @gcouros is brilliant!! Thanks for visiting #oklaed this fall!!! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:40:3

poida

Superb! --&gt; Bloom's 'Digital' Taxonomy - Printable Reference Table. Share this!
https://t.co/D86igDnnIK
http://t.co/jKQDn34qG0
#edtechchat
Near Pittsburgh visit Ts: @EllisPhysics @robertabrandao @Shannon_mer @klockette @dr_harrold
@InnovationSFSD @LrningInstigatr #edtechchat
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Check this resource out. Great way to connect tech tools with instruction. https://t.co/jwo88OSwDR
#edtechchat
@AshleyCooksey2 Exactly. Amazing inspiration can often be found right next door. Thanks
@petruccim ! #edtechchat
@apptasticteach Its when my kids get special Ed services. They go there, an interventionist takes a
group, I take a group.... #edtechchat
@cvarsalona @RosieRevere @CaleElementary agree happens when women model and support girls
@wahsphysics @mkarpovich @paulawhite #edtechchat
@sandeeteach @canyonsdistrict @slcschools @GraniteSchools That &amp; a successful #EdTech
mentor model I’d like to see at @wcsdk12. #EdTechChat
@KatrinaStevens1 This is a fast moving chat! Will it be archived? I know I'm missing some great
resources! #edtechchat
Q5: What's an issue in your classroom or school that you'd like to get advice on from other educators?
#edtechchat
A2: forgot to mention tweetdeck! Can't live without it. #edtechchat
RT @JinSooDHuh: RT @jhnmason: A4 I find that even visiting another classroom can almost seem like
a whole new building at times. #edtechchat
@PrincpalNelson @SKwikkel @casas_jimmy @AnthonyDVoss you all are doing great things in your
districts! Truth. #edtechchat
RT @lconley86: A4 Piedmont City AL –All students have laptops and Wi-Fi for entire town!
http://t.co/iY3hGdJbet #edtechchat
@htdcompletely @Teachbaltshaw @joemanko @JinSooDHuh Send me an email, Romain. Let's figure
out a plan of attack together. #edtechchat
What if we could count a PD day to visit other teachers/schools/builidings and steal great stuff??
#edtechchat
@Learn21Tech We're hosting an @edsurge Summit on Feb 27-28. Free for educators!
https://t.co/iuHOGhjfSa #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q5: What's an issue in your classroom or school that you'd like to get advice on from
other educators? #edtechchat
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A4: Definitely check out the @hightechhigh campuses! Great things happening there! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:41:3
@LindseyLipsky I have many of my parents and students follow me. It has been pretty successful so
far. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:41:3
A4 fourth year 1:1. Best time of my career! So much is possible but mindset is critical to success. Must
step off stage. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:41:3
@daveandcori thanks for joining in :))
#edtechchat #CTEdChat
@srhulsman @KatrinaStevens1 Check out the #edtechchat archives at http://t.co/AvbU12H5v3!
Thanks to @ajpodchaski :)
“@AlexVKluge: @betavt North or South :) #EdTechChat” South #edtechchat
RT @TeachFromHere: @LindseyLipsky The Mr. @gcouros is brilliant!! Thanks for visiting #oklaed this
fall!!! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @Learn21Tech We're hosting an @edsurge Summit on Feb 27-28. Free for
educators! https://t.co/iuHOGhjfSa #edtechchat
@ajamitrano #edtechchat I like moving from what I can do on the iPad to what students can do on the
iPad.
@downrightdave @canyonsdistrict @slcschools @GraniteSchools I’d come visit @alpineschools too!
Hang with you &amp; create fun! #EdTechChat
RT @MJMadda: Q5: What's an issue in your classroom or school that you'd like to get advice on from
other educators? #edtechchat
RT @poida: Universal Skills for All Learners!
http://t.co/pP8wHeCClr
http://t.co/4uUaUnPdLp
H/T @robert_kalman @cristama @jackiegerstein
#…
RT @MJMadda: Q5: What's an issue in your classroom or school that you'd like to get advice on from
other educators? #edtechchat
RT Q5: What's an issue in your classroom or school that you'd like to get advice on from other
educators? #edtechchat
@srhulsman @KatrinaStevens1 will be up after the chat at http://t.co/ADe19wxVru - need about 15
minutes to complete #edtechchat
“@MJMadda: @VanessaHiser Where is that, Vanessa? #edtechchat” Melbourne Victoria Austrailia! 1st
Microsoft innovative sch in Oz I believe
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @Learn21Tech We're hosting an @edsurge Summit on Feb 27-28. Free for
educators! https://t.co/iuHOGhjfSa #edtechchat
@betavt @finddonorth @HillbrookiLab flexible space for flexible learning and flexible tools.
#edtechchat http://t.co/FdikUpn9lg
RT @MJMadda: Q5: What's an issue in your classroom or school that you'd like to get advice on from
other educators? #edtechchat
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cvarsalona
LindseyLipsky
ShiftParadigm
PledgeCents
TeachFromHere
JohnGriffith79
DrThomasHo
kyleteach
SWEDUsea
MJMadda
Learn21Tech
DianaLRendina
vptechnodork
poida
stlcurriculum
TeachFromHere
KatrinaStevens1
pammoran
MJMadda
s_bearden
MDiffenbaugh
lars3eb
EdSurge
ksfusco
EmingerITC
MrsDelz
cvarsalona
LindseyLipsky
ajpodchaski
srhulsman
Learn21Tech
Charley_Locke
JinSooDHuh
RemindHQ
joannavrteaches
KerryHawk02
ajamitrano

@ajamitrano Transformative work is a must. Think more about process as opposed to product as years
move on. #edtechchat A3
@TeachFromHere @gcouros Yes, he seems pretty amazing. So awesome you got to meet him!
#edtechchat
Indeed, we learn as much from what happens before and after the observation as during it -&gt;
@techytess #edtechchat @daveandcori
RT @MJMadda: Q5: What's an issue in your classroom or school that you'd like to get advice on from
other educators? #edtechchat
@WillcottJulie @ajamitrano When they get to show off what they know and be creative, its fun to see!!
#edtechchat
A5 We are currently going #GAFE. We have a rollout plan that we have been asking q's about. Need tie
to student achievement. #edtechchat
A4: I forgot to say #wearewayne has been very helpful in sharing about their #GAFE &amp;
Chromebook deployment is the reason WHY #edtechchat
RT @NMHS_lms: A3: Our school has a digital badge based PD platform, which I wrote about in my
#edsurge50 piece http://t.co/4Dn2IJo1TG #edt…
RT @MJMadda: I must say, my answer for A3 would be all the cool, crazy #edtech models we saw
from PR, SC, TN, &amp; more- https://t.co/maSrwh1B…
@JinSooDHuh @JasonMMarkey I can't believe you two haven't met yet. Jason, Jin-soo. KIPP Chicago
+ Leyden = gold. #edtechchat
@TheTechRabbi yes! we have a CoLaboratory as well! Also a "active classrooms" and innovation
stations http://t.co/Vxtl2KnLYY #edtechchat
A4: I'd love to visit my TL friends' libraries - @ShawnaFord1 @NMHS_lms @GravesColleen
@librarian_tiff @gwynethjones &amp; more #edtechchat
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A5 how to move those toe draggers along. If we can't water rocks we can roll them. #edtechchat
YES! --&gt; RT @JinSooDHuh: MT @jhnmason: A4 .. even visiting another classroom can almost
seem like a whole new building at times. #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: What tools do #edsurge50 educators recommend, from coast to coast? Check out the
handy list here! #edtechchat http://t.co/Uhb2…
@LindseyLipsky @gcouros more like admired from the back of the room - but it was super great!
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @srhulsman @KatrinaStevens1 Check out the #edtechchat archives at
http://t.co/AvbU12H5v3! Thanks to @ajpodchaski :)
.@TeachFromHere why not? @beckyfisher73 built system 4 PD credits for twitter, blogging, other SM
connects and site visits #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:42:4

@VanessaHiser Oh man! I just need a jet plane and then I'm SO THERE! #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q5: What's an issue in your classroom or school that you'd like to get advice on from
other educators? #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 @DDance_BCPS I'll be at ISTE! Maybe a meet up could happen! Our team has
learned a lot from you all virtually! #edtechchat
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@MrsTraceyDunn Good luck catching up! Tonight has been crazy full &amp; awesome! #EdTechChat 22/12/2014 20:42:5
#edtechchat Check out these How-To articles from #edsurge50 writers about implementing #edtech in
your classroom! http://t.co/BTOTRhV3q2
22/12/2014 20:43:0
@WillcottJulie @ajamitrano And when Ss begin to teach/share that's just as awesome :) #edtechchat 22/12/2014 20:43:0
A5: I'm always concerned with climate. With changes in state testing requirements, evals, etc. teachers
often feel defeated. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:43:0
Joining late! Just got back from church. I'm Kayla, #edsurge50 author representing North Dakota!
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:43:0
@VanessaHiser #silverton sounds like an energized place with S voice as focus point. #edtechchat A4 22/12/2014 20:43:1
@shawadam78 That's awesome! I know some schools would be weary of that model. But I think it's a
GREAT idea! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:43:1
A5: How do you move past #failure to restore trust in tech? #edtechchat
A5: We are brand new to the BYOT initiative and I'm chairing the committee. Ideas for a successful
start? #edtechchat
@KatrinaStevens1 @EdSurge nice - heard we are having one in the burgh soon as well! Cc:
@DustinStiver - can't wait! #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q5: What's an issue in your classroom or school that you'd like to get advice on from
other educators? #edtechchat
A5 #edtechchat Students are demonstrating knowledge in so many ways. How do people consolidate
all the data and is one form prioritized?
RT @A_RiveraNY: A2- I use @RemindHQ to alert staff and parents of possible emergencies. I'm able
to get information out in seconds. #edtech…
RT @vptechnodork: A5 how to move those toe draggers along. If we can't water rocks we can roll
them. #edtechchat
@jhnmason @AshleyCooksey2 @petruccim Agreed! Brilliant colleagues at @ReadingSchools We
work hard to cnct as much as we'd like #edtechchat
A4: Grafton, MA and Burlington, MA are two locally. We would love to work with other districts just
beginning their 1:1 journey #edtechchat
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21stCenPrinKW
robpennington9
LindseyOwn
coachrmitch
s_bearden
atragg

RT @scholzet: A4.1. like 2visit @BarbInNebraska @21stCenPrinKW @SKwikkel @coolcatteacher
@gcouros @Debloftsgard @dschoening @edrethink sch…
A5. As a T leader, how do we move a school forward without a focus from Admin -Fixed mindset-keep
growing!! Tech Tues- helping #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: RT Q5: What's an issue in your classroom or school that you'd like to get advice
on from other educators? #edtechchat
#edtechchat I wonder what other districts across the country are doing about a lack of substitute
instructors #wyoedchat
@MJMadda @VanessaHiser I'd like to visit the "other" Melbourne - I live in Melbourne, FL! (Much
smaller!) #edtechchat
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@DrThomasHo Can you share a link about this deployment? #edtechchat
@pammoran @beckyfisher73 We should!! But how to get it going from an admin point of view. I would
LOVE IT! #edtechchat
RT @DianaLRendina: A4: I'd love to visit my TL friends' libraries - @ShawnaFord1 @NMHS_lms
@GravesColleen @librarian_tiff @gwynethjones &amp; m…
Q5: Need help with getting started w @SpheroEdu Have 9 of them- not sure where to start
#edtechchat
A5: Getting teachers to embrace BYOD. This is our school's first year allowing devices, &amp; many
teachers are resistant. #edtechchat
RT @PledgeCents: A4: Definitely check out the @hightechhigh campuses! Great things happening
there! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:43:4

A5: How do you innovate when tech adoption stalls on old ideas? #edtechchat
Hey Ohio educators -- @MrsTraceyDunn is a late addition, but she's a great one to chat with!
#edtechchat
A5 I’d love to know exactly how other T’s would like students to use their tech and how I can use my
nerdiness to enhance this. #edtechchat
RT @TeachFromHere: What if we could count a PD day to visit other teachers/schools/builidings and
steal great stuff?? #edtechchat
#edtechchat buy in. so many negative people who don't do anything with the tech we have been gifted.
See no need to change their teaching.
@vptechnodork how can you differentiate w/ tech to moth care them or engage them differently but
authenticly #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:43:4

22/12/2014 20:44:0

lconley86

@MJMadda bandwidth / how much to keep increasing... #edtechchat
Q5: #edtechchat 1 issue as a Tech Fac. How to reach all Ts &amp; get them to want to use tech in the
classroom. 2 How to encourage innovation
@betavt @KatrinaStevens1 fantastic! Top of my list are Finland &amp; Korea, call it professional
development + a vacation ;) #edtechchat
A5: i think a major issue for Ts in general is knowing which 3rd party ipad apps are safe for kids as it
relates to data mining #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Hey Ohio educators -- @MrsTraceyDunn is a late addition, but she's a great one to
chat with! #edtechchat
RT @lars3eb: @MrsTraceyDunn Good luck catching up! Tonight has been crazy full &amp; awesome!
#EdTechChat
RT @TeachFromHere: What if we could count a PD day to visit other teachers/schools/builidings and
steal great stuff?? #edtechchat
RT @poida: Admin offices too! LOVE This! --&gt; MT @millerg6: Post this up on your staff
room/classroom walls for 2015!
#edtechchat
http://t.c…
RT @MJMadda: Q5: What's an issue in your classroom or school that you'd like to get advice on from
other educators? #edtechchat
RT @MissSarahsBlog: Also I CAN'T give enough love for my twitter chat groups, I've learned SO much
through them #weirded #whatisschool #kin…
@casas_jimmy @Teachbaltshaw @robpennington9 @andreakornowski @scholzet Would love to
come visit too! :) #edsurge50 #edtechchat

iplante

RT @ajpodchaski: A5: How do you innovate when tech adoption stalls on old ideas? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:44:2

mdeHSD

Q5: I've been struggling with Twitter as "preach to choir" vs real Ed reform. #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski Talk to me about that. Is it the procurement process that's stopping progress?
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:44:2

22/12/2014 20:44:3

TFABayArea

@Learn21Tech @MJMadda until you can't afford it anymore, and then double it :) #edtechchat
RT @A_RiveraNY: A1- My 2 admin partners @docsheilah &amp; @BilalPolson and I stay connected
via @voxer. We are in constant communication. #edte…
A5: collecting data that shows technology integration develops 21st-C skills and provides more
significant learning experiences #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: #edtechchat Check out these How-To articles from #edsurge50 writers about
implementing #edtech in your classroom! http://t.co/…

jpk38

@TeachFromHere or other professions? #edtechchat
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MrsBalazs

A5b: Attracting and retaining talent to our high poverty schools has become a civil right issue of our
time. Let's join forces #edtechchat
#edtechchat A5: I am curious about implementation of initiatives, walk through look-fors, and climate of
building.
@apptasticteach some folks are afraid it will all be used for HST - they refuse to see the positive impact
on stu’s #edtechchat
@pammoran @cvarsalona @RosieRevere #edtechchat we r seeing girls as tech leaders. All girls team
won trebuchet challenge in @millergrade3

JinSooDHuh

RT @ajpodchaski: A5: How do you innovate when tech adoption stalls on old ideas? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:44:4

jpk38

A5 How to best judge ROI on technology purchases. How do we confirm? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:44:5

andreakornowski

@smithadelic encourage innovation...get them on twitter. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:44:5

lars3eb

@MissSarahsBlog I agree! I’d love to visit a number of international schools as well. #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:44:5

Learn21Tech

@ajpodchaski that can be a hard one - hand holding, coaching.. #edtechchat
RT @techytess: A4 I think we can learn anything from watching anyone if we keep an open mind. Even
if we learn what NOT to do #edtechchat
RT @shfarnsworth: #edtechchat A5: I am curious about implementation of initiatives, walk through
look-fors, and climate of building.
@MJMadda No, attitude about what tech to use and how much tech to use. Can't move past certain
models #edtechchat
A5. I would like to explore assessments that motivate learners &amp; learn w/ @alicekeeler
@justintarte @gcouros @PaulSolarz @ #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:44:5

22/12/2014 20:45:0

MJMadda

@srhulsman Lots of resources here: http://t.co/emUyfy4394 #edtechchat
@Learn21Tech That's definitely an issue I keep hearing over and over. Mo' money, mo' problems.
#edtechchat

betavt

A5 - how to focus on SAMR and get beyond S #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:45:0

cvarsalona

@SKwikkel @johnccarver Good to hear about my Twitter friend, @johnccarver #edtechchat A4
A5: Making sure all #Sped kids are geting #accommodations they need in the least restrictive
environment. #edtechchat. Worry about my kiddos
@MJMadda @Teachbaltshaw @JinSooDHuh Yes, I'm hoping to organize a tour - @joemanko, you on
board? : ) #edtechchat
RT @smithadelic: Q5: #edtechchat 1 issue as a Tech Fac. How to reach all Ts &amp; get them to want
to use tech in the classroom. 2 How to encou…

22/12/2014 20:45:0
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vptechnodork

@ajpodchaski yes - pretty much. Need to increase for third time in 5 yrs. #edtechchat
.@andreakornowski I bring different teachers to tech conf. We tweet back to school. Next conference
want to Bring those rocks. #edtechchat

TeachFromHere

@Learn21Tech @ajpodchaski build a culture of its OK to fail - just learn and adjust! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:45:2

iplante

A5 do you differentiate with tech to let Ss "show what they know"? #edtechchat
RT @shfarnsworth: #edtechchat A5: I am curious about implementation of initiatives, walk through
look-fors, and climate of building.
RT @mdeHSD: Q5: I've been struggling with Twitter as "preach to choir" vs real Ed reform.
#edtechchat
@KerryHawk02 @AshleyCooksey2 @petruccim @ReadingSchools Between Twitter &amp; our Google
connects, we have many ways to connect. #edtechchat
A.5 -Researching more how to integrate coding in K-12 with real-world connections using a variety of
resources. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:45:2

@TeachFromHere #edtechchat so true &amp; so hard for me to understand.
@DianaLRendina I'm paperless in BYOD... hit me up anytime! My Ss and I have great ideas! Check
out @RocketsHelpDesk for tips #edtechchat
RT @TheTechRabbi: A5: collecting data that shows technology integration develops 21st-C skills and
provides more significant learning exper…
RT @Learn21Tech: @TheTechRabbi yes! we have a CoLaboratory as well! Also a "active classrooms"
and innovation stations http://t.co/Vxtl2KnL…
RT @smithadelic: Q5: #edtechchat 1 issue as a Tech Fac. How to reach all Ts &amp; get them to want
to use tech in the classroom. 2 How to encou…

22/12/2014 20:45:3

A5: Always interested in new Ed tech policies on cell phones, BYOD, etc. #edtechchat
A5: BYOD and how to continue to teach our students the appropriate ways to use the device
academically. #edtechchat
A5 I’d like advice on how other schools engage staff (especially beginners) in technology usage. #ideas
#thoughts #flippedPD #edtechchat
A5) How to build student-side consistency from bleeding-edge teachers thru to hesitant this-is-how-I'vealways-done-it teachers? #edtechchat
RT @mdeHSD: Q5: I've been struggling with Twitter as "preach to choir" vs real Ed reform.
#edtechchat
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ajpodchaski
andreakornowski

@Learn21Tech network devastated from construction project - taking forever to find all problems backlash is bad #edtechchat
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MJMadda

@vptechnodork Great idea! #edtechchat even if not conference...#edcamp
@jhnmason @KerryHawk02 @AshleyCooksey2 @petruccim @ReadingSchools Sometimes so much
so, it seems overwhelming… #edtechchat

Learn21Tech

@DianaLRendina resistant to let kids use them? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:45:5

ShiftParadigm

Important issue -&gt; @smithadelic @betavt @daveandcori #edtechchat
RT @vptechnodork: A5 how to move those toe draggers along. If we can't water rocks we can roll
them. #edtechchat
A5: #edtechchat How to get Ts to believe that tech will make their life easier, upfront loading, then life
will be easier #IPROMISE
Q5) How to get people not to be so reluctant when change comes and to take risks. Also, not
supporting innovative teachers #edtechchat
RT @iMacmulligan: A5: #edtechchat companies should use field consultants, Twitter chats, school
visits, &amp; encourage feedback from primary a…

22/12/2014 20:46:0

22/12/2014 20:46:1

htdcompletely

@KerryHawk02 @RocketsHelpDesk Thanks - I'll take you up on this. #edtechchat
@mdeHSD Getting people out of their comfort zones into real innovations is often difficult.
#EdTechChat
@teacher_graham Use Apple TV and small groups collaboration and creativity. Explain Everything.
#edtechchat
@cvarsalona #edtechchat it was my highlight of 2014. Great ideas that enhanced my practice. Almost
2much 2take in! http://t.co/JqhXr0vGG5
@Joesanfelippofc @TonySinanis @Jeff_Zoul @kjghawk 2 for 1 Joe... we travel in pairs and we are
coming. #edtechchat
@Learn21Tech @EdSurge @DustinStiver We're definitely hoping to come to Pittsburgh in 2015!
#edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: #edtechchat Check out these How-To articles from #edsurge50 writers about
implementing #edtech in your classroom! http://t.co/…
RT @LindseyLipsky: A5: Making sure all #Sped kids are geting #accommodations they need in the
least restrictive environment. #edtechchat. W…

iplante

@teacher_graham so many answers...what is need? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:46:2

meloniewallace

RT @wfsuper: A5: Always interested in new Ed tech policies on cell phones, BYOD, etc. #edtechchat
@TeachFromHere @ajpodchaski yes agree but easier said than done and our Ts do have great
#growthmindset for the most part! #edtechchat
A4 every surface is lrning space -like lego wall 4th grdr designed 4 @MeriwetherLES a couple of yrs
ago #edtechchat http://t.co/7ZM0pEtS7a

22/12/2014 20:46:2

22/12/2014 20:46:3

JohnGriffith79

@apptasticteach I know right? put your head in the sand and see how that works… #edtechchat
@DianaLRendina I think strong admin support of Ts is critical. And having a plan for the crazy stuff
that's going to happen. #edtechchat

JinSooDHuh

RT @iplante: A5 do you differentiate with tech to let Ss "show what they know"? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:46:3

s_bearden

@MDiffenbaugh Resources here: http://t.co/iakuLn3189 #edtechchat
RT @shawadam78: A5: BYOD and how to continue to teach our students the appropriate ways to use
the device academically. #edtechchat
RT @LindseyLipsky: A5: Making sure all #Sped kids are geting #accommodations they need in the
least restrictive environment. #edtechchat. W…
RT @LindseyOwn: A5) How to build student-side consistency from bleeding-edge teachers thru to
hesitant this-is-how-I've-always-done-it teac…

22/12/2014 20:46:3

22/12/2014 20:46:5

KatrinaStevens1

@lconley86 through modeling first by admin...offer staff coaching support #edtechchat
Q4: I’d also like to visit a number of schools in my own district more often. Maybe @CrimsonViewCats
would be interested? #EdTechChat
@MJMadda @KerryHawk02 @AshleyCooksey2 @petruccim @ReadingSchools This is def a major
problem for many T’s tryin to make a PLN. #edtechchat
@mdeHSD Remember, you can recognize the true pioneers from the arrows stuck in them.
#EdTechChat
RT @JinSooDHuh: RT @MJMadda: RT: @KatrinaStevens1 Check out the #edtech tools most
mentioned by the #edsurge50 authors http://t.co/tPRjskQ…
RT @MJMadda: Hey Ohio educators -- @MrsTraceyDunn is a late addition, but she's a great one to
chat with! #edtechchat
.@andreakornowski another great use for Storify. Share tweets with staff and parents from Ed and
edtech conferences. #edtechchat
@andreakornowski @vptechnodork Ive noticed tht. When U have ur #edtech posse, you feel less
exposed. Gets late adopters onboard! #edtechchat
RT @LindseyOwn: A5) How to build student-side consistency from bleeding-edge teachers thru to
hesitant this-is-how-I've-always-done-it teac…

ajpodchaski

@Learn21Tech @TeachFromHere working on it, but not always a smooth path. #edtechchat
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KatrinaStevens1
Learn21Tech
shawadam78
A_RiveraNY
jpk38

RT @lconley86: A5 I’d like advice on how other schools engage staff (especially beginners) in
technology usage. #ideas #thoughts #flippedPD…
@ajpodchaski ugh that's hard - we let MS Ss BYOD as well@this year in addition to 1:1 CB and it
crushed network #edtechchat
@LindseyLipsky that is one of the reasons I had the them place a Twitter widget on the school website.
Transparency is vital #edtechchat
A5- How do we get more of us to open up to the idea that being connected really can improve our
craft? #edtechchat
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A5 why schools want to still buy projectors? #edtechchat
RT @AlexVKluge: @mdeHSD Remember, you can recognize the true pioneers from the arrows stuck
in them. #EdTechChat
RT @shawadam78: A5: BYOD and how to continue to teach our students the appropriate ways to use
the device academically. #edtechchat
Q5: I'd like to connect with some edus who have effectively transformed their classroom from four walls
to no walls #edtechchat
@Learn21Tech A lot of my teachers don't see how devices can be tools - only see them as distractions
#edtechchat
RT @pammoran: A4 every surface is lrning space -like lego wall 4th grdr designed 4 @MeriwetherLES
a couple of yrs ago #edtechchat http://t.…

22/12/2014 20:47:1

@joannavrteaches @s_bearden @MJMadda #edtechchat 24/75 in lil Ol Adelaide today
RT @KatrinaStevens1: @Learn21Tech We're hosting an @edsurge Summit on Feb 27-28. Free for
educators! https://t.co/iuHOGhjfSa #edtechchat
@scholzet @alicekeeler @justintarte @gcouros @PaulSolarz I would like to join you! I wonder how
students could be involved. #edtechchat
@TeachFromHere @Learn21Tech @ajpodchaski Culture "OK to fail" SOOO hard to establish!Esp
high-achieving, high-expectatn parents #edtechchat
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vptechnodork

@andreakornowski thank Andrea #edsurge50 #edtechchat
RT @AlexVKluge: @mdeHSD Remember, you can recognize the true pioneers from the arrows stuck
in them. #EdTechChat

andreakornowski

A5: Looking for strategies to streamline my work...has to be efficiencies I'm missing. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:47:4

LachelleBrant

A5. Putting plans in place before purchasing technology. #edtechchat
@ajpodchaski @Learn21Tech I know, this is hard. Support from admin and school culture will help
#edtechchat
RT @shawadam78: @LindseyLipsky that is one of the reasons I had the them place a Twitter widget
on the school website. Transparency is vita…
RT @andreakornowski: @lconley86 through modeling first by admin...offer staff coaching support
#edtechchat
RT @JinSooDHuh: A4 #edtechchat Bmore has an awesome #makerspace at the @DHFBaltimore.
Tons of amazing innovations driven by kids

22/12/2014 20:47:4

@MissSarahsBlog @KatrinaStevens1 A great program to check out http://t.co/2UyDnrqCrr #edtechchat
RT @JinSooDHuh: A4 #edtechchat have always wanted to see #pbl in action at @hightechhigh. So
many great free resources and love their showc…
RT @JinSooDHuh: A4 #edtechchat just foraying into tech in a major way, but @collegiateacad in
NOLA has a culture second to none for student…
@Learn21Tech my cables were actually crushed by the install of an HVAC unit :) Upgrading to
150Mbps tomorrow as well! #edtechchat
@TeachFromHere #edtechchat Ss are starting to force some out of their comfort zone by asking to do
things differently but it's a slow go
RT @EdSurge: #edtechchat Check out these How-To articles from #edsurge50 writers about
implementing #edtech in your classroom! http://t.co/…
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lars3eb

@ajamitrano Ah, talk to @teachbleggett in Kansas! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:48:0
A5: I am always looking for new ideas for better classroom management. I love @ClassDojo for that but
always open to advice. #EdTechChat
22/12/2014 20:48:0

OChemPrep

@KatrinaStevens1 @Learn21Tech @EdSurge Detroit?? Michigan? Anytime soon? #edtechchat

cbeyerle
vptechnodork
shfarnsworth
JinSooDHuh
s_bearden
jhnmason

RT @poida: #EdTech Confidence matters! MT @10MillionMiler: I CAN is 100X More Important Than IQ
RT @marshawright http://t.co/uYOMQm04LB
#ed…
RT @JohnGriffith79: @DianaLRendina I think strong admin support of Ts is critical. And having a plan
for the crazy stuff that's going to ha…
#edtechchat loved seeing the evolution of @JasonMMarkey at Leyden. Great leader with incredible
kids and staff. Have enjoyed visits.
RT @AlexVKluge: @mdeHSD Remember, you can recognize the true pioneers from the arrows stuck
in them. #EdTechChat
@lconley86 @KatrinaStevens1 Baby steps are OK! Better small steps forward than none at all.
#edtechchat
A5 How do you stay innovative and current without getting caught up in playing around with every new
toy? Focus is hard in #edtechchat
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pammoran
teachbleggett
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costrand16
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TheTechRabbi
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SKwikkel
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KatrinaStevens1

@TeachFromHere @beckyfisher73 shares often via twitter on how to make sense of informal learning
as PD- tchers see as key #edtechchat
Q5) Get people to see technology isn't a babysitter. Not a tool, but an unbelievable resource
#edtechchat
A5: Give people the flexibility to innovate &amp; provide resources w/in the budget. Time for collab
&amp; visits/conferences are huge. #edtechchat
RT @poida: #EdTech Confidence matters! MT @10MillionMiler: I CAN is 100X More Important Than IQ
RT @marshawright http://t.co/uYOMQm04LB
#ed…
As an aside-I'm looking 4 new photo editing &amp; collage tools to try out 4 new gallery I'm creating.
Ex: http://t.co/0ja16XyP6B #edtechchat
“@Learn21Tech: @MJMadda bandwidth / how much to keep increasing... #edtechchat” this is the
linchpin. Don't forget the APs and switches.
RT @teachbleggett: Q5) Get people to see technology isn't a babysitter. Not a tool, but an unbelievable
resource #edtechchat
A4: Working on a Teacher Swap with @tpiowa &amp; @DaveMcCaulley from ELC! Work to do but
exciting potential #edtechchat
@LindseyOwn @TeachFromHere @Learn21Tech @ajpodchaski okay to fail ....learn ....grow. Peptalk
for semester 2. #edtechchat

MJMadda

@elizaldericardo Welcome! Which #edsurge50 piece did you write? #edtechchat
@DianaLRendina I can see that - we have had 1:1 laptop program for 13 yrs before BYOD introduced
so that eased that issue. #edtechchat
RT @Joesanfelippofc: A5: Give people the flexibility to innovate &amp; provide resources w/in the
budget. Time for collab &amp; visits/conferences …
@s_bearden @lconley86 @KatrinaStevens1 Truth. #edtechchat Talk to @MDiffenbaugh! I think she'll
have great advice from Idaho!

GwynethJones

@NMHS_lms @Vine has really energized our library, too! So fun!
From mini-tours, book trailers, to school wide-events -SO real! #edtechchat

Learn21Tech
robpennington9

KatrinaStevens1
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KatrinaStevens1

Q6 coming up in 1 minute…#edtechchat
Technology should no longer be seen as "tools" that we use. Tech should be an everyday part of our
classroom, like breathing. #edtechchat
@VanessaHiser @joannavrteaches @MJMadda About the same here :-) Love FL in December!
#edtechchat
RT @teachbleggett: Q5) How to get people not to be so reluctant when change comes and to take
risks. Also, not supporting innovative teache…

meloniewallace

@LachelleBrant i second tht, lol #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:49:0

MJMadda

Q6 coming up in 1 minute…#edtechchat
A5: I have teachers who are always looking to improve teaching and learning through tech. Esp
w/communication and collaboration #edtechchat
@pammoran @cvarsalona @RosieRevere @CaleElementary @wahsphysics @mkarpovich Our Girl's
Geek Days are growing each time! #edtechchat
RT @teachbleggett: Q5) Get people to see technology isn't a babysitter. Not a tool, but an unbelievable
resource #edtechchat
RT @teachbleggett: Q5) Get people to see technology isn't a babysitter. Not a tool, but an unbelievable
resource #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:49:0

22/12/2014 20:49:2

JohnGriffith79

.@teachbleggett those ideas are scary. http://t.co/q7agl88xHe #edtechchat
RT @MrsDelz: Technology should no longer be seen as "tools" that we use. Tech should be an
everyday part of our classroom, like breathing. …

AnnettMcDavid

RT @poida: #EdTech Confidence matters! MT @10MillionMiler: I CAN is 100X More Important Than IQ
RT @marshawright http://t.co/uYOMQm04LB
#ed…
22/12/2014 20:49:2

cbeyerle

RT @poida: Universal Skills for All Learners!
http://t.co/pP8wHeCClr
http://t.co/4uUaUnPdLp
H/T @robert_kalman @cristama @jackiegerstein
#…

MrsDelz
s_bearden

ajamitrano
paulawhite
JinSooDHuh
AlexVKluge
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TheTechRabbi
LindseyOwn
smithadelic
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lars3eb
vptechnodork

@Learn21Tech 50Mb per 100 devices to function. IMHO #edtechchat
@AshleyCooksey2 @jpk38 You mean old-school transparency? Actually, as a sci teacher, a couple
occasions I wished I had one! #edtechchat
RT @MrsDelz: Technology should no longer be seen as "tools" that we use. Tech should be an
everyday part of our classroom, like breathing. …
@teachbleggett Preach, the amount of data that gets unused from online programs is staggering to me.
#edtechchat
A5: Also interested in more ideas for tech use with limited number of devices at your school. Funding is
tough, esp in #Utah. #EdTechChat
RT @MrsDelz: Technology should no longer be seen as "tools" that we use. Tech should be an
everyday part of our classroom, like breathing. …
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RT @teachbleggett: Q5) Get people to see technology isn't a babysitter. Not a tool, but an unbelievable
resource #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:49:5
RT @GwynethJones: @NMHS_lms @Vine has really energized our library, too! So fun!
From mini-tours, book trailers, to school wide-events -SO…
RT @teachbleggett: Q5) How to get people not to be so reluctant when change comes and to take
risks. Also, not supporting innovative teache…
@TheTechRabbi @Learn21Tech @MJMadda we must define bandwidth as abt anywhere our kids
move-portable w them in and out of school #edtechchat
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RT @jpk38: A5 why schools want to still buy projectors? #edtechchat
@TheTechRabbi @MJMadda exactly - our core switches are being upgraded next summer and on
separate dedicated fiber #edtechchat
@mdeHSD @htdcompletely Twitter is intro to innovators, many in-depth conversations often happen
offline. #edtechchat
@lars3eb @ClassDojo just starting using this year. I do an end of the day report as opposed to points.
Love it! #edtechchat
RT @DianaLRendina: A4: I'd love to visit my TL friends' libraries - @ShawnaFord1 @NMHS_lms
@GravesColleen @librarian_tiff @gwynethjones &amp; m…
RT @paulawhite: @pammoran @cvarsalona @RosieRevere @CaleElementary @wahsphysics
@mkarpovich Our Girl's Geek Days are growing each time! #e…
RT @smithadelic: A5: #edtechchat How to get Ts to believe that tech will make their life easier, upfront
loading, then life will be easier …
SP Controls announcing launch of Doceri Certified Educator Professional Development program
http://t.co/gGWeSA30AC #edtechchat #flipclass
Can We Guess Which Grade You Teach? http://t.co/sNmIsx9vDd #k12 #edchat #educhat #ssChat
#edTech #Teachers #edu #edtechchat #teachkids

22/12/2014 20:49:5

Q6: How can educators better connect beyond state and country borders? #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q6: How can educators better connect beyond state and country borders?
#edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: A4: If you want to implement a 1:1 iPad or pbl program, visit @felixjacomino at
http://t.co/ODTKkjO7jL! #edtechchat
@lconley86 Gotta sell it,Tech people assume people will want to use things l, crucial to show how it
makes things better. #edtechchat
#edtechchat model classrooms are needed so T's can SEE successful tech integr. in place, instead of
T's being told what it should look like
@lars3eb I've gone to a rotation station method w/ access to 12 desktops. Have to plan two activities
to accommodate. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:50:0

RT @poida: Universal Skills for All Learners!
http://t.co/pP8wHeCClr
http://t.co/4uUaUnPdLp
H/T @robert_kalman @cristama @jackiegerstein
#…
@paulawhite @pammoran @RosieRevere @CaleElementary @wahsphysics @mkarpovich Fun work
to get girls geeked out! #edtechchat
@Learn21Tech I am hoping to adjust again at end of year, based on usage - think we crushed the
bandwidth as well as cable #edtechchat
@sandeeteach - @northernparkway has just started exploring @SpheroEdu. Keep me posted on your
experience. Will do the same. #edtechchat
RT @lconley86: @casas_jimmy @Teachbaltshaw @robpennington9 @andreakornowski @scholzet
Would love to come visit too! :) #edsurge50 #edtechch…
A5 - trying to have folks believe there is great value in collaborating w/teachers across the globe - not
just across the hall #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q6: How can educators better connect beyond state and country borders?
#edtechchat
RT @MrsDelz: Technology should no longer be seen as "tools" that we use. Tech should be an
everyday part of our classroom, like breathing. …
A5 I hope my PLN &amp; colleagues know that the tech isn't the thing, its the connections that tech
makes possible. THAT's the thing #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: #edtechchat Check out these How-To articles from #edsurge50 writers about
implementing #edtech in your classroom! http://t.co/…
RT @MrsDelz: Technology should no longer be seen as "tools" that we use. Tech should be an
everyday part of our classroom, like breathing. …
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@OChemPrep @Learn21Tech @EdSurge We're certainly up for chatting about Detroit. : ) #edtechchat 22/12/2014 20:50:4
RT @JinSooDHuh: @teachbleggett Preach, the amount of data that gets unused from online programs
is staggering to me. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:50:4
RT @jhnmason: A4 Come visit @WilliamDaviesMS for @edcampSoJersey this March. #edtechchat
#WeAreDavies I’ll present on my vocab methods, and…
22/12/2014 20:50:4
@coachrmitch have you seen enriched? http://t.co/GUMfSRmNuN #edtechchat
RT @betavt: @MissSarahsBlog @KatrinaStevens1 A great program to check out
http://t.co/2UyDnrqCrr #edtechchat
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@Joesanfelippofc By doing this, teachers can see the excitement of discovery. It's contagious, then
they share with students! #edtechchat
Wow, #edtech problems… Someone at Corner Bakery just asked me, "Why are your fingers flying at
the speed of light?" #edtechchat
RT @TeachFromHere: What if we could count a PD day to visit other teachers/schools/builidings and
steal great stuff?? #edtechchat
@jhnmason set aside time to play with shiny new things. Or give some new things to teams to play with
&amp; report back to me. #edtechchat
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RT Q6: How can educators better connect beyond state and country borders? #edtechchat
@MrsTraceyDunn I don’t show the @ClassDojo dashboard but still keep the sounds. Ss like checking
their stats at home each night. #EdTechChat
RT @betavt: A5 - trying to have folks believe there is great value in collaborating w/teachers across
the globe - not just across the hall…
“@htdcompletely: Should we give bleeding edge teachers more time and tech to convince and support
other group?” #edtechchat
A6 Read @edsurge (sucking up) and engage in twitter chats like #edtechchat. Don't operate in a
vacuum. Find people who challenge your ideas.

22/12/2014 20:50:5

@JinSooDHuh Ts need to embrace Ss where they are..not where we want them to be #edtechchat
Can You Pass A U.S. Citizenship Test? http://t.co/1t1OaH1JUJ #k12 #edchat #educhat #ssChat
#edTech #Teachers #edu #edtechchat #teachkids
#edsurge50 contributors weigh in on why teacher PD is just that important: http://t.co/tbyEOa2XTS
#edtechchat
@joannavrteaches @lconley86 @KatrinaStevens1 I've seen baby steps grow into giant ones!
#edtechchat
RT @jhnmason: @lconley86 Gotta sell it,Tech people assume people will want to use things l, crucial
to show how it makes things better. #ed…
@LindseyOwn @AshleyCooksey2 @jpk38 still have my overhead. With a rolling deck. For some
demos, nothing beats it. :&gt;) #edtechchat
@pammoran @TheTechRabbi @MJMadda yes! We do hotspots for kids that need them and adding
more to library next year #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:51:0

A6: Create global PLNs. and share and inspire. #edtechchat
RT @teamdoceri: SP Controls announcing launch of Doceri Certified Educator Professional
Development program http://t.co/gGWeSA30AC #edtechc…
RT @andreakornowski: @lars3eb I've gone to a rotation station method w/ access to 12 desktops.
Have to plan two activities to accommodate.…
RT @MJMadda: Q6: How can educators better connect beyond state and country borders?
#edtechchat
@mitchellsensei @ticketleap We're excited to have you! Spread the word! #maker #njed #njascd
#edtechchat
RT @Joesanfelippofc: A5: Give people the flexibility to innovate &amp; provide resources w/in the
budget. Time for collab &amp; visits/conferences …
@MrsTraceyDunn I also send out the @ClassDojo parent notifications as soon as I notice them. Such
a great tool! #EdTechChat
@lars3eb @MrsTraceyDunn @ClassDojo Agreed. @ClassDojo seems always willing to take educator
feedback to heart. #edtechchat
RT @JinSooDHuh: A1 #edtechchat Really helpful to find meetup groups like @educelerate,
@leapinchicago and @4pt0schools that bring innovativ…

22/12/2014 20:51:2

Happy Holidays PLN &amp; Twitter friends!
https://t.co/9Ax851pru1
#TLChat #EdChat #EdTechChat
@paulawhite I’m amazed at the spread of girl geeks - they are fierce in their interest in coding, robotics
.. #edtechchat
A6: Because indep. school world is small, we do that automatically. NAIS and TABS conferences. Use
#isedchat and #tabschat. #edtechchat
RT @TeachFromHere: A3) I am moving to a place that has a #TechPlayground and it is super
#amazeballs @coetechplay #edtechchat
A6 @elemenous is constantly sharing Global online opportunities such as http://t.co/Wn2euHypkx
global http://t.co/iJHVOUy7z1 #edtechchat
A6 Twitter! #mtedchat now counts for license renewal units. If we could all do that, collaboration will
become more of a norm #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Q6: How can educators better connect beyond state and country borders?
#edtechchat
@Learn21Tech @EdSurge @DustinStiver @LIIEllis I love having local partners - lots of planning to go
around. : ) #edtechchat
@Learn21Tech @TheTechRabbi @MJMadda I am hoping to do that in the next year as well - 10Gbps
backbone? #edtechchat
A6 As 21st century Ts, it is no longer okay to connect only within our 4 walls or school. Tweet, Blog,
Google Hangout, CONNECT! #edtechchat
@LindseyOwn @Learn21Tech @ajpodchaski I know - I blogged about that this summer.
http://t.co/OFzgJdNMEz #edtechchat
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AshleyCooksey2

A6: social media. Skype. Virtual classroom visits. #googleglass #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:51:5

KatrinaStevens1

Check out #edtechchat radio on the @bamradionetwork: http://t.co/aKtHShqLnh
@joannavrteaches Oh I do! But I think the *kids* feel the discrepancies heavily. Any way to make it
seem smoother frm kid view? #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:51:5

LindseyOwn
scholzet
pammoran
vptechnodork
jpk38

22/12/2014 20:52:0

@andreakornowski @lars3eb Awesome idea Andrea. #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:52:0
RT @Learn21Tech: @pammoran @TheTechRabbi @MJMadda yes! We do hotspots for kids that need
them and adding more to library next year #edtechc…
22/12/2014 20:52:0
RT @MJMadda: @andreakornowski @vptechnodork Ive noticed tht. When U have ur #edtech posse,
you feel less exposed. Gets late adopters onboar…
22/12/2014 20:52:0
A6 #Voxer &amp; Hangouts allow personal conversations to evolve from twitter. #edtechchat
@jpk38 Ideas that were once good can have a lot of momentum. Esp if someone can make a profit.
http://t.co/5StTTgXAyT #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:52:0

A6 easy! Twitter PLNs! #edtechchat
@A_RiveraNY @northernparkway @SpheroEdu I'm in yr round won't have kids til end of Jan. Time to
get ready:) Happy to connect #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:52:1

A6: through social media and chats like this of course! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Check out #edtechchat radio on the @bamradionetwork:
http://t.co/aKtHShqLnh
RT @CurtisChandler6: Bad news: reading before bed on your iPad could be disrupting your sleep
cycle. http://t.co/k7WGSovhzp http://t.co/I6L…

22/12/2014 20:52:1

Get on Twitter! Lurk, participate in chats...seek others in SM oh yeah get on Twitter #edtechchat
@JohnGriffith79 Who wouldn't want to participate in #mtedchat PD at home ...awesome PLN...and
FREE! #edtechchat
@shfarnsworth Doing first “look fors” after 1st of the year. Would welcome an extra set of eyes.
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:52:2

22/12/2014 20:52:2

joannavrteaches

@vscheivert thanks Vince- lively #edtechchat tonight @AlexVKluge
RT @JohnGriffith79: A6 Twitter! #mtedchat now counts for license renewal units. If we could all do that,
collaboration will become more of …
A6: Develop a PLN that focuses on their needs through Twitter. The most powerful way to grow
professionally in my opinion. #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Check out #edtechchat radio on the @bamradionetwork:
http://t.co/aKtHShqLnh
@apptasticteach Good strategy to use, as long as one can have a good team to play around with. Now
to PLN one together.. #edtechchat
@mdeHSD I have experienced this as well. Try and get your team out to edcamps and share some
resources you discovered with them. #edtechchat
RT @MrsDelz: A6 As 21st century Ts, it is no longer okay to connect only within our 4 walls or school.
Tweet, Blog, Google Hangout, CONNECT…

TheTechRabbi

A6: Twitter #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:52:4

GwynethJones

@DianaLRendina @ShawnaFord1 @NMHS_lms @gravescolleen @librarian_tiff
You're welcome anytime! #edtechchat All ya'll welcome!
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22/12/2014 20:52:5

coachrmitch

@MDiffenbaugh Truth! #edtechchat
@LidaZlatic interesting....our problem here stems from restrictions on sub days for health care
coverage #EdTechChat

LindseyLipsky

A6: Twitter!? Except time zones are sometimes a problem. womp, womp. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:52:5

techytess

A6; Twitter! Lurk, talk, connect, share! Best PLN ever! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:53:0

Learn21Tech

@KatrinaStevens1 My methods: GHO, Voxer, Twitter! Plus travel when I can.. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:53:0

andreakornowski

@scholzet @lars3eb So simple...but it's how we get by. #edtechchat
@andreakornowski Definitely a great idea. I just need more time to plan it out. Why can’t I love on 2-3
hrs of sleep a night? #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:53:0

@scholzet @justintarte @gcouros @PaulSolarz That is a good thing to work towards. #edtechchat
A6: Beg, plead, borrow to get to conferences - start with edcamps, then try to hit regional or national be friendly #edtechchat
A6) Get into the Twitter-sphere! The Coolest things happen here and there are brilliant ideas just
waiting to be had! #edtechchat
A6: I also like to follow a lot of ed blogs from around the world, reading their candid posts makes me
feel connected #edtechchat
@MJMadda #edtechchat Thanks everyone, lots to look at for Next year. Got to go #christmasshopping
only 36 hours to go! Happy Holidays

22/12/2014 20:53:0

lars3eb
alicekeeler
ajpodchaski
TeachFromHere
MissSarahsBlog
VanessaHiser
meloniewallace
LindseyOwn

22/12/2014 20:52:5
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22/12/2014 20:53:0
22/12/2014 20:53:0
22/12/2014 20:53:1

I slipped in and now im headed out i always enjoy yall #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:53:1
Can someone compile JUST all the tweets with resources/links in them from this chat? Pleeeeeeeze? :) #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:53:2

betavt
kevinhoneycutt
Charley_Locke
Learn21Tech

This has been a quick hour #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:53:2
RT @lars3eb: A5: Also interested in more ideas for tech use with limited number of devices at your
school. Funding is tough, esp in #Utah. …
22/12/2014 20:53:2
A6 #edtechchat Ts, have you found Reflect &amp; Connect useful? What capabilities do you look for in
a connection tool? https://t.co/t9eFtHA2mZ
22/12/2014 20:53:2
@ajpodchaski yep! #edtechchat
@MDiffenbaugh @alicekeeler @justintarte @gcouros @PaulSolarz Maybe do something w/ Skype or
GHO? #edtechchat
RT @pammoran: A4 every surface is lrning space -like lego wall 4th grdr designed 4 @MeriwetherLES
a couple of yrs ago #edtechchat http://t.…
RT @lars3eb: I’m getting excited for #EdTechChat tonight with some of the other #EdSurge50 folks.
Come and join us in about 20 mins. #UTedC…

22/12/2014 20:53:2

@meloniewallace Thanks for stopping by, Melonie! #edtechchat
Amen! RT @teachbleggett: Q5) Get people to see technology isn't a babysitter. Not a tool, but an
unbelievable resource #edtechchat
@sandeeteach Can you send me a link to your calendar? We are talking about yr round for 16-17
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:53:3

#edtechchat A6. Google Hangouts are great for collaborating across distances.
A6 You never know what a Twitter connection can do. Met @MathNeil on #BFC530 and a few months
later we met at @BRSOE in Disney #edtechchat
A6: #edtechchat Follow blogs, Social Networks, Open Ed, subscribe to info from all over the World, so
much to learn from others!
RT @KatrinaStevens1: RT Q6: How can educators better connect beyond state and country borders?
#edtechchat
A6. Connecting is great, but not enough. We need to get Tt sharing, creating and collaborating. Not just
consuming. #edtechchat
Check out #edsurge50 @elizaldericardo's: Making Movie Shorts to Learn English:
https://t.co/UmMrNKdFuS #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:53:4

@LindseyOwn No worries! We archive! http://t.co/AvbU12H5v3 #edtechchat
@lars3eb @teachbleggett And one that won't ever replace teachers or face-to-face contact.
#edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:53:5

22/12/2014 20:53:5

htdcompletely

@DianaLRendina ugh - hope they fix the wireless - can turn Ts off big time #edtechchat
@lars3eb I find myself just planning a few activities ahead...I call it organic...controlled chaos.
#edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: @lars3eb @teachbleggett And one that won't ever replace teachers or face-to-face
contact. #edtechchat
A6: @edsurge already helps with this but so many Ts out there! Must be a way for a platform to help
direct Ts toward right help #edtechchat

TeachFromHere

@techytess For sure lurk - but eventually lead to contribute :-) #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:54:0

TheWeirdTeacher

@LindseyLipsky I say we abolish them! Who needs em? 20th century ideas. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:54:0

VanessaHiser

RT @poida: Superb! --&gt; Bloom's 'Digital' Taxonomy - Printable Reference Table. Share this!
https://t.co/D86igDnnIK
http://t.co/jKQDn34qG0
…

22/12/2014 20:54:0

paulawhite

@pammoran and loving being able to come out as a girl geek! #edtechchat
beginningot ask now, for certain training at Girl's Geek Day
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MissSarahsBlog

A5: #GAFE &amp; Chromebook deployment is on "front burner" @TradersPointCA #edtechchat
RT @LindseyLipsky: A6: Twitter!? Except time zones are sometimes a problem. womp, womp.
#edtechchat

coachrmitch

@MJMadda @LidaZlatic Def worth a look and forward thank you very much #edTechChat #wyoedchat 22/12/2014 20:54:0

jhnmason

A6 I’ll gladly claim my PLN is global, but it is currently a work in progress. Getting there! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:54:1
A6 involve students as bloggers and tweeters. Gives them ownership and opportunity to summarize
thoughts and process #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:54:1
@JinSooDHuh need to embrace fact that we teach 1 way and they learn another :)) #edtechchat if they
can make us understand we have done job
22/12/2014 20:54:1

MrsBalazs
iplante
pammoran
LindseyLipsky
andreakornowski
TeachFromHere

RT @paulawhite: @pammoran and loving being able to come out as a girl geek! #edtechchat
beginningot ask now, for certain training at Girl'…
RT @s_bearden: A6: I also hate edtech sales reps selling a product, rather than a solution to my
problem/needs! #edtechchat
RT @vptechnodork: A6. Connecting is great, but not enough. We need to get Tt sharing, creating and
collaborating. Not just consuming. #edt…
RT @iplante: @JinSooDHuh need to embrace fact that we teach 1 way and they learn another :))
#edtechchat if they can make us understand we …
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A_RiveraNY
DianaLRendina
lars3eb
MJMadda
lconley86
robpennington9
JinSooDHuh
MrsDelz
mikelubelfeld
lars3eb
vptechnodork
shfarnsworth
motodot
apptasticteach

@teacher_graham think about using them as a center. Could be reading, writing, math. The
possibilities are endless. #edtechchat
A6: Twitter, blogging, GHO and Google+ have been my best ways to connect w educators around the
world. #edtechchat
@andreakornowski That sounds like my kind of classroom, organic-controlled chaos! #EdTechChat
@Learn21Tech @DianaLRendina That especially concerns me for the big SmarterBalanced/PARCC
exams come spring… #edtechchat
@jhnmason @joannavrteaches @s_bearden @MJMadda @JinSooDHuh Thanks for the good advice
#edtechchat #edsurge50
A6.Connect to Twitter- which tends to happen at conferences like EdCamps have an Edcamp + get
more to connect. Key -aha moment #edtechchat
@LindseyOwn http://t.co/gTpQJ6sIui check that out. compiles old #edtechchat and announce
upcoming chats.
@gcouros reminds us "Isolation is now a choice teachers make." Form a PLN and utilize it to recharge
&amp; get inspired. #edtechchat
RT @tbresnahan1: Love this saying: Pedagogy drives instruction while technology accelerates it. So
true @MSSAA33 #edchat #edtechchat http:/…
RT @pammoran: @TheTechRabbi @Learn21Tech @MJMadda we must define bandwidth as abt
anywhere our kids move-portable w them in and out of scho…
RT @MrsBalazs: A6 involve students as bloggers and tweeters. Gives them ownership and
opportunity to summarize thoughts and process #edtec…
Met unforgettable educators from all over the country at Google Teacher Academy. Relationships
fostered through @voxer &amp; G+ #edtechchat
RT @lars3eb: Amen! RT @teachbleggett: Q5) Get ppl to see technology isn't a babysitter. Not a tool,
but an unbelievable resource #edtechchat
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22/12/2014 20:54:4

cvarsalona

#edtechchat I started here, then edcamp and then conferences. Anyone going to OETC in February?
22/12/2014 20:54:4
@paulawhite really value the older girls mentoring the younger geek girls and the women who are
mentoring them all - thank you! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:54:4
@TeachFromHere The journey to be a connected ed is #awesome http://t.co/U5njeyuaZG #edtechchat
A6
22/12/2014 20:54:5

iplante

@LindseyOwn edtechchat.wikispaces.cim #edtechchat

Learn21Tech

@EricAfterSchool yes and new programs like #NAISToF! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:54:5
#edtechchat A6 Have innovative T's join you on GLOBAL collaborative projects like ours:
http://t.co/1zFWdjsdT3
22/12/2014 20:54:5
@scholzet @alicekeeler @justintarte @gcouros @PaulSolarz Yes! Count me in for a Google hangout!
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:54:5

pammoran

cherandpete
MDiffenbaugh

EdTechRetweet
T_HEB
MJMadda
htdcompletely
iplante
MJMadda
s_bearden
KatrinaStevens1
LindseyLipsky
joannavrteaches
KatrinaStevens1
sandeeteach
cvarsalona
vptechnodork
MJMadda
LindseyLipsky

RT @poida: #EdTech Confidence matters! MT @10MillionMiler: I CAN is 100X More Important Than IQ
RT @marshawright http://t.co/uYOMQm04LB
#ed…
Edcamps are terrific! Some much power in learning from great edus. Hey, just like #edtechchat!
@ajpodchaski
Want more? Check out 52 stories from educators across the US on #edtech in our "Fifty States guide"!
#edtechchat https://t.co/BLw7fFWgJl
RT @MrsBalazs: A6 involve students as bloggers and tweeters. Gives them ownership and
opportunity to summarize thoughts and process #edtec…
RT @KatrinaStevens1: Check out #edsurge50 @elizaldericardo's: Making Movie Shorts to Learn
English: https://t.co/UmMrNKdFuS #edtechchat
@JinSooDHuh @LindseyOwn Also, I'll be putting together an article on ths tomorrow, Lindsey :) Look
out for it in the newsletter! #edtechchat
A6: Twitter! And anyone can improve their Twitter skills with @TweechmeApp :)
http://t.co/cPvLTAB5oX #edtechchat
RT @cwhitetech: A6 @elemenous is constantly sharing Global online opportunities such as
http://t.co/Wn2euHypkx global http://t.co/iJHVOUy7z…
@AlexVKluge @s_bearden @AshleyCooksey2 YES, there should be a list somewhere. Is there a list
somewhere? LOL #edtechchat
RT @robpennington9: A6.Connect to Twitter- which tends to happen at conferences like EdCamps
have an Edcamp + get more to connect. Key -aha…
RT @JinSooDHuh: A6 Read @edsurge (sucking up) and engage in twitter chats like #edtechchat.
Don't operate in a vacuum. Find people who chal…
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@JohnGriffith79 http://t.co/YKiFVmqBg6 Look under parents for calendars #edtechchat
@LindseyLipsky Enjoy speaking with connected colleagues across the states and globe. #edtechchat
A6
.@MrsBalazs powerful idea. Students as bloggers/partners. Give them their voice. #edtechchat
http://t.co/lWY1LH0JXF

22/12/2014 20:55:3

@cherandpete I love that idea. Do you also use @MysterySkype? #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: @DigitalPromise A6: I hate edtech sales reps with no classroom experience.
Clueless as to practical classroom challenges #ed…
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iplante
WillcottJulie
A_RiveraNY

RT @s_bearden: A6: Twitter! And anyone can improve their Twitter skills with @TweechmeApp :)
http://t.co/cPvLTAB5oX #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Want more? Check out 52 stories from educators across the US on #edtech in our
"Fifty States guide"! #edtechchat https://t.co/…
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JohnGriffith79

@teacher_graham Check out this Pinterest. https://t.co/2Eqt6fg5No #edtechchat
A6: I also love conferences, the face-to-face connecting is great! But they can be expensive, big
deterrent unfortunately :/ #edtechchat
@DrThomasHo Us, too! So excited! We are in the stone age with tech now but have a new ast supt
#edtechchat

utalaniz

@KatrinaStevens1 Twitter, Google Hangout, and conferences. #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:55:5

KatrinaStevens1

22/12/2014 20:55:5

smithadelic

@JinSooDHuh Loving the @edsurge and #edtechchat love!
@Learn21Tech It works most of the time. But it's had trouble w iPads, and GHO and Skype don't
always work. #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: A6: Twitter! And anyone can improve their Twitter skills with @TweechmeApp :)
http://t.co/cPvLTAB5oX #edtechchat
A6: #edtechchat I beta test whenever I can, just to meet gr8 minds from many countries. IN, Aus, UK
NZ doing gr8 things, gr8 tools free etc

MJMadda

@techyturner @vailschools Chat with @JasonMMarkey about Leyden! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:56:0

briley8557

#edtechchat Thank you for all of the great ideas. Bedtime! I hope you all have a wonderful holiday.
RT @JinSooDHuh: RT @KatrinaStevens1: Check out @ideaguy42's "Culture of Yes" in the
#edsurge50 states guide: http://t.co/Pe9S1JbpUH… #edtec…
RT @betavt: A5 - trying to have folks believe there is great value in collaborating w/teachers across
the globe - not just across the hall…
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MissSarahsBlog

DianaLRendina
KatrinaStevens1

ideaguy42
lars3eb
iplante
LindseyOwn
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I love connecting with edus across country and curriculum #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:56:1
@JinSooDHuh Indeedy, but I'm hoping for summary... A curation of the resources. I'm hella lazy to
search the whole archive :-) #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:56:2
RT @KS_EdMktg: A4. I'm dying to see iZone in NYC. How they meet wide range of needs, and partner
with #edtech innovators. #edtechchat @Inno…
22/12/2014 20:56:2
A6: #edcamp travels builds midwest PLN #edtechchat
RT @MJMadda: Want more? Check out 52 stories from educators across the US on #edtech in our
"Fifty States guide"! #edtechchat https://t.co/…
@MJMadda @lars3eb @teachbleggett great piece by @timbuckteeth about making tech the tool.
http://t.co/h9oH1ymRBJ #edtechchat
RT @s_bearden: A6: Twitter! And anyone can improve their Twitter skills with @TweechmeApp :)
http://t.co/cPvLTAB5oX #edtechchat
RT @KerryHawk02: A5 I hope my PLN &amp; colleagues know that the tech isn't the thing, its the
connections that tech makes possible. THAT's the…
RT@TheTechRabbi @Learn21Tech @MJMadda we must define bandwidth as abt anywhere r kids
move-portable w them in and out of school #edtechchat
. @andreakornowski @lars3eb I might have to steal this term "organic controlled chaos" - it describes
our library perfectly :) #edtechchat
@pammoran @vscheivert Interesting, can't recall anyone setting up an ed broadband network. Hope it
all works out well. #EdTechChat

22/12/2014 20:56:2

22/12/2014 20:56:5

jgreenadvc

@LindseyOwn @JinSooDHuh Noted! #edtechchat
RT @ajpodchaski: There are so many great things being shared here - so humbling! Amazing people
to amazing things #edsurge50 #edtechchat

LindseyOwn

@MJMadda *hearts!* #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:56:5

KatrinaStevens1

A special thanks to @MJMadda and the #edsurge50 educators for great discussion! #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:56:5
A6: http://t.co/gpDkcUYhXm Another great site to connect with educators globally for pen pals and
projects #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:57:0
A6 Twitter is the absolute best way I've found to connect! Don’t be afraid to reach out to #PLN and ask
a questions #edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:57:0

KatrinaStevens1
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LindseyLipsky
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jpk38
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A6: Could there be anything better than Twitter for connecting? #edtechchat #PLN
22/12/2014 20:57:1
@TeachFromHere @Teachbaltshaw @Socrative backchanneling takes student ownership and control
of their learning to another level!
#edtechchat
22/12/2014 20:57:1
@iplante Global chats are #awesome, Sharon. #edtechchat
@DianaLRendina @andreakornowski I think it describes many educational settings perfectly! ;)
#EdTechChat
A6: .@elemenous &amp; @GlobalEdCon have done more for me than any other single mechanism for
connecting beyond borders #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A special thanks to @MJMadda and the #edsurge50 educators for great
discussion! #edtechchat
Should we be asking how can they can better connect or how do we promote the connections to get
more connected? #edtechchat
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jpk38
MJMadda
T_HEB
brengard
JinSooDHuh
MrsBeck25
iplante

RT @KatrinaStevens1: A special thanks to @MJMadda and the #edsurge50 educators for great
discussion! #edtechchat
@jpk38 @TheTechRabbi @Learn21Tech Yes, and "anywhere" would hopefully be the communities
where they live. #edtechchat Wireless beyond walls!
A6 Create PLN through twitter, blogs, edcamps, etc but then taking the next step and using that PLN.
Share docs, skype, collab! #edtechchat
Thanks, @tonywan — We were pretty proud of the work and hope to do it again. @KSmithSchool
@EdciteTeam #edtechchat
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@LindseyOwn LOL get that. #tldr version tomorrow via @edsurge courtesy of @MJMadda #edtechchat 22/12/2014 20:57:3
RT @TeachFromHere: The Clinton #cpsreds are doing it the right way - I am sometimes #jelly I don’t
live in Western OK #oklaed #edtechchat @…
22/12/2014 20:57:3
22/12/2014 20:57:3

Mic_Uppena

RT @atragg: A6: Could there be anything better than Twitter for connecting? #edtechchat #PLN
RT @NMHS_lms: A3: Our school has a digital badge based PD platform, which I wrote about in my
#edsurge50 piece http://t.co/4Dn2IJo1TG #edt…
RT @MrsDelz: Technology should no longer be seen as "tools" that we use. Tech should be an
everyday part of our classroom, like breathing. …

KatrinaStevens1

@briley8557 Thanks for participating! #edtechchat
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andreakornowski

@lars3eb Just as long as there's no combustion :) #edtechchat
RT @EdSurge: #edsurge50 contributors weigh in on why teacher PD is just that important:
http://t.co/tbyEOa2XTS #edtechchat
RT @vptechnodork: .@MrsBalazs powerful idea. Students as bloggers/partners. Give them their voice.
#edtechchat http://t.co/lWY1LH0JXF
@poida @Teachbaltshaw @Socrative I know this because I have benefited. Getting them to make this
a habit has been tough #edtechchat
RT @cwhitetech: A6 @elemenous is constantly sharing Global online opportunities such as
http://t.co/Wn2euHypkx global http://t.co/iJHVOUy7z…
RT @robpennington9: Should we be asking how can they can better connect or how do we promote
the connections to get more connected? #edtech…
@motodot @lars3eb @teachbleggett tech tool cribs- kids need to learn 2 select the best tool 4 work
from hammers 2 mobile devices #edtechchat
RT @Joesanfelippofc: A5: Give people the flexibility to innovate &amp; provide resources w/in the
budget. Time for collab &amp; visits/conferences …
RT @T_HEB: A6 Create PLN through twitter, blogs, edcamps, etc but then taking the next step and
using that PLN. Share docs, skype, collab! …
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A special thanks to @MJMadda and the #edsurge50 educators for great
discussion! #edtechchat”
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A special thanks to @MJMadda and the #edsurge50 educators for great
discussion! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:57:4

@smithadelic Looking for new tools 4 photo editing &amp; collage making for poetry site. #edtechchat
A6 I dream of teaching kids to do daily vlogs of process, successes, and their failures. Failures are
opps for improvement. #edtechchat
RT @JinSooDHuh: A1 #edtechchat Really helpful to find meetup groups like @educelerate,
@leapinchicago and @4pt0schools that bring innovativ…
RT @EdSurge: #edsurge50 contributors weigh in on why teacher PD is just that important:
http://t.co/tbyEOa2XTS #edtechchat
RT @MrsDelz: Technology should no longer be seen as "tools" that we use. Tech should be an
everyday part of our classroom, like breathing. …
A6. Follow blogs, read books, go to national conferences &amp; don't be afraid to present &amp; share
everywhere! #edtechchat
Thank you, @MJMadda for hosting #edtechchat, tonight! I'm thankful for many awesome connections!
Looking forward to ongoing learning!
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@MrsBalazs We share the same dream :) #edtechchat
A6: And how could I forget ISTE, #FETC &amp; other conferences? Love meeting fellow educators
face-to-face. #ISTE2015 #edtechchat
RT @robpennington9: Should we be asking how can they can better connect or how do we promote
the connections to get more connected? #edtech…
@Joesanfelippofc Conferences are definitely huge for educators. Districts have to trust that this is
money well spent. #edtechchat
MT @s_bearden: A6: I hate edtech sales reps selling a product, rather than a solution 2 my
problem/needs! #edtechchat [classic sales prob!]

22/12/2014 20:58:1

@MDiffenbaugh Thank you SO much for attending and reppin' Idaho #edtech, Marita! #edtechchat
RT @KatrinaStevens1: A special thanks to @MJMadda and the #edsurge50 educators for great
discussion! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:58:3
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kevinhoneycutt

@atragg and for continuous PD! #edtechchat A6
RT @vptechnodork: A6. Connecting is great, but not enough. We need to get Tt sharing, creating and
collaborating. Not just consuming. #edt…

TeachFromHere

@A_RiveraNY @Joesanfelippofc but sometimes finding that money is really hard. #edtechchat
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joannavrteaches
betavt

RT @cvarsalona: @LindseyLipsky Enjoy speaking with connected colleagues across the states and
globe. #edtechchat A6

22/12/2014 20:58:4

Thanks for all the great thinking tonight everyone #edtechchat
RT @zaption: Watch our holiday vid card to donate Zaption Pro to Ts in underserved communities:
http://t.co/MMwF9lTbJS #edtechchat http://t…
RT @MJMadda: @JinSooDHuh @LindseyOwn Also, I'll be putting together an article on ths tomorrow,
Lindsey :) Look out for it in the newslette…
@robpennington9 Good question! We need to connect in the way that works for us - Voxer, Twitter,
email, iMessage... whatever. #edtechchat
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SKwikkel

@MrsDelz I agree! It's day to day life for our students! #edtechchat #edsurge50
@pammoran @motodot @teachbleggett Sometimes the best tech is an #analog tool instead!
http://t.co/l7QxDs3ecv #EdTechChat
RT @MJMadda: @JinSooDHuh @LindseyOwn Also, I'll be putting together an article on ths tomorrow,
Lindsey :) Look out for it in the newslette…
@A_RiveraNY @Joesanfelippofc Except when there's a vendor hall with people screaming at them :/
#edtechchat
What a great way to head into winter break after an awesome #edtechchat Thanks to all for the
inspiration.
@s_bearden: A6: I hate edtech sales reps selling a product, rather than a solution 2 my problem/needs!
#edtechchat [classic sales prob!]
That's all, folks! Thanks for joining this week’s #edtechchat! Don’t forget to follow your new connections
from tonight!
A Look Inside the Classroom of the Future via @DLCMsavvy @edutopia #21stedchat #edchat
#edtechchat http://t.co/1mMhFNrPRg
RT @EdSurge: What tools do #edsurge50 educators recommend, from coast to coast? Check out the
handy list here! #edtechchat http://t.co/Uhb2…
A3 I am a team of one...often rely on Ss who I have taught tech or get tech to help educators in house
#edtechchat
#EdTechChat checking out. Thnx 4 support &amp; ideas. S/O 2 @shfarnsworth @johnccarver &amp;
new followers @BarbInNebraska @wfsuper &amp; @s_bearden :-)

lolusyrihapa

16 Ways to Do Your School’s Website Wrong #edtechchat #schoolpr

22/12/2014 20:59:2

TeachFromHere

@DianaLRendina love me some #ISTE #edtechchat
@MrsBalazs I'm having kids blog science #geniushour progress, and it's SO awesome! Wish I could
share, but walled garden. :-( #edtechchat
A6: Because of Twitter, I learned about EdCamps and @isteconnects. Going to #ISTE2014 was a
highlight of my yr! #edtechchat

22/12/2014 20:59:3

Thanks for a great #edsurge50 chat tonight #edtechchat
RT @cvarsalona: @LindseyLipsky Enjoy speaking with connected colleagues across the states and
globe. #edtechchat A6
RT @A_RiveraNY: @Joesanfelippofc Conferences are definitely huge for educators. Districts have to
trust that this is money well spent. #edt…

22/12/2014 20:59:3

@MJMadda Great job and thanks so much :) #edtechchat
Thank you to everyone for all the new knowledge. I need to go back to supervising out home BB game.
Have a good night!! #edtechchat
Going to bake some shortbread haha, thank you for the #edtechchat tonight old and new
friends/colleagues!
RT @EasyBib: [List] What's Your Favorite Librarian Chat?http://t.co/SbpTkds1Nv #tlchat #edtechchat
#tlnewsnight #collabed #pubpribridge #in…
@lconley86 My students have never lived in a time without Internet and mobile devices. They are
digital natives. @marcprensky #edtechchat
.@MJMadda hope you have a wonderful holiday season … and thank you for getting us together to
visit tonight #edtechchat
A big thank you to @MJMadda and @EdSurge for a great #edtechchat tonight and for giving us all a
voice through #edsurge50 project. Inspiring
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Thank you, #edtechchat for an engaging evening chat.
Don’t forget the archive from each week can be found on the #edtechchat wiki at:
http://t.co/fnbZpSinXO
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